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SUMMARY 

A Workshop on Maximizing Synergies between Global Health Initiatives and Health 
Systems was held in Lipa City in the Philippines from 25 to 28 November 2009. The workshop 
was co-organized by the WHO Regional Offices of South-East Asia and the Western Pacific  to 
address the issue of global health initiatives (GHIs) and health systems. The workshop provided 
an opportunity to bring together 109 participants – Member State technical staff from disease-
specific programmes as well as policy and planning departments along with WHO country office 
staff from disease-control and health systems disciplines. Observers included representatives of 
the Global Alliance for Vaccines and Immunization (GAVI), Global Fund to Fight AIDS, 
Tuberculosis and Malaria (GFATM), International Medical Center of Japan (IMCJ), United 
Nations Children's Fund (UNICEF), World Bank, Asian Development Bank (ADB), Joint United 
Nations Programme on HIV/AIDS-Technical Support Facility (UNAIDS-TSF) for Asia and the 
Secretariat of the Pacific Community (SPC). 

The objectives of the workshop were: 

(1) the participants will have shared the lessons learnt from the specific country 
analyses of bottlenecks and how they are translated in grant proposals;  

(2) the country teams will have analysed the specific health systems bottlenecks to 
scaling up or implementing EPI, malaria, tuberculosis and HIV/AIDS programmes in their 
setting using a building block framework by reviewing current proposals and reports; and 

(3) the country teams will have prepared concrete bullet points of potentially 
synergistic health systems interventions that could address bottlenecks, improve efficiency 
or enhance sustainability of disease control interventions across programmes to be used for 
funding applications. 

The workshop was officially opened by the WHO Regional Adviser of Health Services 
Development on behalf of the Regional Director for the Western Pacific. Then, four introductory 
presentations were made in order to provide an overview of the specific health systems issues, 
experiences and tools. The first presentation, "Primary Health Care and Health Systems 
Strengthening in a Changing World", was made on behalf of WHO Headquarters and articulated 
the need for better coherence between policy and planning in the frameworks, better policy 
dialogue to improve joint policy and planning, reviews and assessment between health systems 
and programmatic areas, and better understanding of primary health care (PHC) renewal and 
health systems strengthening (HSS), global health initiatives, the Paris Declaration and IHP+. 
The next presentation from the Regional Office for South-East Asia was on a rapid assessment 
tool based on the six health systems building blocks, where core and secondary indicators have 
been assigned within each block to identify the gaps in HSS interventions at national and 
subnational levels for proposal development. The third presentation, which was on the country 
studies in Cambodia and Viet Nam, elucidated the health systems bottlenecks and synergistic 
interventions based on the building block framework and PHC principles. The final introductory 
session held on day one was devoted to presentation of the perspectives on the cross-cutting HSS 
by five international agencies (UNICEF, World Bank, ADB, GAVI and GFATM) and the Joint 
Funding Platform for HSS proposed by GFATM, GAVI and the World Bank. The speakers 
emphasized the need to find approaches that are efficient, effective and promote improved health 
outcomes in an equitable and fair manner. While the panel member from ADB exhorted that 



there must be an emphasis on health service development and service delivery at the local level, 
the speaker from UNICEF advocated a strong emphasis on the "right to health" and felt that 
resources should be organized and even pooled to reach those who are difficult to reach. The 
World Bank representative spoke of the growth of parallel systems for donor assistance in health 
and advocated the move towards supporting a single plan without creating parallel systems (e.g. 
variations of sector-wide approaches). The GAVI/GFATM/WB representatives spoke of their 
Joint Funding Platform and outlined the possible joint approaches on which consensus appeared 
to have been achieved. It was informed that 2011 may reasonably be the year of the worldwide 
launching of the new Joint Funding Platform, although not yet confirmed.  

During the next plenary session, WHO regional advisers and technical officers  introduced 
each of the health systems building blocks. The first presentation was on stewardship, leadership 
and governance, gender, human rights and equity and focused on barriers to access to services, 
health as a human right, the interface between efficiency and equity, and the use of targeted or 
universal strategies to reach the underserved. The second presentation was on medical products 
and technologies and emphasised the fact that a well-functioning supply system is a pre-requisite 
to effective delivery of health services. The third presentation was on the vision statement of the 
information system and focused on the need to increase the availability and use of timely, 
accurate health information within the country as well as globally. The fourth presentation was 
on human resources in health and emphasized the importance of health workers for health 
outcomes. The fifth presentation on financing articulated WHO’s emphasis on supporting 
adequate, sustainable and effective health financing to support improved health outcomes. The 
presentation on the sixth and final building block of service delivery was focused on how to 
deliver good-quality services that are effective, safe and people-centered. 

Group work sessions were then conducted with country teams working separately for two 
days. Each country team used a matrix that included the six building blocks linked with the PHC 
reform areas as the guiding tool and analysed the main bottlenecks encountered in their 
respective programme interventions and identified potential joint activities to identify the 
strategic and synergetic interventions that should be prioritized in order to improve the health 
outcomes from a disease-specific perspective. The teams were also provided with a guidance 
note that included the generic issues to be considered as well as possible questions that could be 
addressed and supported by WHO staff, facilitators and observers during their group work. The 
specific themes and appropriate actions identified varied between countries, but several possible 
actions were commonly listed by two or more countries, including: 

• national laboratory strategies and policies; 

• work on information systems – linkages, decreasing fragmentation, etc; 

• integrated training systems across the disease programmes; 

• integrated supervision systems; 

• quality assurance systems; 

• strengthened financial systems – national health accounts, improved financial systems 
and accounting, liaison with the Ministry of Finance; 

• working more effectively with SWAPs and national health plans; 

• human resource planning – including incentives, motivation, etc. 

• procurement and supply management; and 

• defining service delivery packages. 



On the fourth and last day of the workshop, each country team presented a highlight of its 
country action plan, which was the consolidated outcome of the group work. The country action 
plan was a strategic selection of feasible and priority HSS actions across programmes. Following 
this, a panel session was organized on the ways to support the countries with regard to technical 
assistance, with the panellists being three participants representing the demand side of technical 
assistance. The main issue highlighted was the lack of national planning at country level, which 
sometimes leads to poor coordination among partners. Technical assistance was also felt to 
remain too much donor driven rather than country driven. The UNAIDS mechanism to provide 
technical assistance, TSF, was presented as a business model that could be complementary with 
institutional organizations such as WHO and UNICEF.   

During the final plenary session, the main recommendations and ways forward for country 
delegates, WHO country staff, WHO Regional Office as well as partners were identified and 
agreed. The Director of Health Sector Development, WHO Regional Office for the Western 
Pacific, delivered the closing address and thanked all the participants for their active involvement 
in the workshop process. He also extended his warm thanks to GAVI, GFATM, IMCJ, UNICEF, 
UNAIDS-TSF, World Bank and ADB.   





1. INTRODUCTION 

There is an increasing interest on the part of the health community to embed robust health 
systems strengthening (HSS) measures into disease-specific control programmes and other health 
programmes such as maternal and child health (MCH), in a manner consistent with primary 
health care (PHC) principles. The Global Fund to Fight Aids, Tuberculosis and Malaria 
(GFATM) and the Global Alliance for Vaccines and Immunization (GAVI) have both opened 
windows of opportunities for funding HSS. However, there is still some uncertainty about how 
health systems strengthening and disease control can become more unified in the development of 
funding requests to Global Health Initiatives, whether through the proposal process or through 
national strategy applications.  

Recognizing the limitations of disease-specific approaches and the shortcomings of a 
fragmented international architecture for health, GFATM, GAVI and the World Bank (WB) have 
agreed to work together and harmonize their support to health systems strengthening through the 
creation of a joint funding and programmatic platform. The working methods of this joint 
platform remain to be defined. 

The GFATM Asia desk and WHO Regional Office for the Western Pacific, as well as the 
WHO Regional Offices of South-East Asia and Europe, have entered into an agreement on a 
joint workplan. One of the activities planned for WHO was the organization of a workshop to 
address the issue of global health initiatives (GHIs) and health systems. Conducting a health 
systems strengthening (HSS) workshop for member countries was also one of the tasks assigned 
to WHO in the GAVI HSS regional workplan. 

It is in this context that the WHO Regional Offices for South-East Asia and the Western 
Pacific jointly organized a workshop that brought together technical staff of Member States from 
the Expanded Programme on Immunization (EPI), MCH, tuberculosis (TB), malaria, and HIV 
programmes as well as policy and planning departments along with WHO country office staff 
from disease control and health systems disciplines. It was anticipated that the ideas generated 
from this workshop would be of immense value to other public health programmes. 

1.1 Objectives

(1) The participants will have shared the lessons learnt from the specific country 
analyses of bottlenecks and how they are translated in grant proposals. 

(2) The country teams will have analysed the specific health systems bottlenecks to 
scaling up or implementing EPI, malaria, tuberculosis and HIV/AIDS programmes in their 
setting using a building block framework by reviewing current proposals and reports. 

(3) The country teams will have prepared concrete bullet points of potentially 
synergistic health systems interventions that could address bottlenecks, improve efficiency 
or enhance sustainability of disease control interventions across programmes to be used for 
funding applications. 
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A total of 109 participants attended the workshop. Participants included national managers 
of disease- and service-specific programmes including EPI, HIV/AIDS, TB, malaria, MCH, and 
health systems/planning from each of the target countries. From the Western Pacific Region, the 
countries represented were Cambodia, China, Fiji, the Lao People's Democratic Republic, 
Mongolia, the Philippines, Papua New Guinea, Solomon Islands and Viet Nam. From the South-
East Asia Region, the participating countries were Bhutan, Indonesia and Nepal. The following 
agencies and institutions attended as observers: GAVI, GFATM, International Medical Center of 
Japan (IMCJ), United Nations Children's Fund (UNICEF), World Bank, Asian Development 
Bank (ADB), Joint United Nations Programme on HIV/AIDS-Technical Support Facility 
(UNAIDS-TSF) for Asia and the Secretariat of the Pacific Community (SPC). See Annex 1 for a 
list of participants, resources persons, observers and Secretariat. 

The three-and-a-half day Workshop on Maximizing Synergies between Global Health 
Initiatives and Health Systems was held in Lipa City, Philippines from 25 to 28 November 2009. 
See Annex 2 for an agenda. 

1.2 Opening remarks  

The workshop was officially opened by Dr Dean Shuey, Regional Adviser, Health 
Systems Development, WHO Regional Office for the Western Pacific, on behalf of Dr Shin 
Young-soo, WHO Regional Director for the Western Pacific. The inaugural speech highlighted 
the fact that this workshop was not a typical WHO health systems meeting because of the 
participation of a large number of country delegates from disease-specific programmes, clearly 
illustrating that HSS is "everybody's business". The Regional Director pointed out that one of his 
key actions since his appointment has been to promote cross-divisional work in the office to help 
Member States achieve sustainable improvements in health outcomes. He stressed the fact that 
this workshop was organized in collaboration with colleagues in the South-East Asia Region to 
develop cross-fertilization opportunities between regional offices in order to improve WHO 
technical support to countries.  

The Regional Director recognized that GHIs and funding opportunities for different 
disease- or target-specific programmes have significantly increased in the past 10 years and have 
achieved remarkable results in terms of increasing coverage and reducing morbidity and 
mortality for the targeted areas. However, he drew attention to the fact that weak health systems 
remain an obstacle to effective, efficient and sustainable service delivery of these programmes. 
Increased global funding for some disease-control and service-specific programmes provide an 
opportunity to build robust health systems in line with the values and the principles of primary 
health care. Strengthened health systems facilitate more effective disease control; therefore, a 
more integrated approach is needed in the development of funding requests to the GHI.  

Finally, he extended his appreciation to all the participants, including counterparts from 
Member States, representatives of the GHIs and other important partners, for taking time to 
participate in this workshop. He also acknowledged gratefully the financial support provided by 
GAVI and the Swedish International Development Cooperation Agency for organizing the 
workshop.  
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2.  PROCEEDINGS 

2.1 Presentations (Annex 3) 

2.1.1  Primary health care and health systems strengthening in a changing world 

In a joint presentation, Dr Denis Porignon and Dr Patrick Kadama from WHO 
Headquarters discussed a decade-long debate on the importance of health systems strengthening 
as a key element for improving health. The rationale behind this argument is the uneven progress 
and inequity in health outcomes throughout the world. They explained that in the light of the 
demand from Member States, WHO is committed to facilitate health systems strengthening based 
on PHC by mobilizing all forces in society. Further, the agenda for transforming health systems 
is driven by the social values of equity, solidarity and participation. The speakers summarized the 
four interlocking sets of PHC reforms or policy directions for PHC renewal presented in the 
World Health Report 2008. They stated that the challenge was to determine ways to move 
forward between country specificity and global drivers by adapting reforms to different country 
contexts. Several steps have been taken in recent years to bring together PHC and health systems 
in a changing international environment . The latest step was the publishing of two reports on 
social health determinants and PHC and health systems strengthening, which were supported by 
Member States through the adoption of subsequent World Health Assembly resolutions. Member 
States are committed to implement PHC reform, while the WHO Secretariat is committed to 
contribute to the renewal and strengthening of PHC and social determinants of health. The 
speakers then described possible pathways to link broad health goals, such as Millennium 
Development Goals (MDGs), with related national objectives such as reduction of morbidity or 
mortality, and to more specific intermediate objectives built on various actions in health systems 
building blocks. They argued that all of the reform initiatives discussed in the last several years 
are linked to each other and that people working in health systems and in programmes should 
work more closely together to implement these initiatives. They concluded that there is a need 
for: (1) better coherence between policy and planning in the frameworks: (2) better policy 
dialogue to improve joint policy and planning, reviews and assessment between health systems 
and programmatic areas; and (3) better understanding of PHC renewal, HSS and GHI and various 
initiatives to improve aid effectiveness such as the Paris Declaration and the International Health 
Partnership (IHP+). 

2.1.2  Rapid assessment tool for HSS in the South-East Asia Region  

Dr Ilsa Nelwan, Regional Adviser, Health Systems Infrastructure, WHO Regional Office 
for South-East Asia, presented a rapid assessment tool that has been developed and tested in  
Sri Lanka to identify the gaps in HSS interventions at national and subnational levels 
for proposal development. The tool is based on the six health systems building blocks, where 
core and secondary indicators have been assigned within each block. Pre-assessment data were 
collectedd by an in-country team and WHO staff in the Region. Gaps were identified through 
stakeholder meetings, interviews with consumer groups, as well as meetings with other non-
health sectors (education, social services, trade unions, etc).  

The tool was found to be useful for country teams to assess HSS issues in comprehensive, 
systematic and evidence-based ways. This rapid assessment is meant to be a country-owned 
process, with regional support, for identifying the health systems problems for further follow-up, 
such as proposal development. A field visit for conducting the assessment can be carried out in 
one week followed by a pre-assessment preparation. 
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A checklist has been developed for gap analysis during the field visit, using process 
indicators. It can also capture public health policy factors such as health effects from actions in 
other sectors as well as identify research needs. The stakeholder meeting at the end of the field 
visit is an important event that facilitates decisions on what interventions the country will need to 
undertake, what the expected results are, what the impact for the health systems is and how 
feasible the selected interventions are. The speakers informed the workshop participants that the 
tool is in the finalization stage and that the experience gained from the biregional meeting would 
contribute to the process. They also clarified that this rapid assessment tool would be used 
initially for preparing countries to develop proposals for GAVI or GFATM and other funding 
opportunities, and that subsequently, as more experience is gathered, it could be made more 
comprehensive. 

Dr Supachai Kunaratanapruk emphasized that the assessment should be carried out 
at various levels for it to be effective. He stressed that the tool was instrumental in facilitating 
discussions between "horizontal” staff from the planning and policy departments and disease 
programme managers. He also clarified that the laboratory part was included in the health service 
delivery indicators. He concluded the presentation with the assertion that the tool was useful in 
addressing managerial issues at different levels. 

2.1.3 Country studies in Cambodia and Viet Nam: HSS for optimal services 

In preparation for this workshop, the WHO Regional Office for the Western Pacific, 
together with the International Medical Center of Japan (IMCJ), conducted an analysis using a 
simple tool based on the building block framework and the PHC principles of health systems to 
identify bottlenecks to scaling up disease-control programmes in Cambodia and Viet Nam for 
GFATM and GAVI grants. The two health systems studies revealed a strong contrast between 
Cambodia's weak post-conflict system and Viet Nam's well-established system under a 
communist regime. Examples of good cross-cutting health systems interventions and their effects 
were presented by Dr Hidechika Akashi and Dr Yasuyo Matsumoto of IMCJ.  

The main conclusions of the study were: (1) there is no single successful health systems 
intervention as such, and a whole of system approach need to be taken because overcoming one 
bottleneck may reveal another bottleneck; (2) interventions to strengthen disease-specific 
programmes may not always contribute to overall health systems strengthening; (3) “vertical” 
programme management can complement weak health systems for starting or continuing service 
provision; and (4) interventions should be planned by optimizing the existing health systems, 
such as mobilizing domestic resources. 

The WHO Representative Office in Cambodia mentioned that it is both possible and 
practical to build upon the strengths of disease programmes to strengthen health system 
performance. The GAVI HSS initiative has combined programme implementation strengths from 
EPI with a systems approach to internal contracting to demonstrate results at district level in 
improving service delivery for maternal, newborn and child health beyond the programme areas 
as well as to strengthen planning and financial management. However, the participants were 
cautioned that some government-wide processes may not be suited to this sort of approach. A 
representative from the Ministry of Health Cambodia (HIV programme) confirmed WHO 
Cambodia’s assertion by referring to an example of the HIV programme having facilitated and 
worked together with different programmes for establishing integrated laboratories at the grass-
roots level, linking service packages from different vertical programmes. 

The WHO Representative Office in Viet Nam voiced concern that a huge influx of funds 
from global health initiatives has created inequity among health programmes in terms of 
distribution and balance of resources, as only four programmes receive funding from GHIs. The 
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cost of operating these four programmes has become relatively higher than that of other 
programmes. Very little has been done to strengthen the health information systems of other  
programmes. In the area of governance, technical monitoring of the programmes is needed to 
ensure that the funds sent to the government are properly used. Selection of the needy provinces 
in Viet Nam is sometimes not transparent. As for human resources for health, some distortion has 
been observed at primary level, such as concentration of health workers and its impact on equity. 
A representative from the Ministry of Health, Viet Nam (EPI programme) asked about the 
differences observed in the assessment of HSS activities supported by GFATM and GAVI. The 
IMCJ representative responded that it was not within the scope of this study to make such a 
comparative analysis. He also reminded the audience that the studies are only examples and HSS 
interventions need to be designed according to the context prevailing in each country.  

A representative from the Health Metrics Network commented on the study in Cambodia, 
noting that although resolving one bottleneck reveals another, it does not necessarily mean that 
the HSS intervention is creating a new bottleneck. He further asked both the countries to provide 
a brief description of health systems as they exist at the present, including information such as 
major reforms since 1980s and any milestones on HSS interventions, which would serve as a 
basis for designing HSS interventions.  

2.1.4 Perspectives on the cross-cutting HSS and the Joint Funding Platform 

The afternoon sessions of day one were dedicated to discussions on what is meant by 
cross-cutting health systems interventions and to the perspectives shared by different agencies 
including UNICEF (Mr Basil Rodriques), World Bank (Dr Eduardo Banzon), Asian 
Development Bank (Mr Sjoerd Postma), GAVI (Dr Craig Burgess) and GFATM (Dr Georges 
Shakarishvili). An update on the on-going Joint Funding Platform of GAVI/WB/GFTAM was 
also presented. 

The five international organizations provided an historical overview of the health funding 
landscape over the last 50 years, emphasizing that disease-specific and sector-wide approaches 
have been swinging from one to another over the last several decades. It was explained that 
successes and failures were observed depending on the specific country context. All 
representatives agreed that the debate between “pro” vertical and “pro” horizontal approaches is 
no longer the main issue. The issue now is to find approaches that are efficient and effective in 
promoting improved health outcomes in an equitable and fair manner. At the end of the day, it is 
all about improving health care for all and using the resources in the most pragmatic ways in a 
coordinated manner. 

The panel member from ADB exhorted that there must be an emphasis on health service 
development and service delivery at the local level. The six building blocks structure is useful, 
but there is a risk that it can be used to create six separate projects, which would be a mistake. 
Examples of issues to be considered for HSS in a more integrated manner include information 
systems, management of supplies/drugs/procurement, staff transport, training and supervision, 
and more comprehensive planning. Several examples of good practice were cited during the 
presentation.  

The speaker from UNICEF commented that synergies could be accidental, beneficial, 
opportunistic, deliberate, or inconsequential. He advocated a strong emphasis on the "right to 
health" and felt that resources should be organized and possibly pooled to reach those who are 
difficult to reach.  

The panel member from the World Bank spoke of the growth of parallel systems for donor 
assistance in health. This often means that when the funding stops the project and its activities 
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end. A move towards supporting a single plan without creating parallel systems is occurring. 
There are examples of successes and failures depending on the specific context. Variations of 
sector-wide approaches continue to be promoted.  

The World Bank representative also discussed decentralization as a process that has to be 
managed properly to avoid distortions of policies and gaps in services. Vertical programmes stop 
once parallel funding ends, whether from donors or the national government. Decentralization 
has led to an uneven performance of different health programmes, resulting in an unfair 
distribution of access to care. Decentralization has also made it more difficult to integrate data 
from the different levels. The panel member from UNICEF further added that the main challenge 
was to identify and reach a consensus on the ways to integrate support of global partners working 
on strengthening health systems.  

Global health initiatives, particularly GAVI and GFATM, have left a significant and 
positive footprint since 2000. However, both organizations have recognized that weak health 
systems are an obstacle to scale up their specific interventions and improving health outcomes. 

The GAVI representative reminded participants that the HSS window first opened in 2006 
and has now reached a funding basket worth US$ 850 million for the period 2008–2015. GAVI 
HSS funds can be used to strengthen health systems but require a clear link to increasing or 
sustaining immunization coverage. Areas of HSS support that address key bottlenecks to 
increasing access to vaccines may include the three non-exclusive themes, namely, health 
workforce, medical products and technologies, and management support at district levels and 
below. 

On the GFATM side, the HSS window was first opened at the time of the call for 
proposals for Round 5. During Rounds 5, 6 and 7, HSS was as a separate component of the 
disease-specific application form. HSS became a sub-component of each disease-specific form in 
Rounds 8 and 9, with the possibility of adding a section (section 4-B) for HSS interventions. In 
Round 9 the country demand worldwide was worth US$ 1.2 billion.  

Annex 8 lists the existing GFATM and GAVI HSS grants in countries in the South-East 
Asia and Western Pacific Regions. 

Regarding the Joint Funding Platform, the organizations emphasized the shared principles 
of their approach and provided an update of the status. The consensus on possible joint 
approaches at this stage includes: 

(1)  a common analytical approach to identifying HSS challenges for designing 
evidence-based, programme-specific and cross-cutting elements of HSS strategies led by 
the government in collaboration with other stakeholders; 

(2)  joint assessment of national health plans and HSS strategies through participatory 
approaches; 

(3)  common funding and disbursement channels, financial reporting and procurement 
mechanisms; 

(4)  demand-based joint support for programme implementation; 

(5)  harmonized mechanisms for technical support and capacity-building; 
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(6)  common performance and monitoring and evaluation (M&E) frameworks with 
shared indicators:  

(a)  aligned with country systems, and 

(b)  using joint review processes for monitoring performance. 

It was also mentioned that significant resources would be allocated to technical support 
and technical assistance, not just for planning development and/or proposal development, but 
also implementation, monitoring and evaluation, procurement and financial management. The 
process has been initiated and some pilot countries may be selected and funded through such a 
mechanism in 2010. It was stated that the new Joint Funding Platform may be launched 
worldwide in 2011, but this remained to be confirmed. 

 The participants demonstrated great interest in the Joint Funding Platform, especially on 
how it would be made operational. Specific questions were raised regarding the structure of the 
governing and management bodies that would be recognized at country level by the organization. 
However, it was clarified that at this stage no final decisions have been made on the architecture. 

2.2 Working group sessions

In order to capture the best potential cross-cutting priority activities per country, two days 
were dedicated to analysing the main bottlenecks of country-specific programmes and identifying 
potential synergistic or joint activities. A matrix that included the six building blocks of health 
systems – (1) service delivery, (2) financing, (3) health workforce, (4) medical products and 
technologies, (5) information, (6) stewardship, leadership and governance / gender, human rights 
and equity – linked with the PHC reform areas was used as the guiding tool to identify the 
strategic and synergetic interventions that should be prioritized in order to improve the health 
outcomes from a disease-specific perspective (Annex 5). 

Each of the six country-specific working group sessions were supported by WHO staff, 
facilitators and observers and were provided with a guidance note that included generic issues to 
be considered as well as possible questions (Annex 4) that could be addressed. The guidance note 
was not meant to be an exclusive set of topics to be considered, but was designed to provide 
direction in case the groups were having difficulty in identifying key issues. In addition, each 
building block was presented in a plenary session by respective WHO regional advisers. 

2.2.1 Introduction to building blocks  

2.2.1.1 Stewardship, leadership and governance / gender, human rights and equity 

The presentations of Dr Dean Shuey and Ms Anjana Bhushan, Technical Officer, Health 
and Development, focused on barriers to access to service, health as a human right, the interface 
between efficiency and equity, and the use of targeted or universal strategies to reach the 
underserved. The role of the private sector was raised as a concern because of the tendency for 
benefits in health systems to be disproportionately captured by the non-poor. Specifically, with 
regard to leadership, the perception that field-level health workers are having difficulty in 
integrating the multiple streams of programmes in a coherent manner was raised. Increased 
funding from international donors to specific health programmes has been good news. However, 
it has led not only to inclusiveness, but also in some instances to distortions and duplications of 
effort. It was pointed out that leadership and governance are much broader than just aid 
coordination. As such, representatives from the planning and policy departments may not be 
effective in the coordinating bodies created by the GFATM and GAVI. 
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The generic issues that were proposed to be considered were: 

• accountability and accounting systems; 

• donor coordination, aid effectiveness and membership of governing bodies; 

• national health planning and sector-wide planning; 

• intersectoral action including through the private sector; 

• geographical, economic and sociocultural considerations to overcome barriers for 
better equity. 

The main questions that were proposed to be considered were:  

• How are sector strategies defined, roles clarified and competing demands effectively 
managed?  

• Who does your programme reach or not reach? Why or why not? 

2.2.1.2 Medical products and technologies 

Ms Dardane Arifaj, Technical Officer, Pharmaceuticals, and Dr Gayatri Ghadiok, 
Technical Officer, Essential Health Technologies, presented the building block on medical 
products and technologies, which covered the aspects of procurement, pharmaceuticals and the 
health technology programmes. Ms Arifaj emphasized the fact that a well-functioning supply 
system is a pre-requisite to ensure effective delivery of health services. The performance of any 
project is therefore dependent on the performance of the supply system. Citing the Burundi case, 
which is symptomatic of a fragmented procurement system (as procurement was directly 
organized independently by a plethora of agencies and projects), she highlighted that one of the 
main challenges is the lack of coordination in planning between the various actors. As a result, 
stock-outs, shortages and over-stocking are still very often observed. She suggested that 
immediate synergistic action should include management and distribution, mapping of actors, an 
integrated information system and stock management. Dr Ghadiok focused on the need to 
integrate laboratory interventions and pointed out that in almost all developing countries the 
issues faced by laboratories are similar (working independently and even in isolation). This 
duplication of effort must be addressed by aligning national policies as well as coordinating 
GHIs and other donors. Building capacity in infrastructure, human resources, procurement and 
information technology should also be addressed.  

The generic issues that were proposed to be considered were: 

• procurement, supply, logistics, distribution systems; 

• medical equipment management systems; 

• laboratories; 

• drug inspection, registration, fake drugs and sub-standard drugs; and 

• rational drug use. 

The main question that was proposed to be considered was: 

• How can we ensure that quality drugs and appropriate equipment are delivered and 
that suitable infrastructures are made operational?
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2.2.1.3 Health information 

Dr Mark Amexo, Health Metric Network, WHO Headquarters, and Mr Jun Gao, Regional 
Adviser, Health Information, opened their presentation with the vision statement of the 
information system. The presentation focused on the need to increase the availability and use of 
timely, accurate health information within the country as well as globally. This is the goal of the 
Health Metrics Network. In order to achieve this goal, they recommended assessing priority 
interventions for health information system (HIS) reform and defining a continuum of 
implementation actions (immediate, medium and long-term). The outputs from such assessments 
may be turned it into an action plan for fresh funding requests as well as for proposing 
reprogramming of the M&E budgets within existing grants. 

The generic issues that were proposed to be considered were: 

• systematized, unified, balanced information systems;  

• HIS planning; 

• research oversight; and 

• monitoring and evaluation systems (actually as part of unified systems). 

The main question that was proposed to be considered was:  

• How can we ensure the generation of quality data and use of information at all 
levels? 

2.2.1.4 Health workforce 

Ms Kathleen Fritsch, Regional Adviser, Nursing, introduced the main issues related to 
human resources in health. She emphasized the importance of health workers to health outcomes, 
highlighting issues and challenges such as imbalances in numbers, skills-mix and distribution, 
insufficient remuneration and incentives packages, low standards and quality of education as well 
as weaknesses in the knowledge base for management of the workforce. 

The generic issues that were proposed to be considered were: 

• incentive systems (sustainable), 

• continuous education – integrated or separate, 

• review of and support to basic or pre-service education, and 

• workforce planning. 

The main question that was proposed to the groups to consider was: 

• How can we ensure sufficient, sustained and productive human resources? 

2.2.1.5 Health financing 

Dr Dorsjuren Bayarsaikhan, Regional Adviser, Health Care Financing, presented the 
building block on financing. The emphasis of WHO’s work in this area is on supporting 
adequate, sustainable and effective health financing to support improved health outcomes. Health 
care financing in the Region is characterized by a dependence on out-of-pocket expenditure, 
which contributes to problems with access, equity, quality, catastrophic health expenditure and 
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exclusion of vulnerable groups. Therefore, the biregional strategy calls for an increase in public 
resources for health and increased pre-payment and risk pooling. 

The generic issues that were proposed to be considered were: 

• sustainable financing, 

• health equity funds (done but hardly any on sustainability), 

• risk pooling and pre-payment (HIV added to insurance), and 

• financial information (National Health Accounts) and financial management. 

The main question that was proposed to be considered was: 

• How can we mobilize resources and ensure fair, sustainable financing, including 
financial protection? 

2.2.1.6 Service delivery 

Dr Dean Shuey presented on how to delivery good-quality services that are effective, safe 
and people-centred. He emphasized the importance of focusing on health needs of the population, 
ensuring comprehensive and continuous care, and tackling determinants of health as laid out in 
the World Health Report 2008. The presentation also showed the importance of integrating 
service delivery for priority health programmes from the viewpoint of the grass-root level service 
provider as well as of the receiver of services, e.g. mothers. 

The generic issues that were proposed to be considered were: 

• integrated packages of services, 

• infrastructure upgrade (only very limited available), 

• integrated supervision, 

• transport systems, 

• integrated health promotion, and 

• quality assurance systems – develop a framework for quality assurance. 

The main question that was proposed to be considered was: 

• How can we improve the organization, management and quality of services? 

2.2.2 Country feedback on cross-cutting issues to be tackled and actions to be taken  

 Each country team carried out an analysis of bottlenecks and identified possible 
synergistic interventions, including a simple action plan for taking the ideas generated during the 
workshop forward.

The guidance note (Annex 4) was intended to provide working groups with some 
direction. Countries were not expected to assess the HSS country needs as a whole, but rather to 
strategically choose relevant areas that could be advanced by mobilizing new resources (i.e. 
upcoming rounds of funding) or by improving efficiency and effectiveness with existing 
resources. 
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The tables below capture the main cross-cutting issues and bottlenecks and the related 
actions to be taken forward in each country.  

Bhutan

Cross-cutting issues and bottlenecks Main synergistic actions to be taken forward 

Standardization of health care services 
as per category of health facilities 

- Conduct baseline study on the existing health services 
and standardize depending on need 

Improvement of health care 
expenditure data  

- Conduct health care expenditure review 

- Establish National Health Account (NHA) 

Feasibility study on alternative sources 
of financing including privatization 

- Conduct feasibility study on alternative sources of 
financing including privatization 

Review human resources master plan 
and implement accordingly 
(competency of health workers) 

- Revisit the human resources development master plan 
in consultation with the HODs and other divisions in 
the Ministry 

- Upgrade the College of Nursing's infrastructure 

Incentive package for volunteer health 
workers

- Develop proposal for incentive package for volunteer 
health workers 

Capacity-building in stock 
management 

- Explore resources for capacity-building 

Capacity-building for HMIS unit - Explore resources for capacity-building 

Cambodia 

Cross-cutting issues and bottlenecks Main synergistic actions to be taken forward 

Harmonizing and scaling up 
continuum of care for MCH and linked 
responses (e.g. MCH, reproductive 
health, HIV/STI, TB, malaria) 

- Set up a core group from relevant programmes to 
review the existing framework of the two models 

- Develop comprehensive standard operating 
procedures for continuum of care for MCH 

- Develop a consolidated proposal for GFATM Round 
10 

Scaling up health equity funds (HEFs) - Review a draft HEF expansion plan linked to 
continuum of care and linked responses 

Scaling up integrated laboratory 
management 

- Scale up integrated laboratory management 

Standardization of monitoring toolkits 
for one common M&E framework 
towards strengthening the health 
management information system 

- Create a core team of HIS-SWG experts to review the 
previous HIS proposal and formulate an early 
consolidated draft proposal for Round 10 
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China 

Cross-cutting issues and bottlenecks Main synergistic actions to be taken forward 

Weak implementation of health plan at 
periphery, while strong at central and 
provincial levels  

- Set up performance targets for local governments 

- Clarify the responsibility of relevant sectors at the 
peripheral level 

- Undertake regular monitoring and evaluation 

High out-of-pocket expenditure by 
patients  

- Expand the package of health insurance 

- Increase the payment proportion from the health 
insurance 

Lack of qualified health workers at 
grass-roots level  

- Develop pre-service training and in-service training  

- Provide proper incentives to health workers 

Multiple entry points in health system  - Ensure coordination by the local health bureau 

- Encourage communication within the health system 

Insufficient data analysis, sharing and 
utilization 

- Designate an agency with the mandate for 
comprehensive information management 

- Integrate disease information systems 

- Analyse and share information from the integrated 
database  

Fiji 

Cross-cutting issues and bottlenecks Main synergistic actions to be taken forward 

Health workforce - Go over recommendations of health workforce 
review to identify “doable” actions 

- Develop a plan for filling urgent staff gaps 

- Develop a national health workforce plan or policy 

Finance - Review the financial system to streamline processes 

- Ensure flow of quarterly financial status reports from 
NA to programme managers 

- Organize financial management training for 
accounting clerks 

Service delivery - Conduct mid-level manager training to ensure that 
national plans are translated into IWP 

- Develop a transport plan and/or policy 

- Standardize CQI across all levels of the Ministry of 
Health 

- Carry out HP team-building and coordination 
exercise 

Medical products and technologies - Identify alternate funding sources for programmes for 
which funding support is ending 

- Develop a plan for training and logistic support for 
basic laboratory facilities located in 'remote' stations  
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Information - Establish the HIU/epidemiologist and support team- 
linked to research 

- Develop a health information strategic plan 
(systematized, unified and balanced information 
system) 

- Link laboratory data reporting with patient 
information 

Indonesia

Cross-cutting issues and bottlenecks Main synergistic actions to be taken forward 

Lack of strong leadership - Implement pilot project in priority districts for:  

• integrated health services (TB, malaria, HIV, 
EPI and MCH)  

• managerial training  

• policy review 

Low community involvement and/or 
participation 

Tbd 

Low quality of care and poor access to 
care in remote areas or islands 

Tbd  

Low government expenditure and high 
out-of-pocket expenditure 

- Pilot insurance scheme in one GAVI province to reach 
universal coverage 

Lack of quantity, quality and unequal 
distribution of health workforce 

- Implement study to develop national health workforce 
planning  

Lack of essential drugs, diagnostics 
and equipment  

- Undertake policy review at national level 

Ineffective health information system  - Review and revise the existing national health 
information system 

Lao People's Democratic Republic 

Cross-cutting issues and bottlenecks Main synergistic actions to be taken forward 

Leadership - Produce and disseminate guidelines on combining 
activities and resources, strengthening human resources 
capacity at decentralized levels, law enforcement, 
healthy villages 

Medical products and technology - Standardize drug procurement procedures, review the 
Revolving Drug Fund (RDF) pricing, facilitate law 
enforcement, reorganize and integrate laboratory 
systems 

Information - Facilitate law enforcement, integrate disease-specific 
HMIS data in annual report, simplify indicators and 
reporting (M&E) 
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Health workforce - Village health volunteers to provide integrated 
services, PHC training and support supervision to rural 
facilities 

Service delivery - Integrate GHI support into the sector-wide 
coordination mechanism, carry out quality assurance, 
update and integrate essential drug lists, standard 
treatment guidelines and standard operating procedures 

Financing - Revise methodology for targeting the poor, work with 
programmes on social health insurance benefit package, 
work on integrated PHC focus with the HIV/AIDS, TB, 
Malaria (HTM) programmes 

Mongolia 

Cross-cutting issues and bottlenecks Main synergistic actions to be taken forward 

Assessment and evaluation of 
programme bottlenecks at local 
government level 

- Organize individual meetings with local governor’s 
office 

- Develop an assessment tool  

- Establish an assessment team 

Increase government budget for 
prevention and promotion  

- Review budget allocation and implementation of 
prevention and promotion 

- Define and cost necessary interventions 

- Reflect in annual budget of local government  

Reform of quality control and 
assurance 

- Review existing quality control mechanisms and  
implementing agencies 

- Develop guidelines for reform and quality standards 
updates 

- Organize consultative meetings to finalize guidelines  

Strengthen primary health care 
services at bagh and soum levels 

- Develop integrated training packages  

- Improve skills of health care professionals in baghs,  
soums and family group practices (FGP) 

- Provide supportive supervision 

Reform the pre-, post- and in- service 
training system of health professionals  

- Organize workshops among training institutions  

- Develop integrated curriculum based on programmes  

- Identify budgets for continuing education  
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Nepal

Cross-cutting issues and bottlenecks Main synergistic actions to be taken forward 

Community participation for quality of 
care at community level 

- Organize regular technical audits at different levels 

- Develop an urban health strategy 

- Develop a strategy for emergency medical services 
(EMS) and air ambulances 

- Undertake redistribution of health facilities according 
to population/geographical area 

- Establish referral mechanism for hospitals and proper 
referral channels (periphery-district-regional-central) 

Increase government budget for health - Implement community finance scheme 
- Strengthen subnational financing for health 
- Ensure efficient use of existing resources 
- Facilitate better donor harmonization 

Capacity-building on stock 
management and infrastructure 
improvement 

- Harmonize procurement processes for different 
programmes 
- Increase community�awareness 

Develop a national health workforce 
plan  

- Reform medical education 

- Develop Model District HSS 

- Develop staff and strengthen capacity (paramedics, 
midwives, village health workers ,volunteers) 

Capacity-building for the national HIS 
unit 

- Establish coordinating mechanisms to�review, 
harmonize different subsystems 

- Introduce regulations and procedures for collecting 
data from the private sector and nongovernmental 
organizations  

- Coordinate supervision based on local evidence with 
feedback to local level 

Strengthen coordinating mechanism  - Review the organization and management structure 

- Review policy for more private sector involvement  

- Set up mechanism for active community participation 

- Improve evidence-based planning�

Papua New Guinea 

Cross-cutting issues and bottlenecks Main synergistic actions to be taken forward 

Implement and roll out Provincial 
Health Authority (PHA) to all 
provinces  

- Implement the PHA in the three agreed provinces 

- Create and establish a Provincial Coordinating and 
Support Unit within the Health Department 

-Advocate and roll out PHA in all the other provinces 

Review and design clinical and public 
health packages for the different levels 
of service 

- Review and establish data and evidence of current 
national and international best practices concerning 
services 
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- Formulate and develop the service delivery packages 
for each service 

- Implement the formulated service delivery packages  

Develop a human resources plan and 
policy to address clinical and public 
health packages for the different levels 
of service 

- Review and establish current human resources data in 
the country 

- Formulate and develop the human resources policy 
(plan) in consultation with relevant agencies 

- Implement the human resources policy (plan) 

Improve financial management, 
expenditure and accountability 
processes 

- Review and amend HSIP process to improve access 
and accountability of donor funds.  

- Build and improve capacity in financial processes

- Conduct regular external independent audits 

Improve pharmaceutical, medical and 
laboratory equipment procurement and 
distribution 

- Review pharmaceutical, medical and equipment 
procurement and delivery processes using the Service 
Improvement Model by Department of PM 

- Implement findings and recommendations of the 
review 

- Evaluate the processes  

Develop national health information 
policy to address the six building 
blocks of HSS 

- Assess the information requirements for the six 
different building blocks of HSS 

- Formulate the national health information policy 

- Implement the policy 

Philippines 

Cross-cutting issues and bottlenecks Main synergistic actions to be taken forward 

Local chief executives – diversity in 
governance and capacity to deliver on 
health sector reform 

- Undertake capacity-building at local government unit 
(LGU) level, and carry out monitoring and evaluation 
of health systems reforms 

Fast turn-over and excessive multi-
tasking of health workers 

- Implement the health workers' retention plan 

Fragmented health information system - Increase capacity for data management – integrated 
data warehouse and comprehensive database 

Poor allocation of funds resulting in 
inadequate funds for public health and 
insufficient subsidy for social health 
insurance 

- Lobby for eligibility for GAVI support, implement 
current health care financing strategy, explore subsidy 
for SHI premiums for the poor  

Non-compliance to comprehensive 
quality care 

- Fast-track the implementation of the benchmarks for 
health facilities 

Limited capacity for regulating 
laboratories, vaccines, and drug 
quality 

- Develop post-marketing surveillance and integration 
of infection control standards 
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Solomon Islands

Cross-cutting issues and bottlenecks Main synergistic actions to be taken forward 

Lack of funding system based on 
evidence, resources and needs, leading 
to slow disbursement of funds from 
the Ministry of Finance to the Ministry 
of Health and the inability to access 
the funds 

- Review and strengthen the national and provincial 
financial systems in support of health donor agencies 
(SWAP), and build the capacity of the finance units at 
all levels 

Stewardship, leadership and 
governance - Poor routine, planned 
access to funding due to weaknesses in 
government fiscal planning capacity  

- Develop the skills of managers in leadership, 
coaching and strategic planning to enhance overall 
capacity to develop, manage and evaluate the 
effectiveness and cost-efficiency of activities in support 
of achieving national strategic plan outcomes 

Inconsistency of JD and terms of 
reference at certain levels and weak 
annual health workforce plans at the 
national and provincial levels 

- Review the salary structure, JD and terms of reference 
in consultation with the Ministry of Health, Ministry of 
Financing, and Public Service Section 

Weak, incomplete data on key national 
programme indicators, with 
fragmented results being collected by 
project-specific reporting systems 

- Follow up outcomes of recent AusAID report and 
specifically look into the recommendations and address 
the issues on items such as death rates, quality of 
information, and how to strengthen HIS 

Inconsistent coordination of the health 
promotion activities 

- Create and run a functional committee comprising of 
health, education and other stakeholders to 
review/discuss the integration of health promotion 
packages 

Viet Nam

Cross-cutting issues and bottlenecks Main synergistic actions to be taken forward 

Strengthen capacity of local levels in 
flexible, responsive, evidence-based 
programming 

- Review existing training and assessment of planning 
capacity of provinces/districts. 

- Set criteria to select target provinces/districts for 
building capacity on planning. 

Support implementation of the new 
national HMIS development master 
plan 

- Equip IT for HMIS network and conduct HMIS 
training  

- Train health staff to collect and report data (especially 
volunteer health workers and private sector) 

-Supervise and monitor HMIS (in both public and 
private sectors) 

Define laboratory functions, equip and 
train at each level 

- Review and assess functions, equipment and capacity 
of laboratories at each level 

- Promulgate technical responsibilities for laboratories 
at each level (integrated functions). 

- Upgrade facilities in laboratories, equip and train 
laboratory staff 
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Integrate a collaborator’s network of 
programmes (TB, malaria, MCH, EPI, 
HIV) in the community 

- Re-arrange a collaborator network that can implement 
integrated programmes 

- Conduct training for collaborators 

Strengthen coordination and links 
between different health programmes 
through a steering committee at 
district and commune levels 

- Support local authorities to set up a mechanism to 
strengthen coordination and links between different 
health programmes that provide services  

2.2.3 Summary of the main issues that came out consistently during the group work 

The specific themes and appropriate actions identified varied between countries, but 
several possible actions were commonly listed by two or more countries, including: 

• national laboratory strategies and policies; 

• work on information systems – links, decreasing fragmentation, etc.; 

• integrated training systems across the disease programmes; 

• integrated supervision systems; 

• quality assurance systems; 

• strengthened financial systems – national health accounts, improved financial 
systems and accounting, liaison with the Ministry of Finance; 

• working more effectively with SWAPs and national health plans; 

• human resource planning – incentives, motivation, etc.; 

• procurement and supply management; and 

• defining service delivery packages. 

2.3  Ways forward

2.3.1 Country action plans 

On the last day of the workshop, each country team presented a highlight of its country 
action plan, which was the consolidated outcome of the group work. The country action plan was 
not meant to be exhaustive and cover all the building blocks. It was rather a strategic selection of 
feasible and priority HSS actions across programmes. The full presentations of the country action 
plans are shown in Annex 6. 

2.3.2  Technical support session 

A panel discussion on how to organize technical assistance (TA) for countries was 
moderated by an external facilitator. The three panellists representing the demand side of 
technical assistance were from Bhutan, the Lao People's Democratic Republic and Viet Nam. 
The main issue highlighted was the lack of national planning at country level, which sometimes 
leads to poor coordination among partners. Technical assistance was also felt to remain too much 
donor driven rather than country driven. It was also mentioned that technical assistance is most 
often used when a call for proposal is launched from either GFATM or GAVI. Perhaps not 
enough technical assistance is planned for and used during implementation, evaluation, grant 
negotiation, etc. The fact that a multitude of TA providers have in recent years entered the 
“market”, especially in relation to the HIV programmes, has led to some confusion. There has 
been some significant real effort and willingness to collaborate among partners, but much of the 
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specific support remains un-coordinated. Both GFATM and GAVI have consistently insisted on 
the provision that if a country needs technical assistance, then part of the grants should be used to 
procure quality TA in a timely fashion. Some perceived that this resource remained underused.  

UNAIDS-TSF, a mechanism to provide technical assistance, was presented as a business 
model. It was recognized that TSF could not replace any of the institutional organizations such as 
WHO or UNICEF, for example, but that they could be complementary in some aspects. 
Improved efforts at coordination would be beneficial. 

Regarding the possibility of funding of TA directly to WHO, the GFATM representative 
said that for the moment it was not their business model. The GFATM, unlike GAVI who 
support directly 70 long term WHO staff positions all over the world, relies rather on the grant 
allocations to procure TA. 

2.4   Closing remarks

Dr Henk Bekedam, Director, Health Sector Development, delivered the closing address. 
He thanked all the participants for their active involvement in this process. He emphasized that 
one of the strengths of this workshop was the mixing of disease-specific programme managers 
with policy and planning staff. He extended his warm thanks to the partners who participated in 
this exercise, including GAVI, GFATM, IMCJ, UNICEF, UNAIDS-TSF, World Bank and ADB. 

3. CONCLUSIONS  

The workshop proposed the following recommendations. 

3.1 Recommendations for country delegates

(1) Put identified actions to be taken into a specific time-frame (see tables in section 2.2.2).  

(2) Lead discussions for designing common HSS actions in the context of developing or 
renewing national health sector plans. 

(3) Develop a technical assistance plan with programme managers and responsible planning 
and policy departments/units. 

(4) Prepare for the forthcoming GAVI and GFATM resource mobilization rounds with a 
strategic and operational view that will ensure better delivery of programmatic health outcomes. 

3.2 Recommendations for WHO country staff

(1) Provide support to countries as they develop and/or update their national health strategic 
plans. 

(2) Provide support to countries as they assess HSS challenges and identify programme-
specific and cross-cutting elements of HSS strategies. 
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3.3 Recommendations to the WHO Western Pacific Regional Office  

(1)  Engage in a discussion with GFATM and GAVI regarding the financing of technical 
assistance over the long run. 

(2) Collaborate with countries and country offices to develop a plan for providing joint 
technical support for GHI proposals and implementation involving disease control and health 
systems staff. 

3.4 Recommendations for partners

(1) Keep the WHO Regional Offices for South-East Asia and the Western Pacific updated on 
the development of the Joint Funding Platform. 

3.5  Specific next steps for the WHO Western Pacific Regional Office 

(1) Communicate with representatives from each country team, from government and WHO, 
to discuss their ideas and inquire on plans for follow-up (completed in December 2009). 

(2) Strengthen collaboration between health systems and disease programmes to identify 
cross-divisional support needs in countries for global health initiatives. This may include 
establishment of a regional support team as well as provision of more coordinated technical 
support as requested, first from the country office and as needed from the Regional Office or 
beyond. 

(3) Provide assistance to countries as needed for the next round of GHI funding (e.g. Round 
10 call for proposals in May), national strategy applications, and maybe for a pilot of the Joint 
Funding Platform. 

(4)  Provide assistance to national health planning processes which may become more 
important with changes in GHI funding platforms. 

(5) Review progress in the three to six months, perhaps through the PHC Working Group.   

(6) Develop a joint website for the disease programmes and health systems that covers 
GFATM/GAVI work incorporating HSS. 

(7) Consolidate tools for health systems assessments in countries. This work is preliminary to 
supporting the development of 'robust' national health plans, possibly in collaboration with 
GFATM and other partners. 
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ANNEX 1 

LIST OF PARTICIPANTS, RESOURCE PERSONS, 

OBSERVERS AND SECRETARIAT 

1. PARTICIPANTS 

CAMBODIA Dr Mean Chhivun 

Director 
National Center for HIV/AIDS, Dermatology and 
STD 
No. 266 St 1019, SK Phnom Penh Thmey 
Khann Roesseykeo 
Phnom Penh
Telephone: +855 16 830 241 
Fax: + 855 16 830 241 
Email: mcchivun@nchads.org

 Dr Lysotha Keth 

Deputy Director 
National Maternal and Child Health Center 
F08, Borei Sopheak Mongkol 
Street 6A, Sangkat Chroy Changva 
Khan Russey Keo 
Phnom Penh
Telephone: + 855 23 724 257 
Fax: +855 12 820 079 
Email: klsotha@online.com.kh

Dr Chan Yuda Huot 

Deputy Director 
National Center for TB and Leprosy Control 
No. 1 Str. 278-95 Boeung Keng Kang 2 
Khan Chamkar Morn 
Phnom Penh
Telephone: +855 22 976 781 
Email: huot_chan@yahoo.com

Dr Sophonneary Prak 

Deputy Director 
National Maternal and Child Health Center 
24EO, 200/St Group 6 Sangkat Boeng Rang 
Khan Doun Penh 
Phnom Penh
Telephone: +855 23 724 257 
Fax: +855 12 965 368 
Email: sophon_prak@ezecom.com.kh
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Dr Veasnakiry Lo 

Director 
Department of Planning and Health Information 
Ministry of Health 
No. 151-153, Blvd Kampucheakrom 
Phnom Penh
Telephone:  +855 23 426 372 
Fax: +855 23 426 372 
Email:  veasnakiry@online.com.kh

CHINA Mr Bo Zhang 

Officer 
Department of Maternal &  
Child Health and Community Health 
Ministry of Health
1 Xizhimenwai South Road 
Beijing 100044
Telephone: 8610 68792318 
Fax: 8610 68792321 
Email: zhangbo@moh.gov.cn

Mr Cui Fuqiang  

Director of Division 2 
National Immunization Programme 
China CDC 
Nanwei Road 27, Xuanwu District 
Beijing
Telephone: 8610 83133690 
Fax: 8610 83133731 
Email: cuifuq@126.com

Ms Han Jixiu  

Programme Officer 
Department of International Cooperation 
Ministry of Health 
No. 1 Nanlu, Xizhimenwai 
Xicheng District 
Beijing 100044
Telephone: 8610 68792996 
Fax: 8610 68792279 
Email: hanjx@moh.gov.cn

Ms Wang Rongrong  

Programme Officer 
Division of Schistosomiasis Prevention and 
Management 
Department of Disease Control 
Ministry of Health 
No. 1 Nanlu, Xizhimenwai, Xicheng District 
Beijing 100044
Telephone: 8610 68792342 
Fax: 8610 68792342 
Email: wangrr@moh.gov.cn
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Dr Liu Haitao 

Deputy Director 
Division of TB Control 
Bureau of Diseases Control 
Ministry of Health 
No. 1 Nanlu, Xizhimenwai 
Xicheng District, Beijing 100044
Telephone: 8610 68792344 
Fax: 8610 68792554 
Email: liuht@moh.gov.cn

FIJI Dr Praveena Ali 

Subdivisional Medical Officer 
Lautoka Health Centre 
P.O. Box 45  
Lautoka
Telephone: 6660815 
Fax: 6652476 
Email: praveena.ali@govnet.fj

 Ms Penina Druavesi 

EPI/RH Project Officer 
Central/East Health Services 
P.O. Box 30 
Suva
Telephone: 679 3314988 
Fax: 679 3315565 
Email: penina.druavesi@govnet.gov.fj

Dr Joseph Hiroshi Kado 

Consultant Paediatrician 
Colonial War Memorial Hospital 
P.O. Box 14587 
Suva
Telephone: 679 3319 348 
Fax: 679 3319 346 
Email: jkado@health.gov.fj

LAO PEOPLE'S Dr Chanthone Khamsibounheuang 

DEMOCRATIC Deputy Director 
REPUBLIC Center for HIV/AIDS/STI 

Km 3 Thadeva Road 
Vientiane
Telephone: 856 20 5517220 
Fax:  
Email: chanthon@laotel.com

Dr Chandavone Phoxay 

Director, Health Systems Strengthening Project 
Ministry of Health, Vientiane
Telephone: 856 20 9801759 
Fax: 856 21214003 
Email: chandavonep35@yahoo.com
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Mr Khampiou Syhakhang 

Deputy Director 
Mother and Child Health Center 
Ministry of Health 
Simeuang Road 
Vientiane
Telephone: 856 20 5652572 
Fax: 856 21 452519 
Email: s_khamp@yahoo.com

Dr Anonh Xeuatvongsa 

Manager 
National Immunization Programme 
3rd Km, Thadena Rd, Vientiane
Telephone: 856 21 312352 
Fax: 856 21 312120 
Email: anonhxeuat@yahoo.com

Dr Samlane Phompida 

Director 
Center for Malariology, Parasitology and 
Entomology 
Ministry of Health 
Vientiane 
Telephone: (856-21) 214040 
Fax: (856-21) 218131 
Email: p.samlane@gmail.com

Dr Phannasinh Sylavanh 

Director of TB Center
National Tuberculosis Center 
Ban Savang, Chanthabury District 
Vientiane 
Telephone: 856-020-569-5036 
Email: psylavanh.ntcplao@gmail.com

MONGOLIA Ms Khandaasuren Dovdon 

Head, TB Department 
National Center of Communicable Disease 
Nam-Yan-Su Street 
Bayanzurkh District 
Ulaanbaatar 210648
Telephone: 076 11 451169 
Fax: 976 11 458699 
Email: mdkh_2006@yahoo.com
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Ms Bolorma Galdan 

Head, Natural Foci Control and Research 
Department 
National Center for Infectious Diseases with 
Natural Foci 
Apartment No. 51, Building No. 15A 
Bogda Ar Apartment Block 
Bayangol District 
Ulaanbaatar 210535
Telephone: 976-99881812 
Email: bolormaagaldan@yahoo.com

Dr Soyolgerel Gochoo 

Officer for Child and Adolescent Health 
Ministry of Health 
P.O. Box 40/627 
Ulaanbaatar
Telephone: 976 91910655 
Email: gsoyoloo@yahoo.co.uk

Dr Gantumur Tsagaan 

HIV/AIDS/STI Officer 
Ministry of Health 
San Business Center 3rd Floor 
Prime Minister Amar's Street 
29 Ulaanbaatar
Telephone: 976 99188683 
Fax: 976 1170130732 
Email: gantumur@aids.mn  

Mr Mendsaikhan Zeveg 

Health Policy Advisor 
Ministry of Health 
Bayazurkh District 
Ulaanbaatar
Telephone: 976 99117794 

PAPUA NEW GUINEA Dr James Kintwa 

Chief Executive Officer 
Mt. Hagen General Hospital 
P.O. Box 36 
Mt. Hagen
Telephone: (675) 542 1166 
Fax: (675) 542 2127 
Email: jkintwa@gmail.com
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Mr Markus Kachau 

Director-Provincial Health 
Madang Provincial Administration 
P.O. Box 2139 
Madang
Telephone: 852 1907 
Fax: 852 1907 
Email: mkachau@gmail.com

Mr Desak Drorit 

Director- Rural Health Services 
P.O. Box 84 
Port Moresby 
Telephone: 857 1159 
Fax: 857 1188 
Email: ddrorit@gmail.com

Mr Jack Kahon Purai 

Principal Adviser – Health 
Milne Bay Administration 
Division of Health 
FMB Alotan 
Milne Bay Province
Telephone: 6410665; 641 1164 
Fax: 641 0670 
Email: pg-health@daltron.com.pg

Mr Ben Haili 

Director, Health Services 
Division of Health 
P.O. Box 392 
Goroka
Telephone: 732 3519 
Fax: 732 1314 
Email: bhaili@global.net.pg

PHILIPPINES Dr Juanita A. Basilio 

Medical Officer VII 
National Center for Disease Prevention and 
Control 
Department of Health 
Rizal Avenue 
Manila
Telephone:  (632) 7499006 
Fax: (632) 7117846 
Email: nitz_basilio@yahoo.com
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 Dr Jose Gerard B. Belimac 

Program Manager 
Infectious Disease Office 
Bldg 13 Department of Health  
Rizal Avenue 
Manila
Telephone: (632) 743-8301 loc. 2350 
Fax:  (632) 732-9966 
Email: naspcp@yahoo.com

Dr Ma. Joyce U. Ducusin 

Medical Specialist IV 
National Center for Disease Prevention and 
Control 
Department of Health 
San Lazaro Compound, Sta. Cruz 
Manila
Telephone: (632) 732 9956 
Email: juducusin@yahoo.com

Dr Rosalie P. Paje 

Medical Officer VII 
National Center for Disease Prevention and 
Control 
San Lazaro Compound, Sta Cruz 
Manila
Telephone: (632) 732 9956 
Email: docpaje@yahoo.com

SOLOMON ISLANDS Ms Jenny Gaiofa 

Child Health Officer 
Reproductive and Child Health Division 
Ministry of Health and Medical Services 
P.O Box 349 
Honiara
Telephone:  (677) 28169 
Fax:  
Email: jgaiofa@moh.gov.sb

Dr Nemia Bainivalu

Medical Officer, STI/HIV Unit 
Ministry of Health and Medical Services 
P.O. Box 349 
Honiara
Telephone: (677) 28210 
Fax: (677) 20085 
Email: nemiabainivalu@gmail.com
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VIET NAM Mr Tuan Ahn Dinh 

Specialist 
Maternal & Child Health 
Ministry of Health 
Ha Noi
Telephone:  +84-438.464.060 
Fax: +84-438.464.060 
Email: dinh_tuanhb@yahoo.com

 Ms Cao Thi Hue Chi 

Official 
Vietnam Administration of HIV/AIDS Control 
124/62/10A-Au Co-Tay Ho 
Ha Noi 
Telephone: +84-4-37366185 
Fax: +84-4-38465732 
Email: chi.vaacmoh@gmail.com

Dr Le Xuan Hung 

Vice-Director 
National Institute of Malariology, Parasitology & 
Entomology 
245 Luong The Vinh, Tu Liem 
Ha Noi
Telephone: +84-43-5532818 
Fax: +84-43-8543015 
Email: lxhung1952@yahoo.com

 Dr Van Cuong Nguyen 

Deputy Manager, National EPI 
National Institute of Hygiene and Epidemiology 
1 Yersin 
Ha Noi
Telephone: +84-4-39725745 
Fax: +84-4-8213782 
Email: vancuong@fpt.vn

BHUTAN Mr Kinzang Wangmo 

Assistant Planning Officer 
Policy and Planning Division 
Ministry of Heath 
Thimphu  
Telephone: +975-2-328091 (ext. 330) 
Fax: +975-2-322941 
Email: kinzawang@health.gov.bt
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 Mr Saraswati Darjee 

Pharmacy Technician 
Drugs Vaccine and Equipment Division 
Department of Medical Services 
Thimphu
Telephone: 0975-232-6217 
Fax: 323809 
Email: saraswati@health.gov.bt

INDONESIA Dr Grace Lovita Tewu 

Chief 
Sub-Division of Evaluation and Reporting 
DG of Public Health, Ministry of Health 
Jakarta
Telephone: +625279216 
Fax: +625279216 
Email: gltewu@yahoo.com

 Dr Prima Yosephine Berliana Tumiur 

Chief 
Standardization Section of Immuization 
D/G of DC & EH, Ministry of Health 
Jakarta
Telephone: +62214257044 
Fax: +62214249024 
Email: primayosephine@yahoo.com

 Dr Bangkit Hutajulu 

Chief, Standardization and Partnership 
D/G of DC & EH 
Jakarta
Telephone: +622142871369 
Email: b_hutajulu@yahoo.com

 Ms Victoria Indrawati 

Staff, Sub-Directorate of AIDS & Sexual 
Transmitted Diseases 
DG of DC & EH, Ministry of Health 
Jakarta
Telephone: +622142880231 
Fax: +622142880231 
Email: Victoria_Indrawati@yahoo.com

 Dr Yudhi Pramono 

Chief, Sub-Division of Data & Information 
Bureau of Planning & Budgeting, Ministry of 
Health 
Jakarta
Telephone: +6281331412988 
Fax: +62215205403 
Email: yudhi_prmn@yahoo.com
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 Dr Anggia Ismaini 

Staff 
International Cooperation Division 
Bureau of Planning & Budgeting, Ministry of 
Health 
Jakarta
Telephone: +6281382128310 
Fax: +62215214895 
Email: aismaini@gmail.com

NEPAL Dr Shyam Raj Upreti 

Director, Child Health Division 
Ministry of Health and Population 
Teku, Kathmandu 
Telephone: 977-1-42660661 
Email: drshyam@hotmail.com

 Mr Pranay Upadhyay 

Senior Public Health Officer 
Epidemiology and Disease Control Division 
Ministry of Health and Population 
Teku, Kathmandu 
Telephone:  977-1-4255796 
Fax: 977-1-4262268 
Email: pranayup@yahoo.com

 Mr Jitan Prasad Chaudhary 

EPI Officer
Ministry of Health and Population 
Ramshahpath 
Kathmandu 
Telephone: 977-1-4223580 / 9841398511 
Fax: 053-550033 
Email: Jitanchaudhary@yahoo.com

2.  RESOURCE PERSON 

FRANCE Mr Roberto Garcia 

250 Rue des erables, 69009 
Lyon
Telephone: +33637510926 
Email: roberto111garcia@gmail.com

THAILAND Dr Supachai Kunaratanapruk 

T46 Soi Samakki 60/1 
Tasai, Muang District 
Nonthaburi
Telephone: 
Fax:  
Email: 
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3.  OBSERVERS 

ASIAN DEVELOPMENT Mr Sjoerd Postma 

BANK Senior Health Specialist 
SERD/SESS 
Asian Development Bank 
Mandaluyong City
Philippines 
Telephone: (632) 632 4311/4998 
Email: spostma@ADB.org

GAVI ALLIANCE Dr Craig Burgess 

GAVI Alliance Secretariat 
2 Chemin des Mines 
CH-1202 Geneva
Switzerland 
Telephone: +41 22 902 6515 
Fax: +41 22 909 6554 
Email: cburgess@gavialliance.org

THE GLOBAL FUND Dr George Shakarishvili 

Senior Advisor, Health Systems Strengthening 
The Global Fund to Fight AIDS, Tuberculosis and 
Malaria 
Chemin de Blandonnet 8 
1214 Vernier, Geneva, Switzerland 
Telephone: +41 58 791 1218 
Fax: +41 58 791 1701 
Email: george.shakarishvili@theglobalfund.org

 Ms Tosovinar Sakanyan 

Programme Officer, South & West Asia Team 
The Global Fund to Fight AIDS, Tuberculosis and 
Malaria 
Chemin de Blandonnet 8 
1214 Vernier 
Geneva
Switzerland 
Telephone: +41 58 791 1941 
Fax: +41 58 791 1701 
Email: tsovinar.sakanyan@theglobalfund.org

 Ms Anindita Roy 

Program Officer, South and West Asia Team 
The Global Fund to Fight AIDS, Tuberculosis and 
Malaria 
Chemin de Blandonnet 8 
1214 Vernier, Geneva, Switzerland 
Telephone: +41 22 791 8631 
Fax: +41 22 791 1401 
Email: anindita.roy@theglobalfund.org
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INTERNATIONAL  Dr Hidechika Akashi 

MEDICAL CENTER Senior technical Officer 
OF JAPAN 1-21-1, Toyama, Shinjuku-ku 

162-8655, Tokyo 
Telephone: +781-3-3202-7181 
Fax: +781-3-3205-2860 
Email: hakashi@it.imcj.go.jp

Dr Yuriko Egami 

Medical Officer 
Telephone: +781-3-3202-7181 
Fax: +781-3-3205-2860 
Email: egamiyu@it.imcj.go.jp

Dr Yasuyo Matsumoto 

Medical Officer 
Telephone: +781-3-3202-7181 
Fax: +781-3-3205-2860 
Email: y-matsumoto@it.imcj.go.jp

SECRETARIAT OF THE Ms Karmen Bennett 

PACIFIC COMMUNITY General Manager 
Public Health Division 
B.P. D% 
Noumea CEDEX 98848 
New Caledonia 
Telephone: +687 26 20 00 
Fax: +687 26 38 18 
Email: karmenb@spc.int

UNAIDS-TECHNICAL Ms Sonamyeong Josayma 

SUPPORT FACILITY Program Manager (The Pacific) 
IPPF ESEAOR 
No. 246, Lorong Enau 
Jalan Ampang 
50450 Kuala Lumpur 
Malaysia 
Telephone: +60 3 4257 6180 
Email: yiga@tsfseap.org

UNICEF Mr Basil Rodriques 

Regional Health Adviser, YCSD 
EAPRO, Bangkok 
Email: brodrigues@unicef.org

THE WORLD BANK Dr Eduardo Banzon 

Senior Health Specialist 
23rd Taipan Place 

 F. Ortigas Road, Ortigas Center 
 Pasig City, Philippines 
 Telephone: (63 2) 9173136 

Email: ebanzon@worldbank.org
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4. SECRETARIAT 

WHO/WPRO Dr Henk Bekedam 

Director, Health Sector Development 
WHO Regional Office for the Western Pacific 
Manila
Philippines 
Telephone: (632) 528 9951 
Fax: (632) 521 1036 
Email: bekedamh@wpro.who.int

 Dr Dean Shuey (Responsible Officer) 
Regional Adviser 
Health Services Development 
WHO Regional Office for the Western Pacific 
Manila
Philippines 
Telephone: (632) 528 9805 
Fax: (632) 521 10 36 
Email: shueyd@wpro.who.int

 Dr Momoe Takeuchi 

Technical Officer, Quality and Health Systems 
Strengthening 
Health Services Development 
WHO Regional Office for the Western Pacific 
Manila
Telephone: (632) 528 9084 
Fax: (632) 521 10 36 
Email: takeuchim@wpro.who.int

Dr Xu Jinpeng  

Technical Officer 
Primary Health Care 
Manila
Telephone: (632) 5289086 
Fax: (632) 521 1036 
Email: xuj@wpro.who.int

Dr Madeleine R. de Rosas - Valera 

Technical Officer, Patient Safety 
Manila
Telephone: (632) 5289047 
Fax: (632) 521 1036 
Email: derosasvaleram@wpro.who.int

Dr Dorjsuren Bayarsaikhan 

Regional Adviser, Health Care Financing (HCF) 
WHO Regional Office for the Western Pacific 
Manila
Telephone: (632) 528 9808 
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Fax: (632) 521 1036 
Email: bayarsaikhand@wpro.who.int

 Ms Anjana Bhushan 

Technical Officer, Health and Development 
WHO Regional Office for the Western Pacific 
Manila
Telephone: (632) 528 9814 
Fax: (632) 521 1036 
Email: bhushana@wpro.who.int

 Mr Jun Gao 

Regional Adviser, Health Information (HIN) 
WHO Regional Office for the Western Pacific 
Manila
Telephone: (632) 528 9812 
Fax: (632) 521 1036 
Email: gaoj@wpro.who.int

 Dr Gayatri Ghadiok 

Technical Officer, Essential Health Technologies 
WHO Regional Office for the Western Pacific 
Manila
Telephone: (632) 528 9848 
Fax: (632) 521 1036 
Email: ghadiokg@wpro.who.int

 Ms Kathleen Fritsch 

Regional Adviser, Nursing (NUR) 
WHO Regional Office for the Western Pacific 
Manila
Telephone: (632) 528 9804 
Fax: (632) 521 1036 
Email: fritschk@wpro.who.int

 Dr Budiono Santoso 

Regional Adviser, Pharmaceuticals (PHA) 
WHO Regional Office for the Western Pacific 
Manila
Telephone: (632) 528 9846 
Fax: (632) 521 1036 
Email: santosob@wpro.who.in

 Ms Dardane Arifaj-Blumi 

Technical Officer 
Pharmaceuticals 
Telephone: (632) 5289882 
Fax: (632) 521 1036 
Email: arifajd@wpro.who.int
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 Dr Manju Rani

Scientist 
Expanded Programme on Immunization 
Manila
Telephone: (632) 5289745 
Fax: (632) 521 1036 
Email: ranim@wpro.who.int

 Mr Bernard Tomas 

Technical Officer 
Global Fund 
Manila
Telephone: (632) 5289727 
Fax: (632) 521 1036 
Email: tomasb@wpro.who.int

Dr Eva Christophel

Technical Officer 
Malaria, Vectorborne and Other Parasitic Diseases 
Manila
Telephone: (632) 9754 
Fax: (632) 521 1036 
Email: christophele@wpro.who.int

 Dr Massimo Ghidinelli 

Regional Adviser in HIV/AIDS and STI 
Manila 
Telephone: (632) 528 9714 
Fax:  (632) 521 1036 
Email: ghidinellim@wpro.who.int

 Dr Katsunori Osuga 

Medical Officer 
Stop TB and Leprosy Elimination 
Manila 
Telephone: (632) 5289709 
Fax: (632) 521 1036 
Email: osugak@wpro.who.int

Dr Mariana Trias 

Regional Adviser  
Child and Adolescent Health 
Manila
Telephone: (632) 5289868 
Fax: (632) 521 1036 
Email: triasj@wpro.who.int

WHO/CAMBODIA Dr Benjamin Lane 

Planning Advisor 
 Health Services Development 

Phnom Penh
 Telephone: (855) 23 216610 
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 Fax: 855 23 216211 
Email: laneb@wpro.who.int

Dr Michel Thieren 

Senior Programme Management Officer 
Phnom Penh
Telephone: 855-216610 
Fax: 855 23 216211 
Email: thierenm@wpro.who.int

Dr Paul Weelen 

Medical Officer 
Health Services Development 
Phnom Penh 
Telephone: 855 216610 
Fax: 855 23 216211 
Email: weelenp@wpro.who.int

WHO/CHINA Dr Yvan Hutin 

Medical Officer – Epidemiologist 
Beijing
Telephone: 8610 6532 7189 
Fax: 8610 6532 2359 
Email: hutiny@wpro.who.int

Dr Wang Xuejing 

Beijing
Telephone: +861065327090 
Fax: +861065322359 
Email: wangxu@wpro.who.int

WHO/LAO PDR Dr Asmus Hammerich 

Programme Management Officer 
 Health Systems 

Vientiane
 Telephone: 856 21 353902 
 Fax: 856 21 353905 
 Email: hammericha@wpro.who.int

Dr Dominique Ricard 

Medical Officer, HIV/AIDS & STI 
Vientiane
Telephone: (844) 943 3734156 
Fax: (856) 21 353 905 
Email: ricardd@wpro.who.int

WHO/PAPUA  Dr Zhang Zaixing 

NEW GUINEA Scientist (Malaria)
Telephone: (675) 325 7827 Ext 418 
Fax: (675) 325 0568 
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Email: zhangz@wpro.who.int

WHO/PHILIPPINES Dr Lucille Nievera 

National Professional Officer 
Manila
Telephone: +632 528 9768 
Fax: +632 731 3914 
Email: nieveral@wpro.who.int

WHO/SOUTH PACIFIC Dr Ken Chen 

WHO Representative 
Suva
Telephone: 679 3300727 
Fax: 679 3300462 
Email: chenk@wpro.who.int

Dr Juliet Fleischl

Technical Officer 
Human Resources and Health Systems 
Suva

 Telephone: 679 3300462 
 Fax: 679 323 4177 
 Email: fleischlj@wpro.who.int
  

Dr Xiaojung Wang 

Technical Officer 
Expanded Programme on Immunization 
Suva
Telephone: 679 3304600 
Fax: 679 3300462 
Email: wangxia@wpro.who.int

WHO/SOLOMON Dr William Adu-Krow 

ISLANDS Country Liaison Officer 
Honiara 
Telephone: (677) 23406 
Fax: (677) 21344 
Email: AduKrowW@wpro.who.int 

WHO/VIET NAM Dr Lokky Wai 

Senior Programme Management Officer 
Ha Noi

 Telephone: 844 3943 3734 
 Fax: 844 3943 3740 
 Email: wail@wpro.who.int

 Dr Masami Fujita 

 Senior Adviser: 3x5 Country Officer 
Ha Noi
Telephone: (844) 3943 3734 
Fax: (844) 3942 3740 
Email: fujitam@wpro.who.int
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WHO/SEARO Dr Ilsa Sri Laraswati Nelwan 

Regional Adviser, HIS 
New Delhi
Telephone: (0091) 123370804 
Fax: (0091) 113318607 
Email: nelwani@who.int

Dr Sudhansh Malhotra 

Regional Adviser, PCH 
New Delhi
Telephone: (0091) 123370804 
Fax: (0091) 113318607 
Email: malhotras@who.int

Dr Bardan Jung Rana 

Medical Officer, EPI 
Jakarta
Telephone: +62215204349 
Email: ranab@who.or.id

 Dr Edwin Salvador 

Technical Officer, EHA 
Sri Lanka

Telephone: 011 2502319 
Email: salvadore@searo.who.int

WHO/HQ Dr Patrick Kadama 

Scientist 
Health System Governance and Service Delivery 
Geneva
Switzerland 
Telephone: 41 22 79 11271 
Email: kadamap@who.int

Dr Denis Porignon 

Technical Officer 
Geneva
Switzerland 
Health System Governance, Policy and Aid 
Effectiveness  
Telephone: 41 22 79 12376 
Email: porignond@who.int

Dr Mark Amexo 

Health Matrix Network 
WHO/HQ/IER/MHI/HMN 
Geneva
Telephone: 41 22 79 14271 
Email: amexom@who.int
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ANNEX 2 

AGENDA

TIME ITEM Responsible 

Arrival of participants: Pre-registration on 24 November evening (7-8 PM) 

DAY 1   Wednesday,  25 November  

Chairperson:          Rapporteur:   (WHO) 

08h30 – 09h00 Registration of participants Secretariat 

Opening 

09h00 – 09h30 Welcome Remarks    

Objectives and Method of Work 
Administrative Announcements  

Regional 
Director/WPRO 

D. Shuey/WPRO 

Session 1   Health Systems Strengthening: Global Architecture 

09h30 –10h30 
Global Overview of Models, Tools and Assessment 
Framework for Health Systems Strengthening 

Health Systems Strengthening based on the PHC Principles  

D. Porignon/HQ 

P. Kadama/HQ 

10h30 – 11h00
Coffee/Tea Break

Group Photo

11h00 – 12h00 

HSS/PHC Framework and Disease/Service Specific 
Programmes 
- Case studies from Cambodia and Vietnam 

Rapid Assessment Tool for Health Systems Strengthening 
- Presentation on the tool & case study from Sri Lanka

H. Akashi & 
Y. Matsumoto/IMCJ 
(Comments: WHO 
CAM & WHO VTN) 

K. Supachai, I. 
Nelwan/SEARO 

12h00  – 13h00 

GFATM Perspectives on Cross-Cutting HSS  

GAVI   Perspectives on Cross-Cutting HSS 

G. Shakarishvili/ 

GFATM 

C. Burgess/GAVI 

13h00 – 14h30 Lunch Break 

14h30 – 15h30
What does Cross-Cutting HSS mean?: Experience from 
Countries 
– Moderated panel discussion (no slide presentation) 

B. Rodriques/ 
UNICEF,  
S. Postma/ADB,  
E. Banzon /World 
Bank 
(Respondents: 
GFATM & GAVI) 

15h30 – 16h00 Coffee/Tea Break 

16h00 – 16h30 Update: "Joint Programming and a Funding Platform for World Bank, 
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HSS" GFATM & GAVI  

17h00 – Secretariat Review Meeting 

18h30 – Welcome Reception 

DAY 2  Thursday, 26 November  

Chairperson:      Rapporteur:  (WHO)

Session 2    Health Systems Strengthening: Getting Country Results

08h00 – 08h30 Re-cap on DAY 1 External facilitator 

08h30 – 09h00 Method of Group Work & Framework of Analysis D. Shuey/WPRO 

09h00 – 09h15 Introduction: Leadership & Governance / Gender, Human 

Rights & Equity  

D. Shuey/WPRO 

A. Bhushan/WPRO 

09h15 – 11h00 
Group Work: Leadership & Governance  (in Break-up 
rooms) 

Participants 

Free-flowing coffee will be available 

11h00 –11h15 Introduction: Medical Products & Technologies   B. Santoso/WPRO 

G. Ghadiok/WPRO  

11h15 –13h00 Group Work:  Medical Products & Technologies   (in Break-
up rooms) 

Participants 

13h00 – 14h30 Lunch Break 

14h30 – 14h45 Information M. Amexo/HMN 

J. Gao/WPRO 

14h45 – 16h30 Group Work: Information (in Break-up rooms) Participants 

Free-flowing coffee will be available  

16h30 – 17h30 Peer Review of the Group Work  External Facilitator 
Participants 

18h00 – Secretariat Review Meeting  

DAY 3  Friday, 27 November

Chairperson:       Rapporteur:  (WHO) 

Session 3   Health Systems Strengthening: Getting Country Results  

08h00 – 08h30 Re-cap on DAY 2 External facilitator 
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08h30 – 08h45 Introduction: Health Workforce  K. Fritsch/WPRO 

08h45 – 10h30 Group Work:  Health Workforce  (in Break-up rooms) Participants 

Free-flowing coffee will be available 

10h30 – 10h45 Introduction:  Financing
D. Bayarsaikhan/ 
WPRO 

10h45 – 12h30 Group Work:  Financing (in Break-up rooms) Participants 

12h30 – 14h00 Lunch Break 

14h00 – 14h15 Introduction: Service Delivery D. Shuey/WPRO 

14h15 – 16h00 Group Work:  Service Delivery (in Break-up rooms) Participants 

Coffee Tea/Break 

16h00–17h00 Peer Review of the Group Work  
External Facilitator 
Participants 

17h30– Secretariat Review Meeting 

19h30– Cocktail / Social Evening 

DAY 4  Saturday, 28 November

Chairperson:     Rapporteur: (WHO)

Session 4  Way Forward for Strengthening Country Health Systems

08h00 –08h30 Re-cap on DAY 3 External Facilitator 

08h30–09h30 Group Work: Country Action Plan (in Break-up rooms) Participants 

09h30 – 11h00 

Highlight of the Country Action Plan 
- 1 slide presentation per country   

Summary: Feasible and Synergistic Health Systems 
Interventions across Programmes 

Participants (all 
countries) 

D. Shuey/WPRO  

11h00- 11h30 
Coffee/Tea Break  

Check-out (before 12h00) 

11h30–12h20 Discussion on Way Forward: How to Organize Technical 
Assistance  

- Moderated panel discussion 

External facilitator 
Participants 
(selected countries) 

Closing 

12h20–12h30 Closing Remarks 

Administrative Announcements 

WRPO & SEARO 

HSD/WPRO 

12h30 – 13h30 Lunch  

14h00– Bus departs for Manila All 
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ANNEX3 

PLENARY PRESENTATIONS 

Objectives and agenda 

Batangas, Philippines 

25-28 November 2009 

Agenda 

Day 1: HHS Global architecture (Plenary) 
-Global overview of the HSS framework and PHC principles 
- Presentation on cross cutting HSS Issues 
-Update on the joined funding platform 

Day 2 and 3: Getting country results (Group session) 
- Country groups /6 sessions /2 peer review meetings 

Day 4: Way forward for strengthening HS(Pienary) 
-Feed-back I presentations from the groups 
-Technical support 
-Wrap up 

Objectives of Workshop 

(l )The participants will have shared the lessons learnt from 
the specific country analyses of bottlenecks and how they are 
translated in grant proposals; 

(2)Asslst the country teams to analyse the specific HS 
bottlenecks to scaling up or Implementing EPI, malaria, TB 
and HIV/AIDS programmes In their setting using a building 
block framework by reviewing rurrent experience; 

(3)Country teams will prepare concrete bullet points of 
synergistic HS Interventions that could address bottlenecks 
and Improve effidency or enhance sustalnablltty of disease 
control interventions across programs to be used for funding 
applications. 

Participants 

Countries . 

• National m1nagers of disease/service specific proarammes lncludlna 
EPI, HIV/AJOS, TB, malaria, MOl and health systamo/plannlnc 

WPR (9)- Moncolla, Chino, l.oo POll. Cllmbodia, VIetNam, PNG, 
Phlllpplnos, Flfi and Solomon Islands. 
SEAR (3)- Bhutan, Indonesia, Nepol 

WHO 
• WPRO/Dlsease control and .servkes specific pro1r1mmes, Health 
Sector Development, country offices. 
• SEARO/Heolth sy1temJ staff from (2), HQ partnerships and Health 
Metrics Network (3). 

Observers 

GAVI, GFATM, UNICEF, World Bank, AOB, UNAI05-TSF, lntemationol 
Medical Center of Japan, Secretariat of the Pacific Community 



Primary Health Care and Health System 
Strengthening in a Changing World 

Dr O.nis Porignon & Dr Patrick ~da.ma 
~ eo-n..o..,.,.. ..-.d N4 ..,.,..__. tw 
~c-o.-

1. Uneven progress: wealth and health 
4 GOP growth Is necessary but not sufficient 
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1. Uneven progress: 
4 The world could have done better 

Al 1978 
,.t •• Actual 

VVhat 
would 
now 
bea n 

fe asib .. 

h.~o• .<fable 
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Introduction 

Over the last decade, health systems strengthening has 
been recognized report after report as a key issue for 
improving health of the population and put increasingly 
higher on the agenda of many organizations, institutions, 
agencies, initiatives, ... 

1. Uneven progress: 
4 Sustained commitment and investment 

2. New challenges: 

.A. Urbanization & globalization 

.A. Changing behaviour, new risks 

.A. Ageing 
• drf\les the demographic/ epidemiological transition 
• Shift towards chronic non communicable diseases 

and multimortlldity 
• lmpications for 

,. human resources 
> costs 
> the health care paradigm 



3. Inequalities 

• In access 

• In the way people 
are treated 

-~ 

• In financial burden 

• In outcomes 

4. Growing dissatisfaction, rising expectations 

• Current trends are worrying ~~~~~f 
• Health systems do not •!Mi•h-rr ········-.-

naturally gravitate towards 
• PHC values 
• Meeting social 

expectations 
• Value for money 

• Growing demand on 
leadership for "PHC 
reforms" 

,,....., ... 

Health Systems Framework: 6 building blocks 

M Wt40 HEAL1H S'YiifM m:.MEY.'Oftk ._._ ..... 
~~·01.1'0JIWU 

·~DIUIII(~ ~iii 
,. 

~~ T . - { __ . ._ 
l...:;;,.;.; ......... .... --· ' 
~1lfiCIOiiC'ft,...;r.M$'4"'*"'-~ r ~-,.......aa~ 
,.....,.., "*' I I ;:,:: .. ":!'=.."'.;.... .... ' ""·· 
~~,.,..,.,. ...... Q _~: L "@" 1J lf 

SURE.S ~ 

I '~?t] World _He<ilth 
. "' . Organtzat1on 
-------------------~~ 
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4. Growing dissatisfaction, rising expectations 

Alma Ala values are becoming 
mainstream expectations 

What citizens expect for themselves 
and their famiUes 

- Ac:lcwN to qc.raily, P"'I<OC91>1oftlo-ccw.nh ... eded --- Communltluwtter.h .. Jrh f• 
ptomotod ttld protoctod 

What dtizens exped for their 
society 
- _..,u~y.-,. -·-
- - ocAhotlliu thlll.., I» teled ... 

Mismatch between expectations and 
performance is leading to a crisis In 
confidence 

What is a health system? 

• WHO framework: health system strengthening based on 
PHC 
Health system is simply described by WHO as "all 
organizations, people and actions whose primary Intent is 
to promote, restore or maintain health" 

• More than the pyramid of publicly owned facilities (non 
state sector, i.e. NGOs, CSO, private sector) 

PHC ••. What do we talk about? 

• Alma Ata definition, not changed 

~ The mobilization of all forces in society around an 
agenda of transformation of health systems that 
is driven by the social values of equity, solidarity 
and participation. 

• PHC aims at making most people live healthier and 
longer lives, whoever and wherever they are. 

~ 
~ 



The framework for PHC renewal: 
4 major reforms or policy directions 

2.1 Service delivery reforms: the shift to primary care 

a. four features of good care 

' · Person-eenteredness 
2. Comprehensiveness and integration 
3. Continuity of care 
•· A personal relationship with well-ldentifl8d, regular and 

trusted providers 

,. Makes the dlfet'WICa between pti'nary care •nd c:onvendonal ...w:es 
• Better satilladion 

• Better UM of ruowcu 

.,......,._ 

2.1 Service delivery reforms: the shift to primary care 

b. three organizational conditions (cntnd) 
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2. Four interlocking sets of PH 
reforms 

2. 1. Service delivery reforms: the 
shift to primary care in order to 
put people at the centre 
Public policy reforms 
Universal coverage reforms 
Leadership reforms ·--

2.1 Service delivery reforms: the shift to primary care 

b. three organizational conditions 

1. Shifting the entry point bringing care 
closer to the people 

2. Shifting accountability: responsibility for 
a well-identified population 

3. Shifting power. the primary care team 
as the hub of coordination 

·--



2. Four interlockin 
sets of PHC reforms 

Service delivery reforms 

2:2. Public policy reforms to 
secure the public's health 

I 

Universal coverage reforms 

Leadership reforms 

2. Four interlockin 
sets .of PHC refo 

Service delivery reforms 
Public policy reforms 
2.3. Universal coverage reforms: 
the health equity agenda 
Leadership reforms 

2. Four interlockin 
sets of PHC reforms 

Service delivery reforms 

Public policy reforms 

Universal coverage reforms 

2.4. Leadership reforms: inclusive 
leadership and better government 

·--
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2.2 Better public policies to 11nsure 
the health of the public 

• To address health systems constraints: 
> Aligning the HS building blocks to Universal 

coverage & Primary care 

• To address determinants of ill health: 
> Rehabilitate public health measures 
> Health In all policies, across government 
> lntersectorvl approach 

2.3 "Go withoutttreatment or loose the 
farm" : universal coverage reforms 

A d dress health inequalities : 

o Mobilize beyond the health sector . 

· o Reform the health sector itselt universal access 
+ social protection 

3 strategies: 
1. universal access: filling the availability gap 

2. fn?m out-of-pocket payment to solidarity and pooling 
3. beyond financial protectlon: commerclallzatlon; reaching lhe 

unreached; glql/lsl>lllty to health' lnequlties ~ 
:1,_.,.... ~ 

2.4. Inclusive leadership and better government 

•. Governments as brokers for PHC reform 

• Effective policy dialogue 

• Managing the political process from launching 
the reform to implementing it 
examples: DRC, Rwanda 



3. Which way forward 
for PHC? 

Between country specificity and 
global drivers ... 

3 .2 Mobilizing the drivers of reform 

• Aid effectiveness and systemic financing 
mechanisms 
:> IHP+ 

• Mobilizing the commitment of the workforce 

• Mobilizing the participation of people 

• Mobilizing the production of knowledge 
:> performance- accountability 

Some of the major recent steps ... 

• Resolution 62.12 of the WHA [May 2009] 

• MDGs and Building blocks 

• Paris declaration's Principles and building blocks 

• IHP+ 

• The 4 reforms arid the building blocks 

• ·Global Health Initiatives and health systems 
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3.1 Adapting reforms to country contexts 

• High-expenditure health economies 

• Rapid-growth health economies 

• Low-expenditure, low-growth health economies 
example: a virtuous cycle in Mali 

2,__,.,. 

4. Bringing PHC together 
with health systems in a. 

changing international 
environment 

·--

Next steps in PHC ... 

~ 
~ 

IX> 2 reports and 2 resolutions of the World Health Assembly 
[May ZJXJ9) 

~e.sa.'WIQI1 WHA 62.14 on Social Health Resokz!lon WHA 62. i2 en PHC 
Detenninanls and Health System Strenglltenhg 



The Resolution 62.12 from the ·2009 WHA 
strong eommttmenta from_ 

to ensu~ poiUca/ comnttment at an 
leVels to the values and pr1ndples of AA. 
keep the Issue of SHS based on the 
PHC approach high on the International 
poli!ical1genda ( ... ) 

To implement the 4 reforms 

to encounage that vertical programmes 
Ire(,_) implemented in the context or 
Integrated PHC ( ... ) 

to strengthen MoH, enabling them to 
pi'DIIide Inclusive, lransparent and 

ccounteble leadershio 

and WHO,_ 

reflects the vakles and principles cl M 
in Its worlc and that the overaD 
organizational efforts contrfbute to the 
renewal and slrengthening ol PHC lnd 
SOH 

to fosler alignment lnd axxdlnation 
1• ......... 1 

to prepare Implementation piiiJn• fur the 
four broad policy cfrection {EB Jon 20101 

to report to WHA in 2010 and every 2 
years 

Pathways between health problems and health systems 

Element/block Possible actions Intermediate 
objectives 

National 
objec:tlve 

_j 

Leadership, Paris/Accra Declaration and the 
International Health Partnershi 

~,--=- - . - - - . . -
I ' - -

~- -

--------------

___ .._ 
~-~ 

~· .,.p 
...- ;::::~ 

fi:'=Mo! ... ,,. b --b tSAAobt" .... o 
~· ......,..,.;.} 

-=~ - _.1-,-.,....,,...,...., 
• » ~ ' ~ i ' .... 
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4.2. MDGs and BB: from generic goals to specific 
objectives 

Intermediate objectives 

... 

Related national 
objectives 

Generic 
,oal 

4.3 T.~e cross cutting issues in health systems ... 

&ox 1 Top hnlth •v-tem boalcnedcJ to improved ATM DU't1:0rnU In six countria 

Howto r.ai .. 
PHC ,.form•, 
auUdlng 
blcx:ko 
and 
progr.mmes? 



The "Building Blocks" and the "Paris 
Declaration" principles 

Concluding remarks • • Coherence between policy, planning and packages 
of activities 

• From policy dialogue to joint policy and planning, 
reviews or assessment (JANS) 

• Better understanding of the relationships between 
PHC renewal (4 reforms) Health systems 
strengthening, MDGs, Global Health Initiatives, Paris 
Declaration, IHP+, ... 

• WHA 62.12 [and 62.14 on SOH] resolutions: strong 
guiding frame 

• Knowledge :> mutual accountabiity 
:1., .......... 
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4.4 International h~alth Partnership "IHP+" 

ONE National Health Plan 
Cantnll to the c:ompacl is !be national health pi~ and how 

It wnl ~e usod In tho new aid environment: 

Agency-based I G-... CoLOntJy-boud 

Proposal-based .._.... National plat'l .. Thnte 
Or'le$ .. based 

MUltiple dcadOncs 
·~ 

Aexlble and .aligned to 
COU'ltry cydeS' 

ouufdo budget cyde ~ A.Jign6d to the budget 

Tcchnocratfc 

~~~-----
A.c:count.4blllty country's 
dtlzens 

%,.......,. .. 



Rapid assessment tool 
for HSS in South East Asia Region 

Bi regiqnal workshop on maximizing 
synergies between GHI-HS 
Batangas 25-28 November 2009 

continue 

Later development : need compromise -7 
combined le GAVI and GF-ATM support for HSS 

Need: A tool-kit to assess the status of the health 
system -7 Identify the gap for programmes' 

need 

• WHO HQ & USAID tool 
• Need of a practical & simple assessment tool 

Why health system strengthening? 

• Increasing inequity between and within countries In 
terms of geographical, wealth and gender 

• The workforce crises: Number, dlstrlb\)tion, skill mix 

• Burden of disease: the system should accommodate 
both CD and Chronic·dlseases · 

• High out of pocket the need of Improving effidency 

• Sustalnabllity of vertical programmes 
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Rapid assessment tool 

Alma Ata Declaration on PHC1978 : 
comprehensive health systems consist of 
universal coverage, community 
partidpation, inter sectoral collaboration. 
and appropriate technology 

Development: vertical approach or 
selective PHC as opposed to horizontal or 
comprehensive PHC 

' What is a health system? 

A health system consists of all organizations, people and 
actions whose primary intent is to promote, restore or 
maintain health. 

This indudes efforts to Influence detennlnants of health as 
. well as more direct health-improving activities. 

More than the health fadlities that deliver personal 
health services. 

It lndudes, a mother caring for a sick child at home; 
private providers; behaviour change programmes; 
vector-control campaigns; health fnsurance 
organizations; occupational health and safety legislation. 

Why health system strengthening? 

• Increasing Inequity between and within countries In 
terms of geographical, wealth and gender 

• The workforce crises: Number, distribution, skill mix 

• Burden of disease: the system should accommodate 
both CD and Chronic diseases 

• High out of pocket the need of Improving effidency 

• Sustalnablllty of vertical programmes 



Indicator by building blocks-: Services 
delivery 

Primary Secondary 

. hospital beds/ 10,000 population . Number of Health . 1+ antenatal care visits (%) oenters{lOO,OOO . % of births attended by sldDed . Sputum microsa:lpy 
health personnel centre /100,000 . one-year-olds Immunized with . %of people IMng W1thJn 
(DPTI) ('l!>) X km of a health fadlity . Programme indicator for the MDG . 'I+ anrenatal Cline visits 
related health services: Malaria, (%) 
Tuberculosis, HIV/AIDS. . Referral 

Indicator by building blocks : health information 

Primary Secondary 

. National HIS implementation plan • o/o or mediCally certified . Census-based population deaths/year 
projection by diStrict/sub- . Health patient Cline data 
districts, age and sex diSaggregated by age. . MMR from Populatloo-based sex, urbarvrural 
surveys-reportEd by national . Accidental deaths by 
authorities external causes . Communicable diseases report . National NCO RF survey . Use of ICD 10 +digit ood'1119 data 
recorded and reported to national • IT netwoc1t connectMty 
level with dl.s1'rlct and sub· 

dlstr1ct health otfia5 

Indicator by building blocks : health financing 

Primary Secondary 

. Per capita HE, In international $ . Government expenditure 
and at average exchange rate on wages & salaries as % 
(USD) ofGHCE . Optlonal: Total expenditure on . PubliC (government) 
health as% of GOP spending on health as % . Generc!l government health of total health expenditure 
expendlb.Jre as a proportion of . . Optional : %HH 
total government expenditure inpoverished by 
(GGHE/GGE) catastrophic expenditure . The ratio of HH out-of-pocket sub-district health offices 

. payments for health txJ total 
health expenditures. OOPs as !¥ 
THE 
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Indicator by building blocks : health workforce 

Primary Secondary 

. Number of HW /10,000 Availability of 
population national HW database . Distribution c:l health wor1cforte functional professional 
by geography and level of bodies 
health care system national mechanism to . Availability of a national health ensure the quality of 
workforce policy education . Ava!labDity c:l a national health The atf111Jon rate of health 
workforce strategic plan world'orce per year. . Number of new graduates of 
health workforce per year • 

• Indicator by b uilding blocks : Medical productS.. 
technology 

Primary Sealndary . A national eSsential medicine . % expenditure on 
policy (NMP) p/larma/l'liE 

Avaflabflity of . /capita exp on . recently updated essential pharmaceuticals 

medldne list . Value of phanna . national formulary published In Imported/ year 
the last five years . Med'lanlsm exiSt for . a mechaniSm for price control in licensing ,Inspection, etc 
the country . System to monitor druQ/ . vaccines to the national vaccine safety Af?R. AEFL 
Immunization programme (NIP) . Treatment guidelines for . Medical devices policy ammon health problems . A functioning of a drug 
I"!''ulatorv !Outhornv fDAA) 

Indicator by building blocks : health governance 

Primary Secondary 

. Health strategic plan based on . AvallabDity of health 
strategic vision, good lnformatioo program plan 
good policy formulatioo . Decentralized system, . AvallabOity of regulatory local governance 
framework for the . Existeno! of CXlordinating 
lmplementat!on of the health convnittee for HSS at 
plan various levels . 5'iakeholder Involvement Jn 
health policy formulation . Level of accountability 

. 
. Level of transparency . Level of equl):y 



methodology 

Process indi.cator 

Indicator Definition Recommended 
level 

minimum 
Access to Integrated Number of health 1 PHC per 10,000 
package of services facifitles provide 
(including two Integrated services 1 district hospital 
priority d iseases) per 100,000 

Proposed process for Rapid 
Assessment 

• Pre assessment data collection by a team consist of 
country and SEARO staff 

The team member from the country would collect 
additional country spedfic information 

• Country assessment 7 discuss "issues", gap 
Identification 

• Stakeholder meeting 7 Identify gap & Interventions 
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Issues : Essential health care services 

• Tuberculosis 

• Malaria 

• HIV/AIDS 

• Two country priority diseases 

• lmmu'nization 

Maternal health 

• Child health 

~ 

Gap and intervention identification 
TB Control and Health Systems reform 

Building blocks Gaps +f- Interventions 

Health services Capacity building at 
district level for 
programme 
performance 
Improvement 

Field testing tool's lesson learnt 

• HSS assessment tool is useful for team in 
countries to assess HS issues in comprehensive, 
systematic and evidence based ways 

• Rapid assessment of HSS tool can be 
implemented, focusing on specific issue such as 
GAVI-HSS. Balancing the width and the depth of 
the assessment In relatively short time 



continue 

• Governance: collect relevant information 
including interviews with consumer 
groups, other related sectors (education, 
social services, trade union etc) 

• An additional check list is necessary for 
gap analysis during the country visit 

continue 

module to be Incorporated 

Sesvice delivery Incorporating sub national Issues 

Health woMora! National HWF plan 

Information TWo stages: General-+ Depth 
Ollta use et the level of Information 
generator 

Medical Prod.& tech 
Procurement supplies dlstr1butlon, stoo!lge 
for programme support 

Finance 
(High) CDSt care, (low) resoura! 

Governance 
Further elaboration of the master plan 
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continue 

• Healthy public policy -7 health effect from other 
sector 
health sector advocacy 
healthy life style -7 support other sector 
Finance commission -7 proportion of budget to 
sector 

• MOH support with information for advocacy to 
other sector 

• Research needs for health improvement 

Follow up 

• Rnalize the tool, incorporating bi regional 
discussion 

• Use the tool in countries for proposal 
development in 2010 

• Monitor & evaluate country 
implementation 



4. Country Reports from Field studies in 
Viet Nam and Cambodia 

- HSS for optimal services· 

Dr Hidechika Akashi 
Dr Yasuyo Matsumoto, 

Dr Hiroshi Ohara,
Dr Noriko Fujita, 
Dr Yuriko Egami 

NCGM/IMO 

Study method 
../ Key Informant Interview 

./ Health fatiUty level 

./ Oistric:t/Provincill Ieoni hutth ~n~~na1~ 

./ Procram man•cer at untral ~1. MoH 

./ NGCk. partnar acen~ 
../ Document Review 

~"" & llotdonecb 
How GHI can cJve Influence to HSS to 

improw. halth pro~? 

tr~--- ·i+l,---miiJ 
~ ~----- lntervievis 8t 

HSS I' ,I Huitt. P'OIAITII I No11onollevel, 
" ... 7 , 

, -
~- t 

Etrtty point of 
our study 

Framework of Analysis 
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Before Intervention 

H .. OII 
~Utm• 

~'bN~~~~~~~~==~~~~==~~---=;-~~--~ 

* 
* 

* 
* * 

Case study 

Cambodia: 

• Country: Onr.:e health system was broken, all 

health system started to be reconstructed in 
1980's. 

• Programs studied: EPI, TB 

VietNam: 

• Country : Strong health system in place under 
commun.ist society 

• Programs studied : EPI, Malaria 



Case study- Cambodia 
Workforce 

· -· """""'"""" G""" ~~~1-}of,.OOO 
:rn~ -~1\."V"I.o,IJ!Jt-uktJ~"tfl">. - ------ ______ __._ ~-,_ .·. ~;::;s::-· ~_·- ~~;,=-n~=~-

PBI: Performance • based lncentlvos 

Case study-VietNam 
Service delivery 

r flol!ltl!l•:ol:s Gonn.~ Ffle--..,(P'w!Nvn'"")oi1JUI>d~1l<l 
tieaUhS}-utl-ms 

.:-~~:!S-·: =-- .- ~l.,r,:.-;-~~?,ti:-:-.-:::;: ________ ......__ ___ . - - --.- -

Conclusion 
From studies in two countries 

1. No complete good practices 
./ OVera>minc one BN may create another BN 

2. Intervention to strengthen program may not always 
contribute to HSS. 

3. Vertical program management can complement weak HS 
for starting or continuing service provision. 

4. Interventions should be planned by optimizing the existing 
HS. 
,/ MobWzlna domest!e resources 
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Case study- Cambodia 

GP·2: HSS (end 1990's) 
Cornllzod ocme Motion (Drug manogoment, HIS) 

GP 
Management (~. monitof1ng. 
supervision) kept wf1hin program to 
supplement centralized S)'S1em 

C8N(7) 
Uncertain sustU1ablily (donor fund) 
Donon' ln:ention s:rcnger 
Mare payment expeded by \IHWJ 
wllo ._. worl<ed wfth less pay 

GP 
Success~ ., resource moblttzaUon by 
lntemation• partner. 
(Trolning of a<a«, Ma!eriola, lnconthMo, 
Ole.) 

Acknowledgement 

Thank you very much for the kind 
cooperation of the MoH staff in both 
countries-Cambodia and VietNam, and 
WHO country offices' staff for this study. 



Health System Rapid 
Assessment tool for 

SEAR Member Countries 

Level of Integration (2) 

Level of 
lntegration(4) 
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Level of Integration (1) 

Level of 
lntegratlon(3) 

Basic Health 
System 

HS Delivery 

Health workfor~ 

Heatth Integration 

Health Financing 

Parma 

Govemanee 

I 

I -I 
~ 

I 

~ 

Program 

Prforfly 

Program 

Vaccine 

MCH 

TB 

Malaria 

HIV 

I 
Access ,Coverage, Quality, 

Efficiency, Sustalnability 

=MDG= 



II. Objective 

To enable member countries to Identify gaps and 
Interventions for health system strengthening. 

Documentary Research/Review 

Collect basic indicators and quantitative indicators 
(input,output,outcome ) for each module from various 
public databases and from member country 

Preliminary assessment and identification of gaps for 
further field study 

Get to root causes 

Go beyond superficial symptoms 

• Ask 

Why? 

Why? 

Why? 

Why? 
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Principles 

Based on country context 

Based on six building blocks 

Country! field assessment take 3-5 days 14-5 
member team 

Eventually member country can use the tool for self 
assessment for national or sub-national level 

Field Assessment 

Gather process Indicators through key informants 
interview,site visi!, to get to the root causes of the 
problem 

Propose interventions and recommendations 

Module:Overview 
General 
Health 

Health status 
Health syst~m structure . 
Selected input, output, outcome indicators of 
each module 

Build up from SEAR book"1 1 questions for 
11Sear member country"and other databases 



Module: Health Service Delivery 

INDICATOR CRITERIA 

• Availabil ity 

• Equity ,Access, coverage, 

• Capacity 

• Quality 
• Community participation, satisfaction 

Module: Health information system 

Indicator Criteria 

• Resources for HIS 
• Availability of data 

• Completeness 
• Timeliness 

Use-of data 

Module: Health system financing 

Indicator Criteria 

Availability of fund 
Equity of financial resource allocation 
Efficiency of financial resourc_e management 
Financial catastrophe protection 
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Module: Health Workforces 

Indicator Criteria 

• Availability 

• Distribution 

• Motivation 

• Competency 

Module: Medical products, vaccines, and technology 

Indicator Criteria 

Resources 
Policy/regulation 
Procurement 

• Management/rational use 
Avai~ability of essential drugs 

Leadership and governance 

Indicator Criteria 

• Health strategic plan 
• Participation of stakeholder, civil group ,grass root 

organization, in policy formulation 
• Healthy public poBcy 
• System for consumer protection 
• Access to information 
• Patient right charter, CDnsumer satisfaction survey 



Checklist: Country Basic Indicators 
lndlooODr Lo- v- ...... 

data 

POPULA110H .AHO VITAL STATISTJCI 

Total population (In t.hounnda) 

SelC ratiD ()tale• p« 100 fen:~aM) 

Population under 15 years (•~) 

Popu .. tlon 60 y.arw and .t»ow(ll4) 

CNde birth n.ta (per 1000 population) 

CNCk 6aath rate (per 1000 popc.datioQ) 

AnnUal (popLJatlon) growth nut(~) 

Total fer!Dy rat. (per W'CifMf\) 

Urban popuJadQn ('Ml) 

Ilml1:. 

HEALTH SERVICE DEL IVERY INDICATORS 

Indicator Latost Yur Sourc. 
data 

Ho.lth ....... .., pe<lOOOO populollon • 

Tatal Hospital beet. peT 10,000 
population • 

Prtvlrte HoapttaJ beds per 10001 
pOpulatletit. 

%Haalth c•nt•r that meet aarvlce 
c.apacrty standard • 

HEALTH INFORMATION SYSTEM 
INDICATORS 

Indicator Latest y.,., Source 
data 

Avallabflity of data fo r kwy 
Indicators by country hutth 
Information system (Yes_ No, N1) 

Maternal mortality ratio 
Under five mortality rata 
Hrv among pregnant woman 
Number of casu died of malart. 

%<11Sitids in<luded In noport.d 
dota (Yes, No, Na) 

%Privata faciUti .. lnduded In 
no~ data 

a.aro.vuage 

Romatka 

Romcb 
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Checklist: Country Basic Indicators 

Indicator Latut Yoat Sour.o Ramarb 
data 

SOCIOECONOMIC SITUATION 

Orou national in como (ONQ per 
caplta(US~) 

Adutt llte~cy tate ("fo)>15 y•~ 

Prwalonoo of low birth wel;hl 
(wol;ht<2500 grams at birth) ("fo) 

Prevalence of underwe1ght (weight· 
!Of"-ago) Cn ohRdnon<Syo""' of a;a 

("h) 

Health Workforce Indicators 

Indic-ator Latut v .. r Source R•marka 
data 

Pt.yoloian pot 1J,DO populatlon • 

Nw.e.s per 10,000 population • 

Wldwlfo pe<lO,OOO ~n • 

The anrttion rate or doctor per 
y•ar• 

PHARMACEUTICALS INDICATORS 

lndleator Letut Yoat Sourc. R.....U 
data 

%totaJ expendttu:. on 
pharmaceutlcals to total 
expendi'tln on health 

Per c:4plta upendlturw. on 
ph.,..,.utloals 

VaJue of pharmaceutical• 
lmportad par yur 

" population aooass to OAenllal 
dtu;s 
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HEALTH FINANCING INDICATORS HEALTH FINANCING INDICATORS (2) 

lndlcator Latest Year sOurce. Remarks 

Indicator Latest Year Source' Remarks 
dota 

data 
Social Security Expenditure on Hearth 

Tocal Expenditure on Hullh (Tl!E) (SSHE) as% of Public Ex:pendlturo on 
u% of Gross Oomutic. Product Hoalth (PHE) 
(GOP) 

Pe.re:apita Total Expendftun on Health 
PubDc Elq>encllllft on Health (!'He) (Tl!E) ot official Exchange m. (Xoltolo 
N % of totol Expendlture on Heattll -US$) 
(Tl!E) 

Ext:~~ mal f'UOUTce3 for health as a 
peroentage of total expenditure on 

Per capita Total Expenditun: on Health 
(Tl!E) in intemational doDaro Qnt1 $) 

h .. tth 

Publlo EXpend~urt on He alth. (PHE) 
as % of General Government 

Out-of..pookot Spendmg on Hoalth 
(OOPS) as % of private Exp.ndtture on 
Hoalth (POUiE) 

EXpondnuro (GGE) 

%HH irnpcworiahod by oatutrophlc -
expendttu~ 

FUNCTIONS 
FUNCTIONS 

l. 

indicator Lataot Year Source Romorl<o 
Indicator La- y..,. Source Rernori<s dote 

data Contrxeptiw provalonoo (%) 

OPO Ldlltr.atlon rzte at he.aJth 
..-m><!mmy...,. unit( 
VlaltalpopuJatlonlyur) 

- roachlng tbolr !list blrthd.y 
who ...-lved DPT3 

OPD utlllutlon m. ot hoapltal 
(Voaltolpopulationlyev) ~~=-blrf!>doy 
IPD utmution me ( dltysl poUomye~ (%) 
populatlon /yur) 

p,..gnant women who reoeive 
1+ANC (%) 

Oelfveriu llttended by skilled 
pwaonnel (%) 

infants reaching their first btrthd~ 
fully lmmunlzad agalnat maaalu 
(%) 

Infants reaching thelrfnt blrthd•y 
fully immunlzad agalnot 
tuborculosis (".4) 

Women immunized wtth tetanus 
toxoid (Tl) during pregnll!le)' (%) 

Indicator Lataot Yoar Source Rornori<s 
dota 

fndicator Latoot Year Sourco Romat1<a 
dote 

Ule oxpootonoy ol birth ey ..... ): 
PopulaUon wtt11 safe drinkirig water Malo 
•vallahle in the home or with Fomalo 
r.uonable acou:s ~/.) 

- mortolity role (por 1000 llvo 
births) 

Populltfon wfth adequ.te exc:reta r 
dlsposal facUlties available (%) 

Hoalthy Ufo EXpoctancy 01 Birth Total 
Male 
Female 
Undor-llvo-mortallty rata (por 1000 ltv. 
birth) 

Mote mal mortality ratlo (per 100,000 
live birth) 



Service Delivery questions 

Q2~:'\t=fY .... ur>l?la h>re ony..toua dlo1!t>utionol 

03 Wlwt lathe caJ*lY and roopond~Uyoflhe p=· ..,. ur>l7 Do-. 
-?DoU..Ihc:IUdo~_.;n,{GAVl.GFA Gt.oelha-of 
_.agerlpnnotycara-.y-roeotlha llondanl. 

04 WJwt lithe ex~o~~r~g ~ "'-quollyand m~ portonnonoe o1 
Prfmoty caral.lll? 

Q5 Whot lllha ullbllon-of~pmwycare t..t? 

OS ~~11111ofactionaurwyo-bMndono? Wyeo, wl>.,..-.1 wtwlarothe 

-·Health Workforce questions 

0111011 ___ _,. __ 

QZDooolho~---tar-. ...... -----03 Dooo the-IIUinborof)Uitygroduote ---"-.-ofh -.rrttrY1 
r 1101. Who! 11 bol'1; dono? 

Q41o1harooo4;_HRH_mbolanceo.,....~ 

HEALTH INFORMATION SYSTEMS QUESTIONS 
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Service Delivery questions 

ar How lo h rwfonal- .. - pmwycon~ 1'1 omor;oncy-ont and 
1'1-"11 •"""""' high -of1raolmonl'l Do formal~ , -..-and 
logiolca wollln:tion? 

ae 1w local-ont and local community- rolao 1'11he plomin; and 
....-.gomontof prmotycarelowl? How? 

a; Dooo .... hooplal-=-.,..,. ..at? 

Q10m1haro ,__.., m-h ..-,and perfomlo_of_ 

holi>bll7 

Q11 What ...... policy of !he _,..ont11:>wwda tha rola of lha p<Mto - .... 
~ 

Health Workforce questions 

.at-... h~«-ont_IO_HAHI0-1'1 
dlkla.,..ar~ .. 7 

08Do~ruohorof --.... ln~-~lar~ 
..._.,ar~Vratetoaehw~wt7(1 

011~"::::%.~"' '""'-lho.....a..tionofp&a*-HAH?Wiwt 

Q10 Oeoortlo lho ._. 10 lm-lha compotoncy and parformMoo of IRI 1'1 
lha hultl -a< prmotycaralria? 

Q1~anyjob---rlarHRHI'1h-..-?wt.tloh 

HEALTH INFORMATIO~ SYSTEMS QUESTIONS 

07 lw lnfollllllfon from lho HIS anol)'Ood and reported In timo fer progrwn 
plonnln; and IIISOlll:o allocation? 

Q8 W1wt II the prlofllyfOr in~ont 1'11ho HIS? 



HEALTH FINANCING QUESTIONS 

Q1 What is the gowmmont policyconce<ring he.alth caro financing? 

Q2 What .,.the-of flmds for health? /4n 1l>oy adequola?What is the 
in pact of f1.lm from GAVI,Giobal f1.lm l!lc.,on the hoalth I)'Siem? 

Q3 No thore any rww W!lotivu to incroose fund1 for heolth7 What could be done ' 
more? 

Q4 How is tho govenvnent health bu!get developod? 

Q5 How does - gowmment oJioc:ate health lu%let to _,level of 
odminisbtion unls 1uoh asstata, provinceo7 Are !hero anyexplicitcrttoria for 
alloeation? · 

PHARMACEUTICALS QUESTIONS 

Q1 II thete any mechanlom ID asstnthe quolly, Afety, and ofticacy of dJug 
pnx~.- on the marl<.O I.e., is National 0"'11 RoguiiiiDry AIAhor!ty established 
In the c:ountryto take the mission? 

Q21o thete any~ systom In case that there maybe anydnJII pn>duct 
p<ablems?lfp<ablomlorioe, lew ora lheyma~ to .,_the pt.tilc u1erf1 

03 What mechanism(s) Is used to enaura people accus to medicines;. the 
c:ountry Le., free medk:etloo.. health tnaurance .ystem ttult csure people1a 
•c:cess heafth aervicu especWiy medicines? 

Leadership I Governance Questions 

Q1 What is the p!Ocea> in the formulation of notional health policy and -ogle 
ploon? 

Q31a health an mportant egonde dL<lng the last national election campaign? 

Q4 /4n heollhy pubtio- .mted and effec!Moly enforoed ,I.e., antisrn~ low, 
anti aloohol-.otonption law,n>ad Afety law? 
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HEALTH FINANCING QUESTIONS 

Q7 Do government '-lth fundo fU!y dislri>utad for the c:are of the poor end 
disaawntaged? . 

QB ~~~~;::-.::-~:=u::-~0(~~:~ 
oalubOphe? • 

Q10 Is there anyriskpooling,orprepeymentach..,e?lfpresent. brieftydescribe 
the system and their coverage? 

Q11 m there anypubtio...,n..la mb:medlanlsni ID ftlthe hoalth &lancing gop? 

PHARMACEUTICALS QUESTIONS 

ce to a Nollonoll.isl of Essenllal 01\JgS d ...,.,., pad and inP..,.ented In 1he ccurCJy? 

Q7 WMt gowmnent agehC)' is ,...ponsble for proci.J:riog medk:iles? Is genetic 
name usad tor pn>C&Jrament, and p~? 

Q8 How tha goverrmont plans for futura rising coot of health c:are due to oostly 
medk:inea? Oaes technology auossment aystem e:xist1 

Qg Is thore any go"""'"' en! plan(1) -.rdslaif IUitaNble/dependent in 
modioineo? 

Leadership I Governance Questions 

• QS Was lhl notional health plan a >n1lslantly usad by authoftils and poiiDanl for 
prggnom prlorty aot~Xlg and ,....,...,. alocation? 

Ql1Whatlo1he........tolb.tatio_nof--pallentrelatlo"""'?Howaromedlcal 
complar.lo od!ed? What is the trend of madlcallllillation? 

Q7. Does the Pafient Charter exfst? Ia there any patient aatlsfaction survey? What b 
llle-g7 

Q81Ve cons~.~~~er pmlll<:tion groups rea>g_n!zad by lsw7 Wha! are their~ role? 



---

The Global Fund's Approach 
to Health Systems 

Strengthening 

George Shakarishval. 
The Global Fund to Fight AIDS, Tuberculosis and Malaria 

- ·--- ---- -- ·--- ---- --- ·- -
•c• ,.-·-, ~ ~--. ' -- -· -- -· 

1\ounda: 1· •: 'C ~ HSS c~.,... 1-.wiiSS--. 
I"""'""''"_..__,.,.HSS . 'n. ~dDn otwhMoanallluUM 

-

HSI,..,_....,.IIIII ... DJilla~ -----._,CICIRr'cll~-~ -Round8:NoMpiUlttl~'llllindow.HIS 
Q_., ...... ___ 

........ .....,..., ................... - LM*s(.....,b'flftlfi!OMdHSS 
CIOtnJIGf*'lb'wNcttaudl ......... ~ -- · Round 7 : a.m.~ u R 4. but "*oduced tw 

__ ,.,.HS&_(USO. 
naeortCJfa ~.-.. ~ -*'dWIW\e -- t12~NWMIIIP"ffl"" 

Rowndal& t: HSSec:Wdueittw.........., ..... e . ,..._.IM:r'eue ".....,..., (USD 1. ZJ • 
...._ PfCIPOSIL or h:ll.lded u a ..nt croSK:UI610 

_ .. ..., 
HCtkln-MI:Nn ...... proposal . ~~·~fll.till ... l:¥1 _ ....... __ 

Evolution of the Global Health Support 

E.rty 1D50o: V artical malaria Ol'lldicatlon P"'ll"""" 

Lata1D&Os- urty197 0.: Fltstdoubloon..,rtbipn>g~&t~C - ,_..,._ ,___l..._.MIMI_... __ .,_ .. ..,......_,__,._...._,.,.,_. 
- ~~"''d:t---="::nn ................. 
- LIIMiiM~~ .... _...__~hne .......... 

Mid 1D70'a- 1BBOa: Primary H...tlll Care: ·OOII::OflMIOI....._Ciail....,....._............_......._ -------•t171: ,.,...,.. ........ ~ ...... JIRII' 

1990a: HUnn (financing) reforms 

e.rty 2000.: GHia (Giobool FUnd, GA V ~ PEPFAR, PML .. ) 

La 20000: HSS and lnlagnlion 
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Funding Options for HSS 

1. Fund AIDS, TB, Malaria (ATM) programs including HSS 
Interventions 

2. Fund AnA programs, including HSS as a separate 
c:ompooent of the disease program 

3. Fund ATU programs, including a cross-cutting HSS 
component 

4. Fund HSS through a seperate fundlng wlnda.Y 

Health Systems Strengthening (HSS) has Leapt to the 
Top of International Development Agenda 

l'olllcol: HSS II on tho 
_.. oltlw 08, Hll, 

K.TF--~fonona 

Flnanolal: 

Donolo ~ lorHSS 1\u 
-~---tho ,-.s,_,. 

Mixed Evidence: 

Counbyo.m...d:C __ ..... 
fundi1l far HSS progrwna 

'WilDe lnaeased lnveslments In Y81tical programs do bl1ng poslttva 'spBiovet' effects 
to broader healthcare systams, the c:atagor1cal programs supported by these lnltlatlves 

_ alsQ prpdype IIVttandedJ!dtHIW:!s such as r8ducing systems' capaci!y 1D add~ 
the bloa:ler hulthc:are needs at the population". WHO, 2008 

"Signl!leant progress In scalng up disease control intarvw1tions Is ac:c:ompanled by 
a faJrty comp!ex range of DOSI)!Ye and noqally!l cffe<:!s en other serAces and the 
system In general'. GHIN, 2008 

• Syl!temic weaknesses became rDO!!! exDC!SISI as a resu1 d scaling up diseas6-
relaled inteMntion ... SWEF, 2008 

'Major HIV donor«Jpppttiod ptt~grams have helped esllblsh AIDS4peclic IIDIII! 
syslems and l?!!l!'1!nt2 dlslfnctfrom lhose for Dele< hufth program&". C GO, 2008 

Strong and etrectMo '-!lh sys1ems are lncrusingly considetad I prer;qb!!o 
to reducing the cll$ease burden and to achleoMg the huJih MOOs, rather flan the 

~of ncreasect lnveslments In disease central 



Positive and N egative Spill - Over Effects of Vertical 

Programs on Health Systems:-

Evidences of positive 
Spill· overs 

• Patlentr. Better outcome 
• Providers: Improved care 
• Information: HIS, lecilnologies 
• SuppDes: ~ proa~rement 
• Infrastructure: New and better 
·Financing: Largely free 

Evidences of negative spill • 
overs 

• Patients: Llmtted C01181age 
• Providers: Geographic cfiSpa:f!y 
• Information: t.\llllple 'repo<ting 
• Suppllu: Stod< outs 
•Infrastructure: Slngl&-<llsease fal:llties 
• Financing: Selective frae services 

W hat are some contributing reasons for low 
effectiveness of HSS efforts ? 

Uncertainty on how to build on multiple heatlh svstems frameworls3 
to develop a common set of principles for designing harmonized and 
actionable HSS funding and programming strategies. 

Ambiguity in conceptual understanding of what represents~ 
~where are the boundaries between s1reng1henlng broader 
health systems vs. strengthening disease-spoclfic systemic 
elements, and which HSS activities should be Included In cross
cutting HSS programs vs. disease-control programs. 

lack d common ooerJtlqlal mecbaoisms Prncesses and tools for 
effective collective planning. action and harmonization at both the 
global and country levels. -

HS Framework: Building Blocks 

::-i.e,_.:::.- . . . ; .. , :;:~:t~~3.1.: :-~~~ _.~ 
-~---- ----

~_?::=: ---- ~--·--· 
~·~· :. -;:-:::_· . r.::~. ----..:-.'... . - - - ··- -- --. 
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The Global Fund's C ommitment to HSS 

Bowd Deciakn• 
Polnt.2.007 

Report, 20011 

_ .... _ .. __ _ 

~ 

HS Frameworks 

An nt'!Shtlve Ust of Health Systems Frameworks 

-Adonlr..m- (E-..,1081 ) 

-Fund_,__(Htn<,111111 ) 

- DemoncHt.lpply from.-11< ( c ....... 1QQS) 

- P«i>m~oneo fnomowott< (WHO, 2000) 

-Cc:rolrol- fnom-(Hs*>. 2003) 

-B~ blodcs ,..,...,rl< (WHO, 20117) 

-l'rfiMry c ... from_ (WHO 2008) 

- sya.mo fnom-(AII.w\ 2008) 

HS Framework: Control Knobs 

I o.c.rot Kn8'H .............. : 
! -·,_ 



HS Framework: Systems 

...... 

Scope of HSS Interventions - ~:r.:::.,; Sp•d• ---· - -- ~CI(NJ(pc!Ciilv~ 
lnaccn•ILNflrV torfl;ocet ...... ==... -- ar..e.atw-... ....... ~oi.......,..:S..W_,... -- ~erw$tlli'l;!fll ........ ~WIIII 

,...,..... ..... ~d~...S ...... 
""""'- ~s-..,........,~_.., ......,_ 
=--~ .. ~=d ~--.................... ~ ........ ~ ...... .....,,_,.. .... -...~~ ....... ~elC112*......._......,.,.._. ..., -·-- eft .......... ., ..... ~ - .................. ~~ ::.:.::...--... --- ,.._._._ ~ ................ ~-=' 

andm.nea•~~nMS ,::==.::=- ~ol_..fll.......,,....... 

.._., 
o..ile • ..,.W ..... .... ~.,--~ ... - -- ~~~~::a: ...... -- ....-...a--:tiii!CM· ................ In:~ - --- .......... ct .... ,...._._..,_» .. -P'oorqt,Ud~tsre .,..., T~~~~:.:U. 

__ ........ _, ___ 

Elements of Joint HSS ~Jatform 

C ommon mechanisms for =lrles to access HSS fund'111g 

C ammon proposal review process 

Harmonized funding sources 

C ommon program oversight mechanisms 

C ommon TA and capa~;ity building 

C ommon perlgrmance measurement framework 

C ommon resurce tracking and Investment analysis framewonc 
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Opportunity for Harmonizing Multiple 
C onceptual Frameworks 

"Wihthogn>Wth <It-In~ of-~· tho world now-a 
pmllfg'Pn gfmodJia atrJtpgiet end aQ9!"91CbM·. 
Rol::hlol. Tllklmi K,~ZOOII;H3:508-15 

'Haa\lh oyslam ~ (HSS~ Sbt Q1W byzzwpnS In cf•CUNiono about lntanlatior>al 
hool1il, II in daog• M bocan\ng I cqnlltwc cpncwzl ht II used 1o llbll--t dll!wnnl 
~· 
t.t8rchtl B.C ..... A. Kegoll G. Pl.oS lo4edlcino, 20011.~ e,~aut• 

·--camnu.nly-IAII pyl!lw m--~ arrarQIITI.,.. 
- globllhllllh pttV*I nud 1o bo lroptavld". • 
HLTF,Z009 

An Issue: 

• 
HSS Proposals lack justlflcation, are superficial and not 

convincing 

'Although ln\'flad 1D do so, few counlries identify their HSS needs by reviewing 
canstrain!s and gaps in the heal1h system llllll..:t as ticll!enecks to .
OU1cCmes"'. 

'""'>' applicanls are ollan reqtJesling a 'shopping list" of d lheorellcal HSS 
needs. C Dl.l11r1es should base lhelr HSS reqtJesl on a gop wnalysls of 1helt 
nalionlll- I8CIDt S1TIIIegy .mlch Is supponod by hollsllc:
assessment d !he heallh I)'Siem• 

Solution: 

Support enhancement of countries' analytical cepacltfes to 
assess HS bottlenecks: ---TA --

Harmon( z ation of Collective Approach to HSS 

Readling C ommon Dovaloplng C ommon Practloal 

u.'l!'"..=~-otiiSS ~ 

... ..., .......... ·~)alnl~a.~ ..... ~~~a, 

..-..~--... -
•C ..................... otHSS-~ 

(O.O.jalnl ...... -.jalnl--jalnl--

"""'** 
-..) 

• C...-.an ....... fl ...... fl .. l •C_..,... ................. --
'----y--1 ~ 

.............. -~ ..... __ ... ___ 
HSS_In ___ 

-~-ol;ood- mpiomolllltonorll--



GAVI HSS update 

-
Craig Burgess 

GA VI Alliance Secretariat 

Lips city 25 November, 2009 

WHO 'building blocks' 

1. Stewardship/governance/leadership: defining sector 
strategies, clarifying roles, managing competing demands 

2. Health Financing: ensuring fair and sustainable 
financing, with financial protection 

3. Human resources: having a sufficient and productive 
workforce 

4. Information and knowledge: ensuring the generation 
and use of information 

5. Technology and Infrastructure: ensuring adequate 
drugs, equipment, Infrastructure 

6. Service delivery: improving organization, management 

-

sn.ualiit' services • "H!-.;.Il"l~~":..'.rr -'•rr.,:;'..h. -1T'"'lt'".l'1~ C!•'fl<"J, • ;J,:~ .Yr.;l!'>-!' ... •c'l<:..,l"':.tl lr'-11 1 
;:::::.r..- :-.~· c-· ....... ~~, • .,,...,,_,r."!j.""t...,:. ~ <t,~ ~"'1 . !,..:;..!...--'ro:.: --- -• •. ~:.c .• -~-
.. :..~c t,.,,_,~r, ·.- •.at:.:.. ..,-:j '- ,, t• c...r.~- --

Four GAVI Alliance strategic goals 

1. Strengthening the capacity of the health system to deliver 
immunisation and other health services in a sustai[lable 
manner 

2. Accelerate the uptake and use of underused and new 
. vaccines and associated technologies and improve vaccine 
supply security 

3. Increase the predictability and sustainabllity of long-term 
financing for national immunisation programmes 

4. Increase the added value of GA VI as a pub&c-prtvate 
global health partnership through efficiency, advoca~.,rr 
Innovation ~Jlia.l.l 
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Mission 
'Saving children's liv'es and protecting people's health 
by Increasing access to Immunisation In poor countries' 

CHD..OREN 

VACCINES 

Immunisation has 12-18% rate of retum 
..... o.c._.a..-w...aK.WMM ................ ,__ 

GAVI HSS objectives and themes 
$800 million potentlallnvestment for HSS window 

'To achieve and sustain increased Immunisation 
coverage, through strengthening the capacity of 
the health system to provide immunisation and 
other health services (with a focus on child and 
maternal health)' 

Maximum impact at oeJno11erv....... 

Three non-exclusive themes: 

• Health workforce 

• Supply, dis!rlbutlon and maintenance 

Org""isation and management 



63/ 72 countries applied for HSS since Nov 06 
45 countries approved over 7 rounds 
$525 million 'committed'; $258 million disbursed 

• 72 countries eligible 
• Budget envelope per country (proportional to birth 

cohort and GNI per capita) 
• Led by departments of planning 
• 8th round reviewed 14 HSS proposals 

- -.,.,-....... .,c 

Coordination of GAVI HSS 

!-
Global: HSS task team: advisory and consultative body to 

shape and refine the GAVI HSS policies and procedures 
fY'/8, UNICEF, WHO, DFID, NORAD, USAID, dev 
country rep, civil society, B+MGF, CDC, secretariat) 

Regional: dependent on partners (esp. WHO, Unicef to 
coordinate regional fora and technical support) 

Country: HSCC- chaired by Govt, but includes all 
development partners (technical and donors) ~~~~ 
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10 key principles: guidelines 12 pages long! 

1. Country driven 

Aligned 

3. Harmonized 

4. Predictable 

5. Additional 

6. Inclusive and collaborative 

7. Catalytic 

8. Innovative 

9. Results orientated 

10. Sustainability conscious 

.-:-:>:-:·. 

GAVI: Close to US$ 4 billion approved for 
country programmes through 2015 

Ongoing GAVI HSS work 

- • Implement recommendations from: 
- ~ evaklallcn 

Tracl<lng st.ldy 

- Lessens learnt 

Knowledge bank 

• · Harmonised technical support with OECD 
DAC,GFATM,UNFPA 

• Focus on monitoring & implementation of 
existing commitments 



Mid t'erm evaluation and tracking study · 
(21 countries and 6 countries) 

..._ - GAVI HSS flexible and predictable 

- Activity management generally OK, but more 
attention to risk 

- Technical support - 'Engage and help', rather 
than 'stand back and reView'; CSO involvement 

- APR model unhelpful and unaligned 

- Monitoring, systemic problems, lack of output 
focus 

- Finandal management varied and complex 

t~9&1 

..... ;-:. c 

-
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Board 17-18 November, 2009 

~ • Together with GFATM and WB work with 4-5 
countries on JP and report back in April 

• Transition arrangements for GA VI HSS 

• Prioritization prindples, available resources 

• Board will guide decision on M ure 
applications 



Exploring a joint platform to fund 
country health plans health systems 
strengthening 

Upa city, November 25 2009 

Why? 

High Level Tuk Force on Innovative lntematlonal Finandng for 
Health synems 

• More money for health and more health for the money" 

J. H.-4 to raiM vp to •n addftion.r US$10b ,.,. 
year to spend on he.ttt. In poor countrlu 

1. .......,the iiiOO<ioto<y_....,.ieYyon __ ... ...,.,. .... .......... 
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1. Quick recap: five challenges ... 

Overview 

• Why? 

• What? 

• How? 

• When? 

• Where? 

1. Quick recap: five challenges.-
The problemslcountries are grappling with 

Prosress toward the health MDGs remains inadequate. 

Many health sysoam cons1n11nts ore una5dtessecl. 

Global and dom..tfc invenment In heolth Is insufficient. 

lntenmionol fvndlnc is unpredicteble ond frapnented. 

SUpport 11> countries is Inefficient. 

• Voluntaly ....... 
contr1but!ont 

•O.Tu 

~· 



Potential 

More efficient use of existing resources 

leverage new, longer term resources 

Improve coordination and harmonisation 

Align with country planning cycles 

Reduced fiduciary risk 

Focus on outcomes in the common 
monitoring framework 

Purpose 
1lvee ern:ttfes. fac::Oitlted bvWHO, fund onanationalhulth plan, use ona 
monftortnc framework u.sln& one fundinc modaHty where possible 

• 'To improve health outcomes through strengthening 
countries' heatth systems to deliver health services equitably 
and sustainably (focussing on all heatth MDGs), and to use 
resources more effectively and effidentJy' 

How? 
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What? 

Principles for joint HSS platform 

• Flexible/differentiated approach, NOT one 
size fits all 

• Commitment to IHP+ principles 
• Improve information sharing 
• Focus on country results and value for money 
• Common analytical basis, arid frameworks for 

HSS and harmonised approach to 
programme development. approval, and 
implementation 

What would it look like? 

Prollldlnc support from three fund on for HSS, fadlltated by WHO, componetrt> oh 
sound, comprehensive costed Natrona! health pfan, throuah: 

l. Joint Government and mutt! portner development and IJJISsment of national 
health plans and stm.cJos 

2. Common~ mechanistN: 
monltorinc framewc<b 
fundlnc I disbursement channels 
financial manacement/ repordncauditin& arnnaemtntl 

3. Harmonlsed technial support . 
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Harmonised technical support 

Not just for plan development 
Implementation, monitoring, procurement, financlal 
CountrY needs driven - provide for at planning stage 
Sustain ability- use of local institutions 
Quality assistance mechanism throughout 
Value for money and evaluation of technical 
assistance 

When? 2010 4-5 countries 
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Joint assessment of national strategies/plans 

• A shared assessment of a national health plan, accepted by 
multiple partners as· basis for technical and flnandal support 

- Joint auusment tool and guidelines: developed by lnter-aJoney 
Wortdnc Group; drafb approved by IHP+ partners In July 2009. Stn>nl 
advla! to move to roll-out with lnmre.sted countr1es 

- Prfndpltu of joint assessment approach: country basad; alii ned with In· 
country processes; induslve; with on Independent olamont 

- 2-3 countr1es Initially; lna.ulnc number are lnwested 

Common qversight arrangements 

• Adequate financial support for strengthening HMIS systems 
where necessary · 

• Uslngln-<ountry mechanisms where possible (Swaps, 
country annual joint review) wlth joint oversight 
mechanisms 

• Common Indicators, one common report, arrgned with 
country reportlng cycle 

• Audit, financial management processes on country by 
country basis 

Outstanding issues requiring alignment 
between GFATM, GAVI and WB 

Dependent on country specific contexts, moving in 2010: 

1. Country communications 
2. Eligibility 
3. Criteria for setting budgets and Investment prtoritisation 

at national level 
4. Moving to support country based cydes 
5. Independent element of assessment and funding approval 

processes 
6. Financial management lmlllementation of processes 

including procurement and audit -
7. Reporting and M&E framework 



Consultation process 2009·- 2010 

To date: 

WHO Regional committee meetings (AFRO, SEARO, EURO, 
WPRO, EMRO) 

Regional an.d countJ)t meetings (eg. Senegal) 

• CSOs, UNICEF, UNFPA, donors 

• London Taskforce Forum 

Planned 

• Online survey, country visits 

Wider partners 

New vaccine groups 

Joint assessments in 20!0 

Questions for frank feedback to take 
advantage ofthis opportunity 

• How should the joint platform move forward in 
different settings? (SWAp? Others?) 

• How could common monitoring work aligned to 
country processes? (Negotiate indicators) 

• How could aligned financial flows and reporting 
work? 

• How should the country 
consultations move forward? 
• Including representative 
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Where and issues? Count ry 

Usefu l sources of informat ion 
On the Joint Platform: 

http://go.worldbank.org/DD4C6GPQUO 

On IHP': 
www.lntematlonalhealthpartnershlp.net 

www.theglobalfund.org 

www.gavialliance.org 

www.worldbank.org 

www.w ho.int 

,. 



Leadership and 
Governance 

Equity, Gender and 
Human Rights 

THE INVERSE CARE LAW 

"THE AVAILABILITY 
OF GOOD MEDICAL CARE 

TENDS TO VARY INVERSELY 
WITH THE NEED FOR IT 

IN THE POPULATION SERVED." 

Julian Tudor Hart, The Lancet. 1971 

~ . ---

Gender and health 

• Men and women have different 
roles, access to and control over resources, needs 

• In health, men and women have different 
- risks, vulnerability, exposure to disease, injury 

- health-seeking behaviour 

- barriers to access to health services 

- experiences In the health system 

- consequences/olrtcomes from ill-health 

• Gender analysis can improve the efficiency and 
equity of health programmes 
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A health system is a set of inter-connected parts, 
that have to function to ether t o be effecti ve 

Q: Who does your programme reach I not 
reach? Why I why not? 

• Geographical barriers 
• Economic barriers 
• Low knowledge and awareness 
• Socio-cultural barriers, gender, stigma 
• Lack of health system responsiveness 

WHO Gender Analysis Matrix (GAM) 

J 
J 

1 



A human rights-based approach to health 

AAAQ: 
-Availability 
- Accessibility 
-Acceptability 
-Quality 

• Non-discrimination 

• Participation 

• Accountability 

Possible Cross Cutting Areas 

• Accountability Systems 

• Donor coordination/Aid 
effectiveness/CCM 

• National health planning/ Sector-wide 

• lntersectoral and multi-sectoral 
action, including private sector/CSO 

• Regulation/Law/Licensing 

. Economic barriers 

• Consider targeted subsidies, incentives, 
enablers 

• Reduce out-of-pocket payments at time of 
service and promote pre-payment 

• Provide other support: social protection, 
income replacement, micro-credit 
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Leadership and Governance 

• More reliable health authorities 

• Ensuring strategic policy 
frameworks combined with 
effective oversight, coalition 
building, appropriate regulation 
and incentives, system design, 
and accountability 

Geographical barriers 

• Target/prioritize: underserved areas, 
underserved sub-populations 

• Introduce community-based approaches 
• Conduct outreach for remote, marginalized 

groups 

. ~ .- .- '. . 

Low knowledge and awareness 

• Develop appropriate IEC, especially for 
marginalized groups 



Socio-cultural barriers, gender, 
stigma 

• Adopt a human rights-based approach: 
AAAQ, non-discrimination, participation, 
accountability 

• Conduct gender analysis, using 
appropriate tools 
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Lack of health system 
responsiveness 

In monitoring and evaluation, disaggregate information 
by income, sex, ethnicity, rural-urban residence, 
employment status, etc. 
Conduct operational research to analyze Incidence of 
benefits: do the poor benefit at least proportionately? 
why or why not? Ensure appropriate quality 
Consider provider incentives 
Address possible provider bias 
Build awareness and capacity on equity-enhancing, 
gender-responsive and human rights-based approaches 

• r- • . ~t) 
.... '·-·. -·. . . . 
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Health Syft~ms Strengthenin0 
Block 4 ~edical Products and 

Technologies 
@ ~05 

@ 11pardan·e A rifaj ~ 
PHA/ WPRO.§) 

Synergies and HSS, !'iovember 20 
~ Bat angas:; 

Medical Products and Technologies 

• Efficient and well-functioning supply system is a 
prerequisite for effective delivery of health services. 

• Performance of a project is directly dependent on 
the performance of the supply system. 

"NO PRODUCT - NO PROJECT!" 
JS/-Oeliv&r 

Medicines Management Cycle 

Same cycle for all 
commodities: 

· Vaccines 
•RH 
• HIV/AIDS, PMTCT, 01 
• Essential Medicines 
• TB 
• Malaria 
• Medical disposable 
materials 
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HSS Building Blocks 

1. Service Delivery 

2. Health Workforce 

3. Information 

4. Medical Products and Technologies 

5. Financing 

6. Stewardship, Leadership and Governance 

Medicines Management Cycle 

The process of assuring 
- the right quantity 
- of the right medicines 

- of the right quality 
- for the right customer 
-at the right time 
- in the most efficient safes~ and least cosUy 
way possible. 



Strengths 

• These systems ARE functioning 

• Improved access to some categories of medicines 
• Increased funding for procurement of specific 

categories 
• Several partners offering technical support 

(coordination?) 
• Some categories of products receive logistic 

support to improve distribution and physical 
availability (over-supported, under-supported) 

Effectiveness and efficiency? 

Challenges 

• Medicines Regulatory Authority not always 
involved 

• Stock Management - separate for each partner, 
Increasing the burden of work for personnel and 
adding to t he complexity of stock management. 

• Inadequate funds for distribution 

• High operational costs (different programs 
different delivery requests) 

• Projects having different requests for M&E 

• Single staff at lower level not able to absorb t he 
burden of multipurpose tasks. 
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Challenges 

• Complex PSM; magnitude not known to the actors 
• Responsibilities and tasks of each of the actors not 

defined 
• Transparency not always assured 
• PSM staff is rarely involved in 

forecasting/procurement 

• Fragmented procurement 

1. too many procurement agencies in countries 

2. decentralization 
• Lack of coordination in planning between programs 

and PSM results in stock-outs, shortages, 
overstocking and expired products (not just a lack of 
training) 

Synergy- immediate steps 
• Start with management and distribution, 

(procurement integration later) 
• Mapping of all actors, roles and contributions; identify 

gaps and duplications 
• Management and distribution plans based on cost

efficiency 
• Development of SOPs applicable to ail medicine 

categories (not per program) and at all levels of HC 
• Integrated information system and stock mgmt 
• One HR development pian 
• Synergy of programs and medicines management 

MUST be gradual t o avoid disruptions in the supply 
chain. 
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In the longer term 

• $ • Thank you 

,.a. 

=-= - ........ :a: 
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From here Towards here 



Medical Products and 
Technologies 

Strengthening laboratory 
services 

Or. Gayatrl Ghadiok 
WPROJDHSJHT1.. ManDa 
gh.diokg~o.whoJnt 

National 
Framework 

Oevebpmcnt of National Laboratory policy 

National Ulbotatory plan 

- SWdur• •rd Function~ at dlt!'•ana leve!s 
olo«vice 
R.talionship between u. t.bs 
lnttOflltion 0: U.llbs 

- Cost efTtctiven.s• and affordlblity d 
SM'Vic:N 

- Monitoring & Evaluation 

National ovenight and Coordination 

- Nol1g U. network - reterrlb:, auppliea, 
t.chnicalw~;aort 

- Periodic revtew of peiorman:.e 

lt'llotbldon of• rogulatorymechanbm 

Build Capacity 

- PhyP::al Wtastrur:ture 

- AP;Ifopriate eqtnpment 

llemical aprK:ifaUon& 
• lr'IY8f'W'Y tnatWQtmel't 

• Mainlenan:::. and r~ ot 
t.li:tJql.lipneri 

- EJeecricity, water, .support ..-kea 
- Walta diapoMI 

Human re-sources: 
- ,.,.,mbet ,traini~. motivttion. 

retention 

lnf'onnation technology 
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Why labs should be a 
priority for national 

---

Assure Quality 

Ouality Systems 

- Organizationel management 
- Standards 
- TrainOlg 
- Doel.wn-n-SO?s. maruo:s 
- As$e$amer< 

Using new methods and tools 

- Awareness 
- TrainOlg In -fe~y praotioeo 
- Waste management 
- Competence eueasmeot 

Challenges 

6n Unost al dewbplno CO\Itltliu, trsuu ta:ed by 
laboratories art IN same · lhM eomphutty and 
speefl\.lnmayvary 

V- ...... ( --WHO) ........ wlln 
llbata~ haw brltn~ indeperde."lt 
c1 ud\ofler and 10 JCI'nl uten~ m bolation. 

QUESTIONS we need to ask 

How to align wtlh national policy? 

How to address Integration across 
theGHJ? 

How to coordinate donor aid ? 



Maximising Synergies Between 
Global Health Initiatives and 

Health Systems - Information. 
WPRO and SEARO Regions 

MarkAmexo & Jun Gao 
Batangas, Philippines 

25-28 November, 2009 

Country Monitoring and Evaluation 
Systems 

• F:ragmented M&E Systems in Health Sector 

• Resource-Constrained Health Systems 

• Increasing disease and health burdens 
• Emerging health and disease challenges 

• Global Health Initiatives - to Respond 

• GHI's well intentioned, chalked 
tremendous successes In Interventions 

• Donors and GHis- Require Specific and 
often New Reporting 

• Further constraining the Multiple and 
Weak Performing Country. M&E Systems 

Health Metrics Network (HMN) 
Goal 

Increase the availability and use 
of timely, accurate health 
information in Country & 

Globally; 

by catalyzing the joint funding 
and development of the core 
countfy health information 

system 
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Presentation Outline 

• Country M&E Systems 
- State of Play 
- Opportunity to Engineer Country HIS 

• Health Metrics Network 
- Goal and Principles 
-Objectives 

• HMN Framework and Tools for HIS 
• Benefits of Country HIS Reform for 

HSS 
• Recommended ACTIONS. 

Opportunities for Country HISS 

• Parts Declaration on Aid Effectiveness 
• Accra Agenda and Declaration 
• PARIS 21 

• Launch of MDGs (and Action Plan) 
• GAVI, -GFATM HSS (& Reporting Requirements) 
• IMF, UNSC - Improved Statistical Data and Use 
• WB Perfonnance Based Financing · 
------> 
• Creation of HMN 
• to provide d irection and guidance HIS 

Strengthening; help leverage Partners sources 
• New and Emerging Impetus- e.g PEPFAR Policy on 

HSS (focus on HIS), IHP+ 

HMN Principles (for Country HIS) 

1. Principle of Country Leadership and 
Ownership 

2. Principle of Responding to country needs 
and demands 

3. Principle of Bullaing upon Existing 
Initiatives and Systems 

4. Principle of building broad-based 
consensus and stakeholder Involvement 

5. Principle of a gradual and Incremental 
process with a long-term vision 



HMN Objectives- 3 

The HMN Framework 

• Defines HIS Standards 
and Components 

• Provides common 
vocabulary for country 
discussions 

• Describes a process and 
outcomes for HIS 
Strengthening 
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HMN Strategy 

HMN Is a Partnership of Global Partners, Countries and 
Institutions 

Secreti>r1at In WHO·HQ, Geneva 

• Note donor 

• Not a direct Implementer of HIS Reforms In CountJy 

HMN: 

• Provides Technical Guidance and Tool, end 
Implementation Support by Leveraging the Resources 
and capabilities of the Network Partners 

• Oevelops and NurtureS Technical end Resource Network 
of Partners (Global, Regional, CountJy) 

• Supports Countries ID Leverage Partners Financial and 
other Resources to Invest in HIS Reforms for HSS 

HIS Components (Domains) 

1. Resources 

2. Indicators 

3. Data Sources 

4. Data Management 
5. Information Products 

6.Information Dissemination and Use 

Integration of program M&E systems 
with National HIS 

• For Synergies 
• Effective and Efficient Resource 

Utilization for Data and Information 
• Eliminate or Minimise the Negative 

Effects of Fragmentation in Sector 
Information Systems 

• -Minimise program management 
burden of ensuring well functioning 
M&E 

• Win-Win 



HMN Tools for Country Resource 
Leveraging from GF and GAVI 

• HMN website posted Guidance Documents 
and Tools for Resource Mobilization 

• Direct TA support where required 

• HMN work with GF Secretariat for PR grant 
reprogramming for HIS strengthening 
Investment (when country or PR decides) 

• Dialogue and Arrangements with other 
Partners: PEPFAR, World Bank, national 
Governments etc. to invest in HIS reforms 

(Country) Indicators 

• Purpose (Rationale) 
• Indicator selection - dialogue and decision 

is key; Country-led, Country-focused ... ??? 
• Which, and number of Indicators selected 

"shapes• HIS function 
• Indicator quality and Usefulness- (MDGs?) 
• Align Global Reporting Framework with 

Country Reporting Framework and Needs 
• Country Information (Indicator) needs 

paramount 
• HIS (Health Sector) Policy and or Strategy 

- useful to manage this. 

Challenges : Unpacking HIS 
Resources by Category & Region 
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Users draw on multiple Data Sources; 
(defined by Indicator Needs) 

The Big Picture 

Ava raga Assessment Scores for 49 countries, by domain 

~+-------------------------~----------~ 

ft.-U'GM fnicabn Dati; SOU.:.. Oa!a WonNiof\ ~lcJII 

~ ~ anduu 

Actio_ns Recommended 

• ~u~~ ~~~~sment Identity Priority Interventions 

Define a Continuum of Implementation Actions: 
( based on HIS Assessment, and National Strategic 
Plan) 

• Immediate 
• Medium 
• Long-term 
Tum Into Proposal (Plan) for Donor or Partners Funding 
Invest reprogrammed (%) M&E program budgets In HIS 
Add value to Data and Information (mgt system). 
Work with country to develop sound proposal 
• References: 
1. Country HIS Assessment Report and Score-Sheet 
2. Country HISSP 
3. HMN HISSP Planning Module I, (II and lll) 
4. HMN Guidance Tools/Documents on Resource Moblllzat. 



Conclusion 

• Unprecedented opportunity to strengthen 
HIS as a platform for HSS 

• HMN/WHO support for Country-led efforts 

• HIS can be engineered to effectively 
demonstrate sector results: 

-Coverage 
- Effidendes 
- Improved quality 
- Deaths averted 
- Better policy and dedslon making 

• "Success breeds Success" 
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The best innovations occur when you 
have networks of people with diverse 
backgrounds gathering around a 
problem. 
- Robet FisMdn, Inturumon11f Herald Tribu~ ~ber B, 
2008 

www .healthmetricsnetwork.org 



Maximizing Synergies: 
Global Health Initiatives 

and Health Systems 

25-27 November 2009 

Kathleen Fritsch, WHO Western Pacific 
Regional Nursing Adviser 

Human Resources - Health 
Workers Save Lives! 

HRH Key Issues 
• Overall shortages and skill 

imbalances 
• Workforce mal-distribution 
• Unsatisfactory I poor 

remuneration, working conditions, 
environments 

• Weak knowledge, skills/ significant 
competency gaps 

• Education and training quality, 
capacities, budgets 

• Integrated policy development, 
planning, management challenges 
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Skilled attendant at birth saves mothers, b 

Working Conditions, Incentives, 
Remuneration 

• Unsatisfactory and poor in most 
countries - very low remuneration 

• Lack of/inadequacy of equipment, 
supplies including drugs, logistics, 
supervisory support, etc. 

• Limited non-monetary incentives such 
as housing, safety and security, social 
and family support 

Low morale; retention and 
performance problems · 
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Skill Imbalances 

MoN 
doctors 
than nurses 

More 
tertiary 
clinicians 
than public 
health, PHC 

Gender 
Issues 

Some countries with 
shortages in 
specialist or public 
health fi~ds 

Distribution of health workers, urban 
versus rural 

1.21 --- --.. -1.0 
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Health Workforce 
Mal-distribution 

•urban bias- better 
worker : population ratio 

Eg. I n Country X, 85% of the 
population reside in rural areas, 
yet only 13% of government 
workers are there 

• Publ ic-private sector shifts; 

Education and Training 
• Competence and up-skilling 

- Registration; continuing e ducation; 
(all workforce categories); common 
cross-disciplinary competencies etc. 

• Education/training relevance, 
learning methods, skill 
acquisition; equitable access to 
quality education 

• Recognition of education and 
training quality 
- Standards; accreditation; population, 

service linked programme outcomes 

PHC Socially-Defined, Responsive 
Reforms (WHO WHR zoosJ 

Aimed at universal access and social health 
protection 
Dealing with t he health of everyone in the 
community. across the lifespan 
Comprehensive, holistic and continuous 
response to people 's expectations , needs, 
risks and il lnesses 
Promotion of healthy lifes tyles; reduction of 
social, environmental hazards 

u 



• Invest in Workforce 
Planning, Production 

• Strengthen Educational 
Institutions, Quality, of 
pre-service education 

• Improve Efficiency, 
increased demand and 
service access 
-Integrated in-service 
training, task sharing, 
integrated supervision and 
material, expert technical 
support 

What Else Could be Done? 
Better coordinate in-service 
training and decentralize 
training whenever possible 
Integrate supervision 
Harmonize remuneration and 
incentives 
Rethink service activities 
and responsibilities 
Collaborate with patients 

HRResearch 
• What factors influence health workers' 

choices of location; how best can they 
be Identified? 
- How do they vary by category or gender of 

health worker? 

• How effective are different retention 
interventions in influencing health 
worker location? 
-How can the effects of these retention 

strategies be measured and evaluated? 

• How should effective retention 
interventions be designed and 
implemented to Improve staffing of rural 
health facilities? 
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Interventions: Distribution, Retention 

• Workforce rural 
rotations; standardized, 
sustainable incentives to 
get/retain workers to 
remote areas 

• Positive, equipped, 
supported peripheral 
work environments 

• Public and private 
sector, NGO, faith-based 
shared models of service 
provision 

Critical Health World'orce Success Factors 

Factor Supportive Processes 

Initiatives to improve the health 
Country led workforce carried forward by the 

country, rather than external partners. 

Government· Commitment to support actions 
supported contributing to a sustainable health 

workforce. 

Multi-sectoral Engagement by ail sectors relevant to 
building the health workforce (e.g. 
finance, education, public-private 
providers, etc). 

Multi-stakeholder Inclusion of relevant int erest groups, 
inc. consumers, communities 

Donor alignment I Donor support coordinated and aligned 
with country health workforce plans 

Gender-sensitive Gender differences addressed In analysis 
and development of HRH strategies. 

I 
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Bi-regional workshop on "Synergies between global 
health initiatives and health systems strengthening, 

Financing 

O.Bayarsalkhan, RAIHCF 

Mount Malarayat, Baton gas, Phnippinu, 27 November 2009 

Revenue 

WHO Commission on Macroeconomics and Health suggested 
per capita spending at US$ 35. 
Currently, low income countries spend US$25 per capita on 
healtlh. 

Sources: Breakdown of US$ 25 

Government US$ 9 (35%} 

External aid US$6 (25%} 

Out of pocket US$10 (40%} 

Healtlh systems need more resources preferably tlhrough risk 
pooling prepayment schemes. 

Out of pocket spending needs to be monitored and reduced . 

EMR ~ 
AFR ,.__., 

EUR f.---, 

SEA 
AMR f.--, 

1\PR 

Protection 

30,000 

o ifll)Overishment 

• catastrophic 

60,000 

Number of people (1 ,000) 

90,000 

• Health payments largely contribute to poverty. 
• Rnancial protection and safety net mechanisms are essential. 
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Health System Financing 

• A health system requires financial resources 
to deliver necessary health services. 

Main objectives of financing: 
- Adequacy and sustainability (revenue). 

- Optimal and efficient use (expendit ure). 

- Financial burden and access (protect ion). 

• Health system financing plays an important 
role in improving population health. 

Expenditure 

"' .!! 90 

rs.amEJ it~ I 
~ 0 = I 

a. Prom Prev E. Treat Case H. Care 
mgt 

• More allocation of resources to health promotion, 
disease prevention, early detection and treatment of 
diseases. 

• Rationalization of spending the hospital sector. 

Strategy for the Asia Pacific Region 
(2010-2015) 

• Focus: Universal coverage and access to quality 
health services for better health outcomes. 

• Target: Increase public spending, reduce out-of
pocket payment, support prepayment, risk pooling, 
improve social safety nets for health. 

Approach: Increase Investment in health, improve 
aid effectiveness, rationalise health spending, 
create incentives and motivation to health care 
providers to deliver appropriate and quality care. 
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Health system financing and programmes 

Health system F1118ncing Disease Synergistic 
goals strategies programmes inte.ventions 

Mobilization and Br1nging new Improve HCF data 
anoc:ation of revenues and lnfonnation. 
fnanc:ial resources (National Health 

• Coverage to health Accounts) 
• Access Support of Reducing OOP, and Develop health 

Thank you 
• Quality prepayment risk poverty Insurance and safety 

· Equity pooling and fund net mechanisms such 
sharing financing as health equity fund 

• Solidarity arrangements tor the poor. 
• Efficiency Improvement ol Developing new Strel\gthen capacities 
• Effectiveness purchasing skills: ccs1ing, In health sector 

functions. ccntracting, and use budgeting, financial 
of payment planning and 
methods and management. 
financial Incentives 



Service Delivery 

• Good health services which 
deliver effective, safe, quality 

- personal and non-personal health 
interventions to those who need 
them, when and where needed, 
with minimum waste of resources. 

- Everybody's Business - 2007 

Challenge to Integration of service delivery for priority health programs 
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Service Delivery Reforms 
"to make health systems people-centred" 

- Focus on health needs 
- Enduring personal relationship 

-Comprehensive, continuous, and personal 
centred care 

-Responsibility along the life cycle 

- Tackle determinants of ill health 

- People are partners in managing their health 
• Wot1d Health Report 2008 

Possible Issues 

• Defining package of services 

• Integrated supportive supervision 
• Joined up transport systems - health staff 

and maybe patients also 

• Health promotion across programmes 
• Quality improvement systems- patient 

safety - infection control 
• Others - depending on the situation 
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ANNEX 4 

GUIDANCE NOTE ON THE WORKING GROUP SESSIONS 

"Looking for bottlenecks, possible synergies, interventions and commonalities, across EPI, 

MCH, HIV, Tuberculosis and Malaria 

"HEALTH SYSTEM STRENGTHENING MEANS IMPROVING CRITICAL 

COMPONENTS OF HEALTH SYSTEMS TO EFFECTIVELY IMPROVE COVERAGE" 

Working principles: 

1. The groups will be divided by country. Each group will go through the six building blocks of 

the WHO Health System Framework and address the main issues highlighted. There will be one 

session per building block.  

2. Each building block may not have the same relevance from one country to another and from 

one program to another. Each group will then identify where the priorities lie and focus on the 

main one. The ideas of issues proposed in the following pages can be considered. Other ideas 

can be added. 

3. There will be a Peer review organised at the end of the 2nd and the 3
rd

 days to allow cross 

country discussion and exchanges. 

4. On the 4th day, each group will present its work plan of action in one slide. 

5. While each group will remain with the same participants for each of the 6 sessions, the 

resource persons are expected to "float" between tables to provide support. 

6. Each group should nominate a Chairman and a rapporteur and try to ensure to meet the time 

allocated. 

Expected outputs: 

7. One sheet per country per program should be filled out (Five sheets per program in A4 format 

and 1 consolidated sheet in A3 format). An additional sheet “HSS country consolidated plan of 

action” should capture the main priorities identified and to be addressed (A3 format). This last 

sheet is the slide the groups are expected to present on day 4. 

Useful links: 

Share Point Link:  
http://intranet.wpro.who.int/sites/mtg_hsghi/default.aspx. 
www.gavialliance.org
www.theglobalfund.org
http://www.worldbank.org
www.aidspan.org
http://www.who.int/healthsystems/en/
http://www.who.int/healthsystems/GHIsynergies/en/index.html
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HSS Block 1 

SERVICE DELIVERY 

How can we improve the organisation, the management and the quality of services? 

Generic issues to be considered: 
Integrated packages of services 
Infrastructure upgrade (only very limited available) 
Integrated supervision  
Transport systems  
Integrated health promotion  
Quality assurance systems – develop a framework for Q/A 

Possible questions: 
� Is a service delivery model defined at local level?  Who is supposed to deliver the 

actual services?  Is it a specialist single programme worker(s) or do they have 
multiple duties? 

� Is a service delivery package defined?  Are the disease control programme 
interventions included in the package? 

� Is supervision provided for the programme?  Is it done jointly or separately?  Is it 
regularly carried out? 

� Is health promotion done?  What types?  As a structured and coordinated campaign 
or one-off activities?   

� Is quality assurance part of the system?  Organized by programme or part of a Q/A 
system? 

�

HSS Block 2 

HEALTH WORKFORCE 

How to have sufficient, sustained and productive human resources? 

Generic issues to be considered: 
Incentive systems (sustainable) 
Continuous education – integrated or separate  
Review and support to basic or pre-service education 
Workforce planning 

Possible questions: 
� Which types of health workers provide services for the programme (related to 

service delivery model)?  Is the quantity of workers sufficient from the view of the 
programmes?  Is the quality sufficient? 

� Are incentives provided?  Direct or indirect?  Is it done only for workers in the 
programme or for all? 

� Is training provided?  Who is trained, how are they selected, are they programme 
only workers, or joint (shared) workers?  Is the training done separately?  Do the 
same workers receive multiple trainings? 
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HSS Block 3. 

INFORMATION 

How to ensure the generation of quality data and use of information at all levels? 

Generic issues to be considered: 
Systematized, unified, balanced information systems  
HIS Planning 
Research oversight 
Monitoring and evaluation systems (actually part of unified system) 

Suggested questions: 
� How can data collected, and analysed through NHIS benefit the program objectives 

as well as broader public health priorities? And vice versa. 
� Health information system – separate reporting or part of a joint system? 
� Feedback from health information provided or just gathered and fed upwards? 
� How is programme monitoring done?  Programme by programme or jointly?  

Targets – from proposal or are they national targets? 

HSS Block 4 

MEDICAL PRODUCTS AND TECHNOLOGIES: 

How to ensure that quality drugs and appropriate equipment are delivered and suitable 

infrastructures operational? 

Generic issues to be considered: 
Procurement, supply, logistics, distribution systems 
Medical equipment management systems 
Laboratories 
Drug inspection, registration, fakes and sub-standards 
Rational drug use 

Possible questions: 
� Does the programme provide support for drugs and medical supplies?  How is it 

ordered, purchased, and delivered?  Who makes the decisions about supplies?  Do 
the supplies come separately or in a batch? 

� Does the programme provide laboratory support?  How is that done and what type? 
� Other technology or equipment support?   
� How is transport organized across the programmes and for the entire health sector? 
�

HSS Block 5. 

FINANCING 

How to mobilize resources; ensure a fair and sustainable financing which includes financial 

protection? 
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Generic issues to be considered: 
Sustainable financing 
Health equity funds (done but hard on sustainability) 
Risk pooling and pre-payment (HIV added to insurance) 
Financial information (National Health Accounts)/Financial Management 

Possible questions: 
� Consumer perspective – do they pay out-of-pocket for any services for this 

programme?   
� Local government perspective – Is the programme budget part of the local 

government budget?  Are the inputs available known and predictable? 
� National government perspective – Is the programme budget part of the national 

budget?  Is it included in national health accounts?  
� What potential synergies and/or overlaps between HIV/TB/Malaria acces to care and 

treatment with Health Equity Funds for the poor? 

HSS Block 6 

STEWARDSHIP, LEADERSHIP AND GOVERNANCE/ GENDER, HUMAN RIGHTS, 

EQUITY 

How sector strategies are defined, roles clarified and how are competing demands is 

managed? 

How does your programme reach / not reach? Why / why not? 

Generic issues to be considered: 
Accountability/Accounting Systems 
Donor coordination/Aid effectiveness/membership of governing bodies 
National health planning/Sector wide planning 
Intersectoral action including private sector 
Geographical, economic and socio-cultural consideration to overcome barriers for better 
equity 

Possible questions: 
� Planning – is there a disease or programme specific plan at national or local 

government level?  Is it part of an over-all national, provincial or district plan? 
� Accounting/accountability/financial management?  Where and who?  Capacity 

building provided? 
� How many donor programmes working in the area?  How are they coordinated – 

locally or nationally? 
� Are the appropriate expertises in place in the decision making governance bodies? 
� How operational research on gender, human rights and equity issues are conducted? 

Opportunities of having them conducted broadly 

� Are the CCMs and the ICCs prepared to address HSS issue (adequate 
membership, ...)?
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Country: ~Health Systems Bottlenecks and Synergistic Interventions : 
Programme Analysis based on the PHC principles -IMMUNIZATION (EPI) Identified 

priority actions 

---.-----------------------

NOTE: Each prcaramme analyzes !hair key health systems baWanecks and synerglstlc ln!II!VWl!lons per health systems buUdiog block, basod on !hB 4 pMclplll$ of PHC 
reforms. (1. Unlv.""'! coworagQ/aquity/solldaritylsaela! inclusion,~ People e&n!onodlcaralquallty&safaly/!ntagraUDIIf""'ntlnulty of ear., 3. Effecllva pollc:y 
dial<>guennfOJma!lon for poflcy/capaclty gf change, 4. Health In publl<= policy, lntersactonll adionslsoclal determinants) 

This will be dona on !nd'nrld••!l w•lg;heel pm Prpgt!!mme Analvsll. Analysis lhrcugh tha PHC prirclple& should ><limulale thlnldng of linkll.,as between lhe 
bulcllng blcx:ks ancllnlerm&dlate outputs (e.g. wllal servic:edelive:y rmdel eanlmprcva un!uOfSill coverage and eonnnultyof =are. ale) and cmu-cutllng Issues (equity, 
hum21nrighls, ale). 

Country: - Health Systems Bottlenecks and Synergistic Interventions 
Programme Analysis based on the PHC principles - Maternal & Child Health Identified. 

priority actions 

NOTE : Each programme analyzes their key health sysi~~~T~S bottiensckc and synarglstle lntetvanllcu\5 per health systems buttclin; block. band onlhe 4 prlncl~e$ gf PHC 
rllfcrms. {1, Uniw!SIII covar.tgGI•qultylsDIIdllrily/5oclallnci\ISion, 2. P•opte centaral1/caralquallty&s;af;tyHnte;lllllon/conllnulty of cai'CI, 3, Effec:!fve policy 

· dl;dogualinfcrm.allon for poncy/cap;!lclty of changa, 4. Hql!h In pubUc pD!Iey, lntarsactollll ac:tlonstsoclat dtotennlmnts) 

Thla will be done Oil !ndhrk!•lal WQfh!hee! !!!!' ptpg@mme An!!wt. Analysis through lhe PHC prirK:Iple~~ ;1-.:luld stimUlate lhll1i:ing oflinka;q belw9erl the 
bu~dlng bloeks and inle!mediate outp~ (e.~ What service delivery model~;~~~~lm>eeve tmllrer:s;o! c:overage and continuity gf I;Olle, etc:) and CJ"OSH:t.dling Issues (equity, 
humlln right&, eto). 
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Country: -Health Systems Bottlenecks and Synergistic Interventions: 
Programme Analysis based on the PHC principles- HJV/AJDS Identified 

priority actions 
---,------------------

NOTE : Each programme aR!IIyzes lhelr key health systems bcWeoocl<s and 5)'11erglstlc lnlervention& per heatth systems bundlng bloock, based on the 4 ~lples. of PHC 
rsfonns. {1. Universal ewaragelaqulty/s<>lldul!y/aocl~llru:luslon, 2. Paoplo centanodlca18/quallty&safe!ylintagratlonlaon!lnlll!y of c:nre, 3. EffactiiHI poii"Y 
dialogue/information for pol!c:y/capaclty o! elulnge, 4. Health In public pollcy,lntersactonol actlonstsoelal dotennlnan!s) 

This wiJJ be dono onlndhd!'!md IM!!&.;sMet ""' PrMmrnme Anal,.ls, Anal~s INcugh the PHC prlncll)les should slim.Jiate lhlnkln; of linkages bolween the 
buUdlng blocks and intermediate outputs (e.g. wha_t servl<:e delivery model c:;~n Improve universal coverage end conHnuity of care, etc) end cross-cuWng Issues (equity, 
human right$. etc). 

Country: - Health Systems Bottlenecks and Synergistic Interventions : 
Programme Analysis based on the PHC principles- Tuberculosis (TB) Identified 

priority actions 
---.----------------------~ 

NO'T'E : Eacll programme analyze~~ !hak kay heal!h systams bottlenacks and synergl&ijc lnlemmtions per health system& building block. based on tile 4 prlnclples of PHC 
reforms. {1. Un"'-rAI covaragafaqulty/so!Tdaritylaaclallnclu&lon, 2. People conlliiTIIdiCIIralquallty&safatyllnlegrallonlconlinulty of CIITII, 3. Effective policy 
dlalcgulllinfonn~tlon for policy/capacity of change, 4. Hu!th In publfc policy, lnleraectoralactlonslaDC!a] dallllnnlnants) 

This wiJl be done on Individual wgrk•lw!t 1111r ProQ@mE!I!! An!!Jvsl• Arla!ysls tlYough the PHC print;:!pla~~ 1hou!d stimulate thinking d linkage~~ between the 
building blocks and intemJediate outJ)I.Ils (e.o. whit sl!l'\llc:a dellvi!Y model can Improve universal coverage and CDnllNllty of care, etc) end ~KUttlng Issues (equity, 
human rights, el<:). 
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Country: M Health Systems Bottlenecks and Synergistic Interventions : 
Programme Analysis based on the PHC principles- Malaria Identified 

priority actions 

---,------------------

NOTE : Each programme analyze$ their l:sy heallh 5}'111ems boWenecks and synl!l'gistlc inlervanlkms per haalth systems bumding block, based en !he 4 princ:lples or PHC 
reforms. [1. Unlvarsal covan~ge/equltylsolidaritylsoclal Inclusion, 2. Pacpto c:anten~dlcarelquanty&sa.fatyllntogratlon/cont!nulty of care, 3. Effectlw policy 
dlaloguallnformatlon for poUcylcapa=!ty of dunga, 4. Hea!lh In public peRcy, lntor:sectonll actlonsls<>elal datarm!nants] 

This will 1111 done on lndMdya! \Wrksh!!!!! P'" Pmgrarnma Ar!!!lv:;ls. Analysis lhrO\Illh the PHC princlptas should stimulate thinking of tlnl<ages between !he 
buid"ong blocks arid lntarmediale outputs (e.g. what $eNice daiiY«Y model """Improve universal coverage and c:ontlnul!y cf care, etc) and crcss-cutllng bsues (&CIUI!y, 
human right$. et<;). 

Country: M Health Systems Bottlenecks and Synergistic Interventions : 
Programme Analysis based on the PHC principles- CONSOLIDATED Identified 

priority actions 
---.-----------------------

NOTE : Each programma arioi)'ZIIS thai" key he2llh sysloms b<ltUened<s and synerg!slic intervonWns per haelth systems buildOlg block. b;ssod on Uw 4 principl"" cf PHC 
reforms. {1, Unlverw.l coveragalequltylsolldar!ty/soclallncluslon, 2. Paoplt cenltrtdlcart/quallty~faty/lnltllrtllonlconllnulty af cart, 3. Effactlv8 policy 
dlalogualinfonnatlonfor policy/capacity af chan11e. 4. H&<llth In public pollcy,lnta/SIIcloralactlonstso=lal dotannl1111nls) 

T1ll& will b!l done en !Ntiyk!,.,r )Wrlg!h!!!!t w Prngrl!mme A!J81wrs. Analysts tttcugh !he PHC prin::lpl8$ should sU!TIIllete thlnklng of llnbg"" b!ltween the 
bulc!lng b~ks and lnlennedia\e outputs (e.g. whal service dllli~ry model c:an improve unM!rul coverage and eonUnuily af care, etc) and =ss-cu!Ung Issuer; (equity, 
ht!man righb, etc~ 
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ANNEX6 
COUNTRY ACTION PLANS 

BHUTAN 

Country: Bhutan Health Systems Bottlenecks 
and 

Synergistic Intervention Programme Analysis 
based on the 

2. 
Finarn:ing 

4. 
Medical 

products 

PHC principles- CONSOLIDATED 

Identified priority actions 

Bhutan •1()..12% of Natiol'lll.l Budget allocated to Health 
Bottlenecks Sector 

•Source 70%- Domestic and 30% external fund (esp. 
health promotion and diseast! prevention sector) 
•Free Health care system - Sustainability7?? 
•Donor dC!:pendent for promotive and prcventtve 
aspect: (donor fatigue???) 
•Non-availability of Health care financing data 

•lmprovcmen 
tofHealth 
Care. 
expenditure 
data (health 
exp.Rcview 
and establish 
NHA) 

•Foasibilitie:s 
on 
alternative 
sources of 

--------- ---------------------------------------- financing 
Synergistic •Earmarked 1% of Monthly Salary diverted as h11alth · 
intervontion contribution (is it being diverted to Health Care 

Bhutan 
& 

financing??) 
•lmproWlmentof Health Care expenditure data 
(health exp. Review and establish NHA} 

•Feaslbllltiu on alternative sources of financing 
•Explore privatization of health services 

Identified priority actions 

& 
Technologies 

Nepal 
Bottleneck 

- Synergy of Planning process between drug 

procurement and Infrastructure devcdopment. 
- Monitoring of drug and supply used. 

-Stock Management. 

.Capacity 
building: 
·Gtock 
management 

-Rational use of medicine and technology tnfroultructuru 
-Expansion of facility, capacity and quality of lab. 

-~------ --------------------------------------
Synergistic -Capacity building on stock management 
Intervention -Assessment on rational use of medicine and 

technofogy 
-Infrastructures Improvement 

1. 

Service 
delivery 

3. 
Health 

workforce 

5. 
Information 

identified pr!orlty actions 

Bhutan •Define health care services as per category of Standardiz 
ationof 
health care 
servic&s as 

P" 
category of 
health 
facilities 

Bottlenecks health faciiltit:s 
•Re-visit district health supervisory activities 
•Transportation (pationt referral from difficult 
areas) 
··Quality of health care (CME and GPs} 

•Rational use of health services 
•Health Promotion: ICB {Vertical activities carried 
out by the programs} 

Synergistic •Capacity building of Essential Medicine and 
interventions Technology Division 

•Empower the district health officers {feed back, 
follow up and authority} 
•Feasibility study on EMS 
•Academic recognition of GPs 

•Rational use of health services (establish clinical 
pathway) 

Jdontif10d priority actions 

Bhutan •Shortage of doctor, nurse, Health worker, 
Bottleneck technicians (trained abroad, expatriates from 

Myarvnar r~M:ruited) 
•Shortage of staff at managerial level {central) 
•Inadequate continuing medical education 
particularly for district health workers 
•Lack of incentive for work of VHWs 
•Strategic point: rural basic health unit-ANM, 

-ReviewHR 
Master-plan 
and 
implement 
accordingly 
(competenc 
yofHWs) 

HA and BHWs ..Up-
•Lack of systematic planning for in-service gradation of 

---------- ~~'!!~---------------------------- ~~~~~;of 
Syoerg~tlc •Now medical college (nonextstnow) (Physical 
intervention •Review HR Master-plan lnfrastructu 

Bhutan 
& 
Nepal 

Bottleneck 

Synergistic 
intervention 

•Up-gradation of RIHS into a College of Nursing re) 
•Support continuinn medical education -Incentive 
•Incentive package for VHWs e~~ge for 
•Prlority: Expand and upgrade nursing college 
(000? Gap) 

ldcntifted priority actions 

-Burden of collecting exce.s.sive ,duplicate data, 
different programs {VERTICAL) 

.QuaHty of data; (no analysis done) 

-tnfonnation not consistently used for planning and 
Implementation 

-Capacity of HIS unit, 

-Verifica.~ion of data 

---------------------------------------
·Coordinating mechanism to review, hannonizo 
different subsystems 

-Capacity building for the HMIS Unit 
-Coordinating supervbion, based on local 
evidences with-feodback 

Coordinating 
mechanism 
to review, 
hannonize 

different 
subsystems 
-capacity 
building for 
tho HMIS Unit 



Identified priority actions 

.. 
Stew;m:lship, 
Leaden.hip& 
governance 

Bhutan -Capacity to implement -Role of PrNate sector 
& program and NGO 
Nepal ·Evidenced·basod ·Accountability 
Bottlon·eck policy making -Not dam and driven 

-Coordination ·Improper organization 
structure 

Synergistic -Review the organization! management stnJcture 
intervention -strengthen coordinating mechanism 

·Review policy for more private involvement 
-Improvement of evidenced based planning 

Priority Areas 

Standardization of health care services as per 
category of health facilities 

-&p!oro 
prlwto 
participation 
indeliVCI)'of 

"""~ """'~· 

Improvement of Health Care expenditure data (health 
exp. Review and establish NHA) 

Feasibility study on alternative sources of financing 
including privatization 

Review HR Master-plan and implement accordingly 
(competency of HWs) 

- Up-gradation of College of Nursing (Physical 
infrastructure) 

- Incentive package for VHWs 

- Capacity building :stock management, Infrastructures 

- Capacity building for the HMIS Unit 
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Action Plan 

Baseline study on the existing health services and 
standardize depending on need 

Establish NHA 

Health Care Expenditure review 

Feasibility study on alternative sources of 
financing including privatization 

Re-visit HRD master plan in consultation with the 
HODs and other divisions in the Ministry 

Develop proposal for incentive package for VHWs 

Explore resources for capacity building 



Bottlenecks 

INFORMATION 

CAMBODIA 

Multiple monitoring tools and although steps are taken to use common M&E framework, utilization of 
a common M & E framework and minimum set of core Indicators remain weak 

Fragmented data coHection 

Limited capacity in data analysis and use for Planning and monitoring performance. 

The private sector I$ largely excluded, so that infonmttion only pertains to public facilities and those 
national hospltals,so HIS data cannot be used to monitor health status In the country. 

HIS staff at local levels has low knowledge and skills and lack of Information Communication 
Technology (ICT) software and hardware to manage data effectively, and conduct basic data 
analysis. 

While a number of studies cannot demonstrate any systematic patterns in data inaccuracies, data 
validation checks show that Inaccuracies are common. 

No comprehensiVe slrntegy. for strengthening and developi~ for some ~er.ices {i.e. pediatric care 
ser.ices, including neonatal care units for s!ck infants and nutrition) 

Limited operational planning capacities of the PHOIOD managers, since their AOPs did not Include 
the full range or evidence-based interventions, especially for maternal and nev.1l0m health. 

Low enforment of laws and regulations at aU levels by multi-sector coordination. 

Standardize 
monitoring tool kits 
for one common M & 
E framework toward 
strengthening HMIS 

DPHI 
Meeting of HIS-SWG to discuss on and 
the process offonnulation of national Decembe 
proposal program r- Mal 

Core team of HIS-SWG review the 
previous HIS proposal 

Fonnulate a earty draft proposal 

Consultation with HIS-SWG and 
others for inputs 

Consolidate draft proposal for 
·submission for GFIR10 Grant Mai 
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CAMBODIA 
Bottlenecks 

sERVICE DEiliVERY. 
Fragmentation of funding, monitoring and supervision. 

Lack of integrated approach to service delivery at facility level. 

Lack of workable refenal systems, eps. From community to health facility. 

M.~.lti.quality. improv~~ent ~ools and fragmented in i~~lementation 

FINANCING. 

Dependence on external funding cha!leging long tenn sustainability of the programs. 

Inadequate funding to expand pro-poor financing mechanisms and a very high level of 
private out-of-pocket household spending. 

Lack of comprehensive health financing infonnation. 

HEALTH WORKFORCE 

Imbalances in deployment, with some overstaffing in urban areas and understaffing in 
remote rural areas, especially shortage of mkiwives, labtechnicians and, to a lesser 
extent, nurses. 

Weakly coordinated and inadequate in~service training for health centers' staff resulting 
in frequent absence of staff from their work place. 

Retention issues associated with low salaries and lack of appropriate motivation 
associated with weak perfonnance related management, constraining increased 
productivity and quality of services. 

Priority Actions, 

Hannonize and scale up 
Continuum of caro for Programs 
MCH and Linked 
responses 

Taskforce 
and 
national 

(MCH-RH· programs December~ 

HIV/STUTBIMAL) 

Review the existing frame work of 
the two models 

Develop the comprehensive for SoP 
for Continuums of care for MCH 

Develop consolidated proposal for 
submission to GF!R10 Grant 

Scaling·up Health Equity Review draft of HEF expansion plan 
Funds link to continuum of care and linked 

response 

Develop comprehensive in~ . 
service training plan 

Scale up Integrated lab. 
Management 

Mal 

DPHI 

HRD 

HSD 



CHINA 

Priority Issues and Next Steps 
Lack of qualified health workers at grassroots level 
- Fix the job position funded by government regular budget 
- Develop pre-service training and in-service training 
- Provide proper incentives 

• Multiple entry points in health system 
- Coordination by local health bureau 
- Communication within health system 

• Insufficient date analysis, sharing arid utilization 
- Designate an agency with the mandate of comprehensive 

information management 
- Integrate disease information systems 
- Analyze and share information from the integrated database 
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Priority Issues and Next Steps 
Country: China 

•Weak implementation of health plan at periphery, while 
strong at central and provincial level governments 

-Set up performance targets for local governments 
-Clarify the responsibility of relevant sectors at periphery level 
-Regular monitoring and evaluation 

•High out-of-pocket payment of the patients 
-Increase the pooling level of health insurance, especially from the 
government investment 
-Expend the package of health insurance 
-Increase the payment proportion from the health insurance 



FIJI 

3. Service delivery: 

- Middle manager training to ensure national plans are 
translated into IWP 

- develop Transport Plan/policy 

- standardise CQI across all levels ofMOH 
- HP team building/coordination exercise 

4.MP&T: 

- Identify alternate funding for programs for which funding 
support is ending 

_ develop plan for training and logistic support for basic lab 
facilities for 'remote' stations 

Fill HSS Cons.o!idated POA 
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Fiji: HSS country consolidated plan of action 
Priority Block or Issues 
1. Health workforce: 

- Review recommendations of health work force review to 
identify "do-able" 

- Plan for filling urgent staff gaps 

- development of national health workforce plan/policy 

2. Finance 

- review financial system to streamline processes 

- quarterly financial status report from NAto program 
managers 

- financial managem~iJ;)~{%,.?ccounting clerks 

5. infonnation: 
- establish the Hill/epidemiologist& support team- linl<ed 

to research 

- develop a HI strategic plan (systematised, unified & 
balanced information system 

- Link lab data-reporting with patient information 

Fiji HSS Consolidated FOA 



INDOP41!1A 

_,IUGftiTY IPI«TiftVIPITIGN 
• Pilot project in priority districts for: 

- integrated health services (TB, malaria, HIV, EPI and 
MNCH) 

- Managerial training 
- Policy review 
- Review and revised the existing HIS 

• Piloting insurance scheme in one GAVI province to 
reach universal coverage 

• Study to develop national health workforce planning 
• Review and revised the existing national HIS 
• Policy review at national level 
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M&INI!!UI! 
• Strong Leadership is needed 
• Low community involvement/participation 
• Low Quality of care & access to care in remote 

areas/islands 
• Low Gov expenditure and high out of pocket 
• Lack of quantity, quality and unequal distribution of 

health workforce 
• Lack of essential drug, diagnostic and equipment 

availability 
• Ineffective existed HIS 

HSS Indonesia Consolidated POA 
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MONGOLIA 

CONTINUED (MONGOLIA) 

o Strengthen health services at bagh and soum 
levels(PHC) 

- Develop integrated training package 
-Improve skills of health care professionals of bagh, 

soums and FGP 
- Provide supportive supervision 
Reform pre, post, in- service training 
system of health professionals 
- Organize workshops among training institutions 
-Develop integrated curriculum based on progra=es 
-Identify budgets for continuing education 
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PRIORITY ACTIONS FOR HEALTH SYSTEM INTERVENTIONS 
(MONGOLIA) 

Assessment and evaluation of program bottlenecks 
at local government 
- Organization of individual meetings with local governor's 
office 
- Development of an assistant tool 
- Establish assessment team 
Increase gov-t budget for prevention and promotion 
- Review budget allocation and implementation of 
prevention and 

promotion 
- Define and cost necessary interventions 
-Reflect in annual budget oflocal Government 
Reform of quality control and assurance 
-Review existing quality control mechanisms and 
implementing agencies 

- Develop guidelines for reform and quality standards ~ll 

updates ~W 
- Organize consultative meetings to finalize guidelines 

THANK YOU 



NEPAL 

Develop national plan for health workforce 

-Reform of medical education 
-development of Model District HSS 
-Improve capacity, staff development (Paramedic, midwife, village health 

worker ,Volunteer 

Capacity building for the national HIS Unit 
Coordinating mechanism to review, harmonize 
different subsystems 
Regulatiqn/Procedure for collections of data from 
private sector/NGO 

MCoordinating supervision, based on local 
evidences with-feedback to local 

Strengthen coordinating mechanism 

•Review the organization/ management structure 
-Review policy for more private involvement 
-Set up mechanism for active community 

participation 
-Improvement of evidenced based planning 
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Country: Nepal 
HSS country consolidated plan of action 

Community participation for quality of care at community level 
• regular technical audits at different levels 
-Develop urban health strategy 
-Strategy Develop for EMS-air ambulance 
-Redistribution of health facilities according to pop/geographical area 
-Referral mechanism to hospital- establish proper referral channels 
(periphery-district-regional-central) 

Increase government budget for health 

-Community finance scheme 
-Sub-national financing for health 
-Efficient use of existing resource 
~Better donor harmonization 
Capacity building on stock management and Infrastructures 
Improvement 

-Harmonize procurement Process for different 
programs. 
-Increase community awareness 
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COUNTRY: PAPUA NEW GUINEA 
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PHILIPPINES 

Priority Actions 

• Capacity/capability building; advocacy for LGUs; support to 
implementation of PI PH; M & E of HS reform implementation 

• Implementation of health workers retention plan 

Increase capacities for data management {integrated data 
warehouse & comprehensive data base) · 

• Lobby for eligibility to GAVI support; Implementation of Health 
Care financing strategy; 

Subsidize premiums for the real poor and low income informal 
sector patients; local health accounts 

• Fast tract the implementation ofthe Bench book hospitals/public 
health facilities 

• Develop post-marketing surveillance & integration of infection 
control standards 
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Philippines: HSS Country Plan of Action 

PRIORITY ISSUES 

• Local Chief Executives diversity in governance 
& capacity to deliver Health Sector Reforms 

• Fast turn-over/ multi-tasking of health workers 

• Fragmented health information system 

• Poor allocation of funds resulting to inadequate 
funds for PH (e.g new vaccines) and subsidy for 
Social Health Insurance 

• Non-compliance to comprehensive quality care 

• Limited capacity for regulating laboratories, 
vaccines and drug quality 



SOLOMON ISLANDS 

• Health Workforce 
>- Inconsistent of JD and TOR at certain levels and weak 

annual workforce plan at the National and Provincial Level. 
Action: Review the salary structure/JD/TOR in consultation 

with the MOH,MOF, Public service section. 
• Information 
>- Weak/incomplete data on key national program indicators, 

with fragmented results being collected by project specific 
reporting systems. · 

Action: Follow up outcomes of recent AusAID report and 
specifically look into the recommendations and address the 
issues on items such as death rates, quality of information, 
and how to strengthen HIS. 

• Service Delivery 
>- Inconsistent coordination in the Health Promotion 

activities. 
Action: Cross functional Committee comprising of Health, 

Education and stakeholders to review/discuss on the 
integration of Health Promotion p~ckages. 
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Priority Issues and Next Steps 

Financing 
>- No evidence/resource/needs basis funding system from 

the Ministry of Finance to the Ministry of Health. Leading 
to slow disbursement of funds and the inability to access 
the funds. 

Action: Review and strengthen the National and Provincial 
financial systems in support of health donor agencies( 
SWAP). Also to build the capacity of the finance at all 
levels. 
Stewardship, leadership and Governance 

>- Poor routine, planned access to funding due to weaknesses 
in government fiscal planning capacity 

Action: Develop the skills of managers in leadership, coaching 
and strategic planning to enhance overall capacity to 
develop, manage and evaluate the effectiveness and cost 
efficiency of activities in support of achieving national 
strategic plan outcomes 
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Stewardship, Leadership, Governance 
Bottleneck Interventions Actions 

HN Leaders do not understand HIV well Reinforce advocacy -Review 

VIETNAM 
Planning depend on external Develop more detailed existing 

funding and difficult to coordinate, national master plan training 

Weak local planning capacity, Strengthen capacity of and 

Too much centralized financial mgt local levels In assessmen 
ton 

Limited political commitment for flexible/responsive/evidenc 
planning 

MSM, HIV services in closed e~based programming 
capacity of 

setting, linkages with other.services especially remote 
provinces- Planning Dep provinces/d 

MCH MCH Dept has limited information Strengthen coordination 
istricts, 

of many donor funded projects. capacity of MOH and Prov -.Set 
criteria to DOH select 

Malar Less staff due to district Mobilize and train more staff provinces/d 
;a 

reorganizationfsplit lstricts 

EPI Narl EPI Program has limited info Strengthen coordination 
on many donor funded projects. capacity of MOHand Prov 

DOH 2 

TB Userfees before TB diaanosi 

Medical products Laboratorv 
Bottleneck Interventions Actions 

Bo!lleneck Interventions _,1\ctions 

HIV Storage, Expiration Based on WHO supported assessmen~ 

Separate PSM 
Local production ofARV 

Streamline international 
Lengthy international procurement procurement process 

MCH Shotllgoocf""~"""lfu~ciUIQIGP=.-. .. •~-11 .. Reinforce market monitoring (dun d•IM'J' kll, • ..,.rg.t>.-ymH.::i"*S)f<>!'nom<M 8l9U 

Counterfeit of emergency pills; (DAV) and laboratory capacity 

Zink, Vi! Knot available (Institute Drug Q control) on 
counterfeit drugs 

HIV Duplication of lab at same level, CSQL: Center for standadization and 

Lack of defined functions of lab Quality of lab under A.MS to 

at different levels and linkage introduce standard quality 
management system 

Lab at districUcommune Assessment and integrated guidance of 
MOH (AMS, Science & Training??)-
Linkage/coordination of lab 
Define lab functions, equip and train 
at each level accordingly: AMS? 
PrcvMed by WHO? 
Strengthen specimen transportation 

Mala S~~c<Uo•el"'"\411\alfuml.,~l<>~n>at,.boodntt Reinforce market monitoring 
ria Counterfeit drugs causing d rug (DAV) and laboratory capacity 

resistance (Institute Drug Q control) on 

system -who is responsible?? 

MC Lack of lab repro tract infections 
H at district/inter-commune levels 

Monitonng of susceptibility of counterieit drugs 
insecticide Mala Diagnosis using microscopy Need to expand rapid test 

EPI Lengthy procurement of imported Streamline international 
vaccines procurement process 

ria 

EPI Lack of fund for lab on JE vacclne Strengthen specimen transportation 

Transportation of specimens system 
TB 

3 
TB Limtted lab for MDR-TB (plan to Expansion TB lab for DR 

expand to BS-3) CSQL 
4 

Information Financing_· 
Bottleneck Interventions Actions Bottleneck Interventions Actions 

HIV No reliable information system Support implementation of the GF could 

for planning and service (case new national HMIS Development contribute IT 

reporting, sentinnel surveillance, Master Plan. equipment. 

routine program monitoling) CIMSI (Central institute of Medical training on 

Scientffic Information) and data 
Need to rely on different data Informatics Centerwm be managed. management 
sources which are inconsistent and field 

HIV Donor dependence including for Insurance: Operational research on 

ART including service package on HIV, 
TB, and MCH and their integration 
into health insurance-HIV could be 
an important enby point to include 
Chronic Diseases in Health 
Insurance scheme. 

MC Limited info from private sector Involvement of private sector in epidemiology MC Insufficient funding from GOV Capacity building of MCH system for 
H and villages in remote areas. national reporting system 

- implemontntion of 2008 Law 
regulating reporting from private 
sector 

H and donors resource mobflization- to obtain 

No budget contribution from 
fund from GOV, dOnors, provincial 
government etc. 

province level 
Pooled budget I basket funding? 

~Establish monitoring mechanism 
of reporting: AMS 

Mala Delayed distribution of budget from 
ria MOF to local level- causing 

Mala Limited info from private sector Capncity building of CHS staff on interruption of activities/services 
ria an~ villag~ in remote areas. case definition, collectioh, 

Limited capacity of data use at reporting and sharing in remote 

local levels 
provinces. 

EPI Limited info from private sector 

EPI Inequitable distribution of resources, 
not based on the needs 

TB User fee before diagnosis Insurance: Operational research on 
reimbursement of the cost of 
laboratory services before d 

TB Limited info from private sector Strengthen reporting of notifiable 5 iagnosis ofTB 6 
diseases from private sector 



HIV 

MC 
H 

Mala 
ria 

EPI 

TB 

Workforce 
Bottleneck Interventions Actions 

Shortage of qualified HR. Improve universjty curriculum on 

PE not part of health system? GF and GAVI programs- Dept 

limited pre-service training 
Science and Training 

Limited skills of TBA in 3000 Capacity building and provision of 

hard-to-reach villages (GAVI allowance forVHWs and TBA who 

supports training of VHWonly) arc working forTS, Malaria, MCH, 
EPI, HIV ... in remote areas- Oep 

Blood transfusion Planning and Finance (PHC) 
VHW (paid by Gov, paid by PC) 

Rapid staff tum-over 

7 

VIETNAM 
Strengthen capacity of local levels in flexible /responsive/ 
evidence-based programming 

- Review existing training and assessment on planning capacity of 
provinces/districts. 

- Set criteria to select target provinces/districts for building capacity on 
planning. 
Support implementation of the new national HMIS Development 
Master Plan 
-Equip IT for HMIS network, training on HMIS. 
-Training for health staff on collecting and reporting (especially VHWs 
and private sectors) · 

- Supervising & monitoring on HMIS (in both public & private sector) 
Define Jab functions, equip & train at each level. 
- Review & assess functions, equipment, capacity of labs at each 
level. 
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HIV 

Bottleneck 

Access to service In remote areas
transportation 
No local coordination mechanisms across 
services at local level 
Lack of basic health service Infrastructure 
lnclosed~ttings 

Lack of palliative care 

Strengthen coordination and linkage of 
different health programs through PHC 
steering committees at district & 
commune levels 

Strengthen basic health service 
infrastructure in closed settings 

Expand palnativc case services for the 
terminal illnesses 

Actions 

MC Access to service In remote areas-
H transportation 

No local coordination mechanisms across 
services at local level 

Mala Access to service in remote areas-
ria transportation 

EPI Access to sernce in remote areas
transportation 

Integrated/Mufti-program outreach 
service delivery with motor cycles in 
remote areas without GAVJ HSS 
projects: Planning Dept 

TB Access to ser.ice In remote areas- Strengthen basic health service 
transportation infrastructure in closed settings 
No local coordination mechanisms across 
services at local level 
Lack of basic health service infrastructure 
Jncklsedsetlings 

VIETNAM 
- Promulgate technical responsibilities for labs at each level (integrated 
functions). 
- Upgrade facilities, equip and train for labs. 
Integrate a collaborator network of programs (TB, Malaria, MCH, 
EPI, HIV ... ) in community 
- Re-arrange a collaborator network that can do integrated programs. 
-Training for collaborators. 
Strengthen co-ordination and linkage of different health programs 
through a steering committee at district and commune levels. 
- Support local authorities to set up a mechanism on coordination and 
linkage of different health programs in providing services. 

10 
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ANNEX 7 

WORKSHOP EVALUATION 

There were 60 respondents who returned the evaluation sheet. 
  
88% of respondents thought that the workshop covered what they expected it to cover and 87% 
found the workshop’s objectives were clearly stated. 83% thought the workshop’s objectives 
were achieved and the workshop’s content was interesting. 78% and 80% found the facilitators 
were effective during group work and during plenary respectively. 83% sensed the level of 
interactivity was appropriate for this workshop and 82% felt the supporting resource materials 
supplied were relevant and useful. 75% gave positive comments on the relevance and quality of 
PowerPoint presentation. 

80% found the duration of the workshop was suitable though 10% felt it too long and 10% too 
short. 93% agreed with the pace of workshop and thought the level of difficulty of the content 
was suitable. 

77% had upgraded their capacity in analysing system bottlenecks related to their working area 
and 95% indicated that they could apply what they learnt in the workshop independently in their 
working area in the future. 

70% felt the venue and settings were in favour for the workshop’s objectives and some of 
participants wished that they could have had more choice of food. 
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1. The workshop covered what I expected it to cover. 0 3.33% 
(2) 

8.33% 
(5) 

60% 
(36) 

28% 
(17) 

0 

2. The workshop improved my capacity in analysing 
system bottlenecks related to my working area. 

0 3.33% 
(2) 

18.33%
(11) 

43.33%
(26) 

33.33%
(20) 

1.67% 
(1) 

3. The workshop’s objectives were clearly stated. 1.67%
(1) 

5% 
(3) 

6.67% 
(4) 

68.33%
(41) 

18.33%
(11) 

0 

4. The workshop’s objectives were achieved. 0 3.33% 
(2) 

13.33%
(8) 

68.33%
(41) 

15% 
(9) 

0 

5. The workshop’s content was interesting. 0 1.67 
(1) 

15% 
(9) 

46.67%
(28) 

36.67%
(22) 

0 

6. The Facilitators were effective during group work. 1.67%
(1) 

3.33% 
(2)

15% 
(9) 

38.33%
(23) 

40% 
(24) 

1.67% 
(1) 

7. The Facilitators were effective during plenary. 0 3.33% 
(2) 

16.67%
(10) 

51.67%
(31) 

28.33%
(17) 

0 

8. The level of interactivity was appropriate for this 
workshop. 

0 0 16.67%
(10) 

63.33%
(38) 

20% 
(12) 

0 

9. The supporting resource materials supplied are relevant 0 3.33% 13.33% 56.67% 25% 1.67% 
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and useful to me. (2) (8) (34) (15) (1) 

10. Relevance and quality of PowerPoint presentation 1.67%
(1)

5% 
(3) 

18.33%
(11) 

55% 
(33) 

20% 
(12) 

0 

11. The venue and settings are in favour for the 
workshop’s objectives  

1.67%
(1) 

10% 
(6) 

18.33%
(11) 

46.67%
(13) 

23.33%
(14) 

0 

Note: Six out of the 60 participants who answered the evaluation sheet claimed that they are from the Secretariat. 

1. The duration of the workshop was right for me. 10% (6 participants out of 60) said it's too long 

10% (6) said it's too short 

2. The pace of workshop was right for me. 1.67% (1) said it's too fast 
6.67% (4) said it's too slow 

3. The level of difficulty of the content was right for me. 6.67% (4) said it's too easy 

4. I can apply what I learnt in the workshop independently in my 
working area later. 

5% (3) said they cannot apply 
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ANNEX 8 

EXISTING HSS FUNDING PER COUNTRY FROM GAVI AND THE GFATM 

WPR Countries

1. Cambodia 

GFATM R9 CS-HSS 2011-2015 

� Leadership (Increasing demand for health services at the community level) - (US$  
12,245,974) 

� Service delivery (Improving quality of maternal services in health centers) -(US$  
6,211,139) 

� MPT (Improving availability and quality of blood supply) (US$  5,035,922) 

GAVI HSS 2008-2015 

� Minimum Package of Activities with performance based payment (US$  8,500,000) 

2. Vietnam 

GAVI HSS 2007-2010 

� Strengthening basic health care network in 10 disadvantaged provinces (US$ 
16,285,000) 

3. Lao PDR 

GFATM R8 CSHSS 2009-2013  

� MPT (1.  Improving procurement and the supply management system of pharmaceutical 
products throughout Lao PDR; 2.  Improving the quality, safety, efficacy and access to 
pharmaceutical products throughout Lao PDR.) (US$ 4,673,138) 

� Health workforce/ Leadership (Heath Workforce and Governance strengthening) (US$ 
2,520,622/ US$ 2,306,898) 

        

      N.B.  GAVI HSS for 2010 was recommended by IRC; awaiting the Board decision 

� Support to delivery of integrated MCH/PHC package (US$ 438,398) 

4. China  

GFATM R9CSHSS 2010-2014 

� MPT (Improving the quality of anti- tuberculosis (TB), HIV/AIDS, and malaria 
medicines produced in China to ensure improved accessibility and patient outcomes.) 
(US$ 24,768,313) 

� Information (US$ 26,652,550) 

GFATM National Strategy Application (NSA) First Learning Wave  

� Malaria Strategy 2010- 2015   
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5. Mongolia 

GFATM R9 CSHSS 2010-2014 

� MPT cross-cutting with Workforce, Information, Leadership & Service delivery (To improve 

the quality laboratory services for HIV, AIDS, STI, TB and blood safety through 

strengthening the National laboratory network (Total US$ 4,223,963) 

GAVI HSS 2010- 2012 

� Scale up integrated service packages through Reaching Every District strategy (US$ 

503,561)  

6. Fiji 

GFATM R8 CSHSS 2008-2012 

� MPT (Strengthening laboratory services)  (Strengthening Pharmaceutical Services)  (US$ 
1,164,292) 

� Health Service Delivery, Medicines, Medical products and technology (Strengthening 
managerial and operational capacity of Fiji Red Cross Society) (US$ 1,404,003) 

� Other budget: Health workforce (US$ 851,359) ; Leadership (USD$ 173,400) 

GFATM R9CSHSS  2010-2014 

� Information (Strengthening Fiji’s Health Information System) (US$ 1,868,313) 

7. Solomon Islands 

GFATM R8 CSHSS  2008 - 2013 

� Medical Products & Technologies, Leadership & Governance, and HRH (Development and 
support for implementation of a national policy framework and a strategic plan for laboratory 
services)  

� Leadership & Governance & Medical Products & Technologies and HRH  (Improve capacity 
for pharmacy management, monitoring and supervision at peripheral level)  

� Budget: HRH - US$ 655,248; Leadership - US$ 8,800; MPT - US$ 776,050; Service 
delivery - US$ 89,447 
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SEAR contries

8. Sri Lanka 

 GFATM R9 CSHSS  2010-2011  (Total US$ 15,376,295)

� To develop a community-based health workforce; Re-establish the network of primary care 

centers in three districts; Strengthen the laboratory diagnostic capacity; To improve the 

management of health services 

GAVI HSS 2008-2012  (US$ 4,505,000) 

� In-service training program for all PHC workers; Training programs for supervising staff 

on monitoring and supervision in a devolved health system; Develop HR plan for 

underserved areas; Provide facilities for MCH Clinics and vehicles for health staff in all 

levels based on the importance; Improve Jaffna, Baticaloa, Badulla, Kandy, Rathnapura, 

Galle facilities for PHC staff training 

9.  Bangladesh

GAVI HSS 2009-2010  (US$13,671,419) 

� Pilot  a scheme to recruit additional vaccine porters; Develop MCH training curriculum for 

CC staff; Pilot joint monthly  reporting, on performance of CCs; Priority water and 

sanitation repairs for all CCs; Provide facilities for CCs 

10. Bhutan  

GAVI HSS 2008-2012  (US$193,700) 

� Revised Maternal and Child Health curricula components of nursing and PHC categories 

based on job descriptions; Recruit a consultant to develop a systemic Continuing 

Education (CE) model; Provide hardware and software for continuing systemic 

education; Carry out monitoring and supervision of pilot project 

11. DPR Korea 

GAVI HSS 2008-2012  (US$4,360,000) 

� Health Management System Review and Guideline Revision and Development; Conduct 

a capacity building program in Health Management System; Provide Delivery Service 

Support; Strengthen Health Sector Coordination mechanism 

12.  Indonesia 
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GAVI HSS 2008-2009  (US$24,827,250) 

� Unproductive separation between the public providers system and the CSOs; Pilot 

project on contracting health services provision for an under-served locality papua; 

Operational research on incentives for kaders and salaried staff of Puskesmas; Assist 

with operational cost of community level collective action

13. Nepal  

GAVI HSS 2008-2009  (US$8,666,600) 

� Provides facilities for transport, communication and equipment for DHO; Develop and 

implement urban MCH health plan (targets=the urban poor) in 5 major municipalities; 

Decentralize the computerized Health Management Information System; Upgrade skills 

for health staff and village workers 

14.  Myammar 

GAVI HSS 2008-2011  (US$ 32,780,916) 

� Develop proposal to MOH recommending appropriates deployment number scheme 

options that include financial incentives; Develop HR Plan recommending strategies for 

retention and deployment of staff in hard-reach areas; Provide facilities for RHCs; 

Develop national guidelines for coordinated township health planning, financial 

management, health financing and supervisions at all levels. 
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